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S!CTION I

TNTRO)[)t) V .

The requirement of an all-weather eapat,IWty for hign-speed aircraf t,

space shuttles, rackets, and missiles has made the protection of these

yttems frm rain erosion a vital design f ictor. Supers'onic collisions

with reain ops pose a serious threat to both the structural integrit" and

eleotzmegnetlc performance of ceramic radomes.

A lage number of papers and reports on this suboc'ct have been pub-

lished over the past few years, !n.:IudinF, the proceedings of three Inter-

national conferences on rain erosion and associated phenomena. Many of

them have contributed toward a )etter qualitative understanding of the

mechanism of rain erosion and Its relationship to material properties.

With the axception of some rocket sled tostS, most of the research has

been limited to rvlatively low velocttieu. In a state of-the-art survuy

of raitidrop erosion, Wheelahan Fl. in 1IV7 found veryv lit'rlo quatititatiVO

information available on damatje civ ed by ra indropa,. impa,t.ing at nuper-

sonic velocities. This is generally true today also. Published reports

have Included a great deal of exper[mentil data and considerable theoret-

ical work. Many of the theorl,,, howev-r, have been deduced from rather

arbitr'y assumptions. Contradio.t2oy 'mpirr[cal relations have been for-

mulated. One only needs to rc.,id the dtiscusni ons followIn,, many of' the

papers in the proceedings of thn ,,'riousi r.in erosion conferences to Ie(

that there is much disapreement amonp, thco.e who ara work.inj) n this prob.

ism. There is considerable diiAgreemenl an to the forck.*.. th ..t arr ictu ,ALy

responsible for the eratering and eronion revulr.ing from 1.lquid-nolid

interactions. According to F i'.,nhiv, , [2 , "Thel. rrnai.nn 1:he mystery of

which mechanism, shock wav,,'; or let f~ornxion, is responsiole for actual

damaae." Engel [31, F'vall [10, .inA nth,,-1 blieve that thol damage .is pro

duced by the introduction of 'har nd t(n,. ,I.le stresses as a conslterquncelC

of the high localized compreusive for,7es nXrtti ly the lluld.

!!&Imes of Impact Velocity

The various theories mv ct he I ,-'n rradlt :,ry as they first appear.

in the case of solld-solld impac t ,:i,,r,, are at 1 1 t three, and perhaps

1 .. ... ........ "I ....... I I. . . .. . .
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four, regimes of the impact phenumena as the projec _le velocity increases.

These are illustrated by the rather idealized curve of Figure 1 which shows

the effect of velocity upon the penetrating power of projectiles into a

ductile target. In the low-velocity range the penetration is strongly

influenced by the strength of the two materials. In this region the pene-

tration appears to increase as the 4/3 power of the velocity. A negligible

amount of the projectile energy is converted into stress waves. As the

projectile velocity is increased, there is greater deformation and frag-

mentation of the projectile. At some point there is no increase in crater

depth with increased velocity; in fact the depth actually decreases, al-

though the crater volume may continue to increase. There comes a point

where the depth begins to again increase with velocity. The crater becomes

more hemispherical in shape and the penetration is now roughly proportional

to the 2/3 power of the velocity. It is clear that a transition region

has been crossed. The new regime is usually called the hypervelocity-

impact range. The most common criterion for the beginning of this regime

is when the ratio of projectile velocity to that of a stress wave in the

target material exceeds unity. At these velocities the stresses developed

by the projectile's deceleration are much greater than the yield strength

of either the projectile or target and the materials' densiftes affect the

crarering process more than that of the other properties such as target

and projectile strengths. If the velocity is further increased, an impact

region i reached that is, as yet, relatively unexplored. It is called the

range of impact explosions, fnr the tremendous amount of energy becomes

sufficient to vaporize both the projectile and a small volume of the target.

The partitioning of the projectile's kinetic energy among such items as

mechanical deformation, heat generated, strss waves, ejected material, and

perhaps vaporization; the influenze of material properties; the effects of

stress waves; and the mechanism of penetration and cratering are entirely

different for the various impact regimes. It is apparent that thore are

also different mechanisms of erosion and cratering for liquid-solid impacts

at variois velocities. Whuelahan [] suggests that in the velocity range

of 1000 to 3000 ft/sec, erosion rather than cratering is the dominant form

of damage, but as the impact velocity is increased above a few Mach number,-

the damage is primarily by cratering. Somewhere between these two types of

damage there is obviously a region of transition. Those apparently
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contradicting models mentioned may not be contradictory at all but each

may apply at various impact velocities and for different materials. For

a particular target material, the velocity-damage curves would be very

different for liquid and solid projectiles but would probably converge

in the hypervelocity range. If this be true, it will be possible to

simulate the higher velocity liquid impacts with solid projectiles.

Soupe of This Research

It is believed that the greatest insight into the mechanics of rain

erosion is to be gained from experimental and semi-empirical investiga-

tions. This is sometimes called the quasi-theoretical approach. Experi-

mental results are certainly necessary to establish the validity or limi-

tations of theoretical analyses.

The major effort of this research has been directed toward an under-

standing of the erosion damage tu cernamic-type radome materials under

various environmental conditions. A large number of 5-inch-square slip-

cast fused silica (SCFS) targets of various thicknesses were furnished by

Mr. Philip Ormsby of the Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal. These

were used in most of the experimental work which served as the basis for

the majority of the empirical relations given in this report. Because of

the relatively small size and sharp corners of these targets, they would

crack under high-energy impact loads. Larger and thicker targets were

requested so that Jarger raindrop sizes and higher radome velocities

could be simulated. Four 12-inch-diameter, disk-shaped targets 1 inch

thick were furnished by the Engineering Experiment Station at Georgia

Institute of Technology. These targets were much softer than the original

AMC targets. Craters in one of these targets, fur example, averaged six

times the volume of those in the original targets for identical impact

conditions. This is mentioned because the reader may notice the wide

differences in the data prf, sented. Data determined from one of these

targets could not be combined with Lftose from another target, but data

such as the effects of the impact angle or of multiple impacts are given

when all are from the same target.

Two water jet accelerators were designed and constructed for use in

the experiments. These are described in detail in Section II of this

report. Both experimental and theoretical results are presented in
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Section III to demonstrate the validity of using high-speed liquid jets

to simulate raindrop impact.

Experiments to determine the spatial and temporal variations of the

normal pressures exerted on the target surface by high-velocity liquid

impacts are described in Appendix A. This inZonation is essential to

an understanding of the mechanics of cratering. Craters created by

single high-speed jet impacts of SCFS targets are described and energy-

volume relations are derived in Section IV. A theoretical model of the

cratering process is presented in Appendix B. and fracture toughness--

an important property of radome materials--is discussed in Appendix C.

Because rain-erosion damage to high-speed structures is caused by

collisions with a large number of drops and because the eroded surface

is usually at an angle to the direction of motion, oblique and multiple

impacts are discussed in Sections V and VI. As the erosion rate is a

function of the drop size distribution in a given rain field, and as any

design criterion must be based upon the probability of failure, the

derivations and analyses of these factors are given in Appendix D.

Although the rain field may be defined in terms of drop size dis-

tribution, velocity, direction, and duration, it cannot be assumed that

this describes the conditions in the region between the shock wave of

the supersonic radome and the radome surface. It has been shown that

water drops passing through the shock wave may be fragmented, slowed

down, and deflected before colliding with the surface. Appendix E gives

a description of the motion of raindrops in the shock layer.
A high-velocity impact drives a stress wave into the structure.

This wave may contribute to fractures at or near the point of impact,

or may produce damage by reflection as a tensile wave from the target's

rear surface. This problem is analyzed in Section VII and Appendix F.

The effects of radome coatings on the potential damage resulting from the

stress waves are di.scussed in Section VIII.

Three radones that have been eroded by rocket sled tests in simulated

rain fields at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, have been examined.

The damage has been analyzed, and the results are compared with the rela-

tions derived in this study. This is given in Section IX.

The findings of this research are summed up and conclusions stated

in Section X. Areas in which more information is needed and recommended



further work are also included. The combined results of all phases of
this work are included in the computer code RENRASS given in Appendix G.

It must be emphasized that the sevon appendices are essential parts

of this report. They were placed in a separate section because some of

them were of necessity rather lengthy and because all persons reading

this report may not be interested in all mf the details given in all the

various appendices. As these were prepared by differen L individualr,,
some variations in symbols and forms of equations will be found; however,,
the meanings of all symboic are defined in the text, and there should be
no confusion on the part of the reader.

J1



SECTION II

WATER JET ACCELERATOR

Accelerato Description

Devices similar to the one employed by Bowden and Brunton [53 of

Cambridge University are used to accelerate small masses of water in the

form of short supersonic jets [6]. Velocities as high as 5000 ft/sec

are easily attainable, these being limited only by the physical strength

of the apparatus.

The heart of the gun is the high-pressure cylinder, and its operation

is illustrated schematically in Figure 2. As shown in the first drawing,
a nylon piston (P) is inserted into the chamber, and the remainder of the

chanber is filled with water (W). It has been found that efficiency and

repeatability of this water gun require a tight fit between the piston

and chamber. The front end of the piston is flared slightly, and it is

pressed into the chamber as shown. The chamber is next filled with water,

using a small hypodermic needle inserted in the nozzle. With the nozzle

turned upward, water is injected until all air is expelled.

The piston is accelerated by means of a 0.22-caliber bullet (B)

striking its base as shown in the second sketch, compressing the water to

a very high pressure. This water pressure in so great that even cylinders

made of stainless steel were deformed, and the chamber was expanded to the

extent that it could not be used more than a few times and repeatable

results were not possible. Tool steel was next used, but it was too hard

and the nozzle fractured on the first shot. After much experimentation,

cylinders were finally made from a nickel-chrome steel truck axle and

then hardened by heating and quenching in oil. These proved satisfactory

and could be used for several hundred shots with good repeatability.

As the water is suddenly compressed, a ver', high-velocity jet is

ejected through the nozzle, but befov'e very much can escape, the pressure

on the base of the piston is relieved, causing both the remaining water

and the piston to rebound as shown in the last sketch. Only a small frac-

tion of the water originally in the chamber is ejected through the nozzle,

unless its diameter is very large, in which case the jet velocity would

be small.
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Details of the high-pressure cylinder and nylon piston are shown in

Figure 3. An exploded view and photographs of the let accelerator are

shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The closed box is between the

gun muzzle and the high-pressure cylinder so that there will be no danger

fron the bullet as it ricochets. Holes are in the bottom of the box to

permit the escape of gas from the blast.

Jet Damage

Photographs of the high-velocity jet are shown in Figure 6. The jet

itself is not seen in these photographs as it is su rro&aded by vapor and

small droplets as the water evaporates at this high velocity. Diameters

of the jet and the vapor cloud at various distances from the nozzle are

shown in Figure 7. In this case the jet velocity was about 3200 ft/sec,

and the nozzle diameter was 0.0625 inch. The approximate limits of the

vapor cloud were determined from photographs of the jet. The liquid jet

di.meter is assumed to be approximately that of the fracture diameter in

Lucite. As seen, the cloud increases with the distance from the nozzle,

and the water core decreases as more and more of It evaporates, In L.hio

case no visible fracture could be seen in the Lucite at distances greater

than 3 Inches from the nozzle.

In attempts to determine more accurately the liquid jet diameter,

0.25-inch lead plates were used as targets, Shadowgraphs of the jet pene-

tration of a lead plate are shown in Figure 8. An interesting phenomenon

ran be observed in these pict-,.s namely, the flash of light visible in

the first and third photogr&ph. It must have been rather bright In ordeT,

to be visible through the back jetting of the liquid. Two photographs of

the lead targets are shown in Figure 9. The target in the low,-r phot:c-

graph was approximately 1 inch from the nozzle. In this case of a lead

target, the diameters of both the liquid core and the vapor cloud cin be

determined. Although the droplets in the cloud damaged the surface some-

what, it was very minor compared to the sharp perforation of the thick

lead plate. The upper photograph shows the damage produced at a distance

of 1.5 inches. The damage resulting from the cloud was less severe but

covered a larger area, and the hole punched by the liquid was smaller

than in the case of a 1-inch nozzle-target distance.

.. ..*. .. . . ... . . ,
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The type of damage caused by a jet varies with different materials,

as illuttrated in Figure 10 for target9 of copper, aluminum, and Lucite.

Figure 11 shows the familiar ring fractures on the surface of a Lucite

target. The center portion of the surface was not affected. The lower

photograph is of the sectioned target so that the depth of fracture can

be seen. The photograph, cross-section, and depth contours of another
crater in Lucite are shown in Figure 12.

Bullet Velocities
It was originally thought that better control of bullet velocities

could be maintained by using hand-loaded shells. It was found, however,

that the use of commercial shells gives satisfactory results except when

higher jet velocities are required. Bullet velocities available from

seven commercial and three hand-loaded shells are given in Figure 13.

The maximum, minimum, and average velocities from approximately ten shots

with each shell are shown. It was found that the Hy-Score 22BB caps

(average velocity 925 ft/sec), the ELEY 22-LR TENEX (average velocity

1064 ft/sec), the Western SX22LR (average velocity 1283 ft/sec), and the

hand-loaded Winchester cases with 4.2 grains of Unique powder (average

velocity 1440 ft/see) gave the velocity range required for most of the

experiments.

Effect of Nozzle Diameter

Water velocities resulting from ELEY TENEX bullets striking 0.25-inch-

diatet r pistons were determined for various nozzle diameters ranging from

0.032 to 0.09375 irnch. The results are shown in Figure 14. The jet

velocities decrease for larur diameters as expected. The velocities also

decrease in the case of very smail diameters, due probably to increased

friction. The maximum velocity was reached with a 0.0625-inch nozzle.

This diameter has been used in the majority of the experiments, not only

because it gives the maximum jet velocity, but because any small variations

in its size have negligible effect upon the results. The ratio of water

to bullet velocity is 3.2 for these conditions. When larger Jets are

needed, a nozzle diameter of 0.09375 inch har, been used. In this case the

water-bullet velocity ratio is 2.8.
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Relation Between Bullet Energy and Jet Velocity

'he ratios of water to bullet velocities may be of interest, but

because of the variation in bullet weights (18 to 45 grains), the relation

between the kinetic energy of the bullet and the jet velocity is more sig-
nificant. When the squares of the jet velocities were plotted as functions

of bullet energies, the results were practically linear for piston diameters

tof 0.25 and 0.375 inch, as shown in Figure 15. It is seen that the greater

jet velocities are generated with the smaller piston. As it is not prac-

tical to use pistons smaller than the bullets, the 0.25-inch diameter has

been used in all experiments described in this report unless otherwise

specified.

Amounts of Water Ejected from Nozzle

The water ejected was measured by simply placing the opening of a

small can containing cotton over the nozzle, catching the water, and weigh-

ing it on a sensitive analytic balance. Immediately following each shot,

the can opening was sealed to prevent the loss of any vapor. The containoer

was weighed before and after each shot. The very small variation In weight

fc,' each condition was surprising. The results are shown on Figure 16,

Each point represents one shot and shows the amount of water in the chamber

and the amount ejected. The amount in the chamber was accurately deter-

mined by using a calibrated hypodermic needle to fill the nozzle, Most of

the shots were made using 0.25-inch pistons, and nozzle diameters were

0.0625 and 0.09375 inch. The shells used art indicated. The water in the

chamber averaged 0.5 gm, varying between 0.4 and 0.6. Because of the neg-

ligible variation in the amounts of water ejected, it was decided to fire

some shots using pistons having a diameter of 0.375 inch and various lengths

so that different amounts of water could be injected into the chamber. The

results ob-alned were not as expected. Using ELEY TENEX bullets and a nozzle

diameter of 0.0625 inch, the amount of water in the chamber was varied from

about 0.4 to 1.2 grams but the amount of wator ejected vavied only from

about 0.07 to 0.08 gram. As previously mentioned, only a small fraction

of the water in the chamber is ejected from the nozzle. F'or the shots shown

in this figure, this fraction ranged from about 5% when using the larger

piston and smaller noz le, to about 40% when using the 1argr nozzle and

accelerating the small'r piston with a 204-ft-lb-k 1nP ;.-energy bullet.

... ....... .....
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Deflection of Steel Plates

Because of the very rough and irregular craters produced in materials

such as Lucite and ceramics, and because their volies depend greatly upon

whcther or not a piece of the fractured material remains in the crater or

falls out, considerable variations in crater size are to be expected. For

evaluating the effects of various parameters such as the distance between

nozzle and target and thA amount of water in the high-pressure chamber, it

was believed that the deflections of metal plates that did not crater might

give more reliable results than the votumes of craters. It wts decided to

use targets of stainless steel and to measure the displacement of the back

surface. The photographs in Figure 17 show sections of two plates after

jet impact. The lower plate was perforated by the Jet.

The curves in Figure 17 show the deflection of the rear surface of

0.035-inch stainless steel plates as a function of the distance between the

nozzle and the target. Western SX22LR and ELEY TLNEX 22LR bullets were

used. It is seen that this distance is very critical. A small difference

in the target location would cause a large difference in the amount of

damage. High-speed photographs show the jet velocity to be the same at

the various distances. This differenne In damage must, therefore, be due

to the change in the amount of water in the jet due to evaporation and tho

change in its diameter. The curves could not be extended for shorter,

nozzle-target distances as these targets were perforated.

The amount of water in the chamber was controlled by the piston length.

The effuct of the chamber water volume upon the plate deflection is shown

In Figure 18. This shows that the amount of water injected into the chamber

has negligible effect on the target damage unless the amount is so small

that a well formed Jet is not possible. This confirms the fact that the

amount of water ejected is independent of the amount in the chaber.

VMV_?



SECTION III

JET SIMULATION OF RAINDROP IMPACT

Simulation Technique

There is perhaps no substitute for actual in-flight testing to

determine the rain-erosion resistance of various materials. Because

of the great number of problems encountered irn such testing, a wide

variety of simulation techniques have been developed. Multiple-impact

methods such as those employing whirling arms, sleds, wind tunnels,

and ballistics, as well as single-drop techniques, have been described

by Fyall [7].

Because rain damage to high-speed structures is caused by collisions

with a large number of drops, multiple-impact techniques would better

simulate actual conditions. However, before a reliable design criterion

for the protection of high-speed aircraft and missiles can be formulated, I
the fundamental mechanics of the erosion process must be investigated.

Before the relations between rain damage and various parameters such as

material properties, relative speeds, angles of impact, rainfall rates,

and drop size distribution can be determined, the damage sustained by

the impact of a single drop must be understood,

In single-impact studies, a drop of the liquid may either be placed

tn the path of a moving target or the liquid may be accelerated against

the target material. Smith and Fyall [8] have achieved excellent results

by the first method for velocities up to about 1000 ft/see. The target

material forms the nose section Lf a lightweight projectile fired from a

compressed-gas gun at a drop suspended on an artificial web.

The accelerating of a liquid drop against the target poses several

difficulties. In the first place, it is not possible to accelerate a

sphere of water the size of a raindrop to a high velocity without the

aerodynamic forces causing the drop to break up or shatter into a fine

spray of small droplets. Even if the drop integrity could be maintained,

it would probably not be desirable to do so. A short water jet may better

represent the drop after passing through the shock wave of a supersonic

radome than would a perfectly spherical drop. The excellent photograph of

water drops between the shock wave and the target In 'igure 19 was made by

J i
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Laniford and Leverance of the Naval Ordnance Laboatory [9]. These drops

certainly have the appearance of jets. Similar photographs have been made

by Ranger and Nicholls [10) and by Reinecke and Waldman C113.

Experimental Justification

The high veloities attainable with the jet gun make it a very attrac-

tive research tool for determining the erosion resistance of materials, and

it seems that the use of the Jet for simulating raindrop impact may be

justified. First, the appearance of craters formed by the suspended drop

method, those on radomes following sled tests, and those formed by jets

are all very similar in appearance. Secondly, Brunton [12] has shown that

only the head of the jet is responsible for damage to the target and that

the diameter of the Jet determines the duration of the load. Also, the

length of the jet may not be as great %s has been estimated. While it Is

true that water can be seen coming from the nozzle for a rather long period

of time (Figures 6 and 8), this may be a negligible volume at a low velocity.

If the measured ejected water (Figure 16) were concentrated into spherical

drops, their "diameters" would be approximately the same as the diameters

of the holes punched in the lead plates (Figure 9) when the targets were

placed near the nozzle, so that impact occurred before there could be a

breakup of the jet by aerodynamic forces. This seems to strongly suggest

that the effective length of the jet is about the same as its diameter. This

may also explain why the mass of the jet If; independent of the amount of

water in the high-pressure chamber.

Theoretical Results

The question may also arise as to the effect the jet length might

have on the internal target stresses caused by shook waves. To answer

this, Lhe amplitudes of stresses resulting from a drop or very short jet

were computed and compared with those resulting from a very long jet by

the methods described in Section VII and Appendix B.

The compressive forces exerted on the target by the drop were repre-

sented by the equation

p a 603[exp(-O.57t) - exp(-4.85t)] U)

.... ....
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where the time (t) is In microseconds and the pressure (p) is in 1000 psi.

THs function, shown In Figure 20, reaches a peak compressive force of

400,000 pul in 0.5 microsecond and then decays to 60,000 psi in 4 micro-

seconds. The maximum pressure corresponds to the shock pressure for a

drop velocity of about 5000 ft/sec. The jet pressure was represented by

the equat ion

p a 412L1 - exp(-7t)] (2)

This relation is also shown in Figure 20. The pressure in this case also

reaches a magnitude of 400,000 psi In 0.5 microsecond but does not decay

as it did in the case of the drop. In fact, it represents a jet of in-

finite length, always Increasing slightly in amplitude. The tangential

stresses generated at the surface are also shown. The maximum tensile

stress is approximately 300,000 psi for both the drop and jet. The stress

histories at a point 0.15 inch from the point of impact in a 0.20-inch

Lucite target are shown in Figure 21 for both the drop and jet. 'Ite stress

waves in the 0.20-inch target are shown in Figure 22 at a time of 1.9 micro-

seconds, just before they reach the rear surface of the tmrget, and also

at 2.2 microseconds after the waves have been reflected from the rear sur-

face. The maximum tensile stresses in the target are shown in Figure 23.
It can be seen -that there is practically no difference between the stresses

generated by the drop and by the jet.

In view of both experimental and theoretical results, It i concluded

that the high-velocity jet is a useful research tool for simulating rain-

drop impact.
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SECTION IV

rRATEIING OF SLIP-CAST FUSCD SILICA

Both surfaces of gom SC'S targets were painted with black Ink beforo

impact so that the extent of any fractures could be more easily seen. The

photographs at the top of Figure 24 show the damaige to a 0.25-inch tarpet.

It was completely penetrated. The fracture as viewed from the back Is

interesting. The lower photographs of this figure show the damage to a

slightly thicker target. The familiar ring crater is seen on the front,

and a crack is detected on the rear surface. Thu ink was not removed from

the central area of the crater. Typical cross-sections of this crater are

shown in Figure 25. The maximum depth is about 0.0085 inch. Unlike the

ring crater in Lucite, the centrai undamaged portion shows a permanent set.

It may be, however, that the material is not compressed but that the crack

whose boundaries are seen on the rear surface extend Internally to the

front crater and that this entire cone of material is pushud backward.

Internal and subsurface material failures are discussed in Section VII.

Crater contours are shown in igur*e 26.

Typical craters in SCFS targets are shown in Figure 27. These vary

from small ring craters with undamaged central irea, much as No,. 582, 619,

705, and 706, to large deep craters with chunks of the material reroved,

,uch as Wo. 423. The scale div'sionN shown in the photoralhr miii'

meters. Some of the craters and conditions of impact will ho d.,,;cr~hed

later.

Expurimental Cond i tLions

After analyzing the regult:i of miny ,liot . made und t, vrlouw crnnfl-

tions, It was decided that for a study of the cr:Jterirug of !,;C['I thr1.'t:!,

the f'ollowin, would be used:

Nozzle-target distance - 1.0 inch

Plton diameter - 0.25 Inch

Nozzle diameters 0.065 and 0.O.1.375 inch

Jot Velocity and Crater Size Relation3

Average crater volume and di.imeter a8 functions of -jet vollocity ,1r0

nozzle diameter are shown in Figure 28. ;a~ch point represents the
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average volume or diameter of several craters with the 6xception of the

largest crater (volume = 25.0 x 10"' in3 , diameter = 0.49 inch). These

values were the result of a single shot, as it was the only one that did

not destroy the thickest target (0.75 inch) available at that time.

Crater Size as runotion of Jet Ener,

The Jet velocity-crater size relation depends upun the nozzle diam.-

*ter. but it was found that the relation between the kinetic energy of

the jet and the crater volume was independent of the nozzle size. Not

only that, but the energy-volume relation plots as a straight line on

logarithmic paper (Figure 29), and the crater volume (V) can be expressed

as a simple function of the jet energy (), this being

V a 1.66 x lO 6 E1  (j)

where the volume is given in cubic inches when the energy it oxpressed

in foot-pounds. A plot of the crater areas is also shown. The energy-

area relation can be reprotsented by the equation

A w O.00741EL0 .5 5  (i)

gIIu g the area, A, in square inches.

These relations were based upon crater dimensions obtained by

impacting a large number of the original targets furnIshed for, use in

thii research. When four larger and thicker targets were received, the

plans were to extend these curves to higher velocitLes and energies.

When the first of these new targets (No. 1) was impacted, it was found

that the crater volumes werv approximately aix times larger than those

in the original targets. When the average volumes and areas for differ-

ent impact energies were plotted, it was found that the lines through

the points had the sane slopes as the original curven, g.ivtng the same

exponent but that the relations had difforent coeffl..'.nents (rigure 30).

.i.ch of the throe points reprercnt:s tha nverage of novieral shotvl, but

there was much less scatter than in the case of tho ori,nnml targets,

becautu all craters were in one target, whereani rever l targets were

u-;ed in the original experiment. The ener.y-volum, curve ror the second

of the new targets (No. 2) fell between that for th, original data and

the one for target No. 1.
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An important question at this point is, "Which, if either, of these

energy-volume relations can be used to predict the damage to SCFS radomes

in a specified rain field?" They are

For the original targets - V = 1.66 x 10 - 6E1 4 4  (3)

For target No. 1 - V = 10.1 x 10-6E.44 (5)

and, For target No. 2 - V = 3.32 x 1046 "E  4 (6)

These relations plotted on rectangular coordinate paper in Figure 31

give a better comparison of the results obiained by use of the different

targets.

It is assumed that better quality control will be maintained in-the

manufacture of the radomea than was done in the casting of the targets

used in these experiments. If some targets of the actual radome material

could be supplied, the coefficients of the equations could be more acou-

rately determined. Meanwhile, it seems reasonable to use Eq. (5) for the

softest of the targets as a basis for further relations derived in this

research. In Section IX of this report, the computed results will be

compared with the observed damage to radomes eroded in rocket sled tests.

i6w energy-volume curve for this target is repeated and the energy-

crater area relation

A = 0.022E0 .55  (7)

is shown in Figure 32.

Craters Result.ng from Lead Impact

Another target (No. 4) was used in experiments to determine the

relation between the energy of lead shot and crater volume. This is -ilso

shown in Figure 30. For this curve, each point reprosents an individual

shot and not -the average of several shots as in the case of the water let.

It appears that a curve through these points might have the same slope

as the curves representing water impact. If so, this would indicate -that

the exponent of the equation i s perhaps dependent upon the target material

and iadepandent of the pvojectile properties. It also seems to indicate
that. lead pellets might be used to simulate liquid impact as has been

suggested by Walton [13]. The crxter characteristics are very similar

' ... ',............................................._
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in the two caseb. Some photographs of these craters are shown in Figure
33. As the properties of target No. 4, in which the lead pellets were

fired, are perhaps different from the other targets, no comparisons of
results can be made. It apars, however, that lead pellets havin kinetic
energies of from 3 to 10 percent of those of water jets could be used to
simulate liquid impact. The craters shown in Figure 34 resulted from a
shotgun impact. The No. 7-1/2 lead pellets having velocities of about
1500 ft/sec hit the target at an angle of 30 degrees with its surface.
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SECTION V

OBLIQUE IMPACTS

The data presented in the previous sections of this report were

determined from experiments in which the direction of the liquid jet was

normal to the target surface. In general, the relative velocity vector

of a raindrop is not perpendicular to the radome surface. The effect of

the impact angle is therefore of great importance.

Effect of Shock Layer Upon Impact Angle

The angle at which a drop impinges upon the radome surfane is deter-

mined primarily by the radome geometry. It is also affected by its pas-

sage through the supersonic shock layer. It was shown in Figure 19 that

there is a distortion and fragmentation of the drop. This shattering

or fragmenting will have little effect if the time to traverse the shock

layer is less than the breakup time. There will also be a deflection or

change ii, the direction of the drop as it passes through the shock layer.

If the deflection angles are of sufficient magnitude, the total number

of impacts will be reduced. If the raindrops have sufficient momentum

to prevent them from being deflected, all drops in the path of the radome

will impact. Appendix E is an analysis of the motion of raindrops in the

shock layer. Figure 3B shows the effect of the shock on the motion of

drops 0.5 and 5.0 mm in diameter at Mach 2.0 and 10.0 for a 15-degree

conical radome. In this case, the deflection was very small. For other

angles and conditions, the results may be significant.

Effect of Impact Angle Upon Crate, Volume

Photographs and average volumes of craters in SCFS formed by ll0-ft-

lb jets making angles of 90, 70, 52, and 45 degrees with the target sur-

face are shown in Figure 36. Contours of these craters are shown in Fig-

ure 37, and the effect of the impact angle upon crater volume is given by

the lower curve of Figure 38. It was surprising to find that the crater

volume created by normal impact was less than the volume formed by a 70-

degree oblique impact. A look at Figure 37 reveals that there are central

plateaus in the craters resulting from normal impact. These are not as

..........



distinct as the ring craters fomed by lower jet velocities, but the

shaded areas shown are surrounded by regions of greater depth. The

craters formed by the 70-degree jets do not have these plateaus. Cross-

sections of two of the craters show this difference more clearly (Figure

39). It may be that the 70-degree jet simply "washed out" thc central

high region, thereby eroding out a greater volume than did the normal

Jet.

If this explanation is correct, it may provide.a clue to the high

central regions and the apparently unaffected areas in some craters.

When a drop or the head of a jet strikes a target at high velocity normal

to its surface, the extremely high pressure causes a compression of the

liquid. This compressed volume serves to deflect the remainder of the

liquid so that it impinges upon the target at an angle to the normal,

eroding or washing out a circular ring crater.

This seems to be in agreement with Field's explAnatioi as to why

there is no decrease in crater volume until angles greater than 20 degrees

with the normal are reached [14). Investigators have also observed that

the angle at which miron-size particles strike a target influences the

erosion rate and that the maximum does not occur with normal impact [15).

The upper curve of Figure 38 shows the crater volume fo different

impact angles of 160-ft-lb jets. The difference in the two curves of this

figure is not due primarily to the difference in jet energy, but results

from the difference in the properties of the two targets. Normal impact

of target No. 2 destroyed the target, and the point shown was determined

by extrapolating the curve for -this target on Figure 30.

It is apparent that the relation between impact angle and crater

volume cannot be determined from these data. One might conclude from

these curves that no cratering would occ'ur at impact angles of less than

about 30 degrees. This certainly is not the case. Using higher veloc-

ities, craters have been formed on come t;%rgets at angles of 30 degrees

or less, but, because of their small size, the targets were cracked when

the angle was increasv.. Substantial cratering occurls when 15-degree SCFS

radomes are sled-tested In a simulated rain field.

As the oblique impact experiments did not give the necessary informa-

tion, it is necessary to take either an analytical approach or turn to the

experiments of others.
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Heymann [16] says that the consensus appears to be that the normal

component of the impact velocity is primarily responsible for the damage,

with the tangential component playing a secondary role, if any.

If it is assumed that cratering at a given angle is governed by the

normal velocity component, then by combining this hypotIesis with Eq. (5),

V a 10.1 x 10
-6 E1. 4 4

the volume of a crater in a similar target impacted at an angle 8 with the

target surface is given by the relation

V x (3.73 x lO' )(m)l (v sin 0)2.88 (8)

The volume may also be expressed as

vher(7.07 x 1  D et (v sin )l.  an (9)

where D is the drop diameter in millimeters.
Smith and Fyall question this basic hypothesis concerning the effect

of the impact angle [83, and it is not in agreement with the empirical

relations derived by 9chmitt [171.

It was shown in Section IV that the crater volumo resulting from

normal liquid impact is a function of the projectile kinetic energy. It

was also demonstrated that the crater volume is a function of the kinetic

energy of lead projectiles. It has also been shown that the volume of

craters in metal targets is a function of the kinetic energy of solid

projectiles [18). This seems to indicate that the mechanics of cratering

is very similar for both liquid and solid impacts. It would seem reason-

able to assume that the crater volume dependence upon impact angle would

also be similar. In the case of solid projectile impact, the crater vol-

ume is a linear function of the sine of the impact angle [19).

Because of the results of solid projectile impact experiments and

also because it is in agreement with the empirical relations developed

by Schmitt [17), who has perhaps analyzed this problem as thoroughly as

anyone, it is assumed that the crater volume is also a linear function

of the sine of the impact -ngle of liquid projectiles.

The relation used in this study for determining the erosion of SCP?

radomes is, therefore,

V (7.07 x l' 1 7 )D4 ' 2 v2 '8 8 sin e (10)

.. .. ....... . ..... ....... ,, , '
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Effec~t of Impact Angle Upon Crater Area

Just as the oblique impact experiments did not provide sufficient

information to determine the crater volume dependence upon the impact

angle, they were of little help in determining the effect of the impact

angle upon the crater area. About all that could be learned from these

experiments was that the crater area becomes smaller as the angle with

the target surface is decreased but not at as rapid a rate. The craters

also became relatively more shallow as the impact angle was decreased.

Reinecke [20) says that a spherical drop impacting a plane surface

at an angle e gives an elliptical "imprint" with an area of 7IR2 /sin e,

where R is the drop radius. This undoubtedly does not refer to the

actual crater area, as it would mean a larger area for very acute angles.

For example, the drop "imprint" on a 15-degree radome would have an area

almost four times as large as for normal impact, and its major axis

would likewise be 3.9 times as long as the drop diameter, which is

obviously not the case.

If the crater volume is a linear function of the sine of the impact

angle, the area of geometrically similar craters would be a function of

the 2/3 power of the sine of the angle. Although none of the oblique

impact experiments supply sufficient information to determine this power

empirically, the crater contours of Figure 37 do show that the area does

not decrease as rapidly as the depth, as the impact angle 0 decreases.

In other words, as the angle decreases, the craters become relatively

more shallow. It seems that a value of one-half might be a reasonable

value to use for this exponent.

It is believed that the approximate crater area for the SCFS being

considered can be found by applying this factor to Eq. (7), giving

A aO.022E0 55 (sin 0 0 .5  (11)

or, in terms of drop diameter (mm) and velocity (ft/sec),

A u (1.21 x lO-6)D1l 6 5vl'lO(siln )0. 5  (12)

rd
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SECTION VI

MULTIPLE IMPACTS

This research has been directed largely toward an investigation of

cratering resulting from single high-velocity liquid impacts. It is

realized, however, that radome damage will result from collisions with

many raindrops and that one of the problems that must be dealt with is

the interaction of stresses developed by multiple-drop impacts.

Some experimental results and illustrations of dual impacts will

be given. Shot No. 829 created a crater having a volume of 0.000203 in3

in the SCFS target. An identical shot (830) impacting the previous crater

increased its volume by a factor of 2.7 to 0.000557 in3 . Photographs and

dimensions are given in Figure 40. Repeating this experiment, crater 806

was increased by a factor of 3.18 by a second shot (831) as shown in Fig-

ure 41. When reference is made to "identical" shots, it simply means that

the same type bullets, nozzle sizes, amounts of water, and nozzle-target

distances were employed. Shots 806 and 829, for example, were!dentical '

but the crater volumes were 0.000146 and 0.000203 in3, respectively.

There is no way of knowing what the results of shots 830 and 831 would

have been had they not impacted the previous craters. Conclusions can,

therefore, only be based upon the averages of a number of shots. Similar

craters are shown in Figure 42 except that the centers of the first (827)

and second (832) shots were separated by a distance almost equal to a

crater diameter. The combined volumes of the two shots were 2.74 times

as great as the first. The craters shown in Figure 43 were separated a

greater distance. The first shot (828) resulted in a crater having a
3volume of 0.000123 in . The second shot (833) created a crater having

a 0.000150-in3 volume, but of most interest, it caused the volume of the

first crater to increase by 30 percent to a volume of 0.000171 in3 . From

these data, the relation between the increase in crater volume caused by

the second shot and the distance between impact points Is shown in Figure

44. From this limited amount of data, it seems that the second impact

will have no effect upon the volume of the first crater if the distance

between crater centers is at least twice the diameter of the craters.

Figures 45, 46, and 47 show the results of similar experiments using

higher volocity jets. In the first two of these, the crater volume

increase due to the second impact was 2.46 and 2.85, which agrees very
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well with the previous data. The final total volume for the third case

wa& only 2.09 times as great as the first crater volume. It should be

noted that the second shot (840) created a crater volume of only 0.000619
33in as compared with that of the first (836) of 0.000715 in 3 , but that

it caused the volume of the first crater to increase 22 percent. Finally,

Figure 48 Illustrates the fact that, although the impacts a4e sufficiently

far apart so as not to affect the volume of the first, the first crater

may serve as a stress raiser causing fracture of the target. The crack

through No. 769 did not occur until No. 770 was fired.

Why ts the total crater volume resulting from two impacts greater

than twice vhat of one crater? When the craters coincide or overlap, the

target surface is not the same for the second shot as for the first.

Experiments have demonstrated that the momentum transfer from jet to

target is greater for the second shot. Also, It has been pointed out

that one reason for the relatively wide variations in crater size in

brittle material is that some of the fractured material may not be com-

pletely broken loose but remains in the crater, !t is likely that the

stress waves from the second shot may detach some of this material,

causing an increase in volume.

Radomes will, of course, be eroded by many collisions with drops

as they pass through rain fields. The effect of several impacts Is illus-

trated in Figure 49. The average volume of a single isolated crater in

this targ('t under the impact conditions of the experiment was 10.2 x 3.0
3 -1

in per (rater. After five impacts the average volume was 13.3 x 10"

in 3, an average increase of 30 percent per crater. Approximately 14 per-

cent of the total surface area was covered by craters.

The number of shots was increased in steps of five until approxi-

mately 70 percent of the surface avea was coveved, by which time the

average crater volume had increased about 90 percent. The ratio of aver-

age crater volume to that of a single isolated crater is plotted as a

function of the percent of the target surface cuvered in Figure 50. The

empirical relation

V/V1 = 2 - exp[.-3P/(132-P)J (13)

passes through the experimental points very well and indicates that when

the total target surface is covered with craters that the average crater,
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volume will be approximately twice that of a single crater. This rela-

tion will be incorposated in the calculations of damage to SCFS radoces.

These data are given in Table 1.

Calculation of the Total Volume of Radome Material Removed by 'Erosion

Tho three basic equations derived up to this point are Eqs: (10),

(12), and (13). The volume and area of a single crater have been desig-

nated by V and A. As this study will now be concerned with tht total

volume and aea, these designations for a single crater will be changed

to V1 and A1 . Also, the direction of the projectile velocity vector with

respect to the target surface has been designated as the angle e. IR the

case of supersonic radomes, this impact angle will not be 8 but will be

the difference between the radome angle and the deflection angle due to

the shock layer, (6 - 8), as shown in Figure 35.

Equations (10) and (12) now become

V (7.07 x 10 17)Dv432v2.8sin(e - 6) (14)

and

A1  (1.21 x 106 )D1.6 5v 
110oin(e - 6)]05 (15)

It should be kept in mind that the constant coefficients in these

equations apply only for SCFS having the properties of the Georgia Tech

target No. 1.

These equations together with the probability model derived in

Appendix D will be used to calculate the erosion of radomes. It will

be noted that the exponents of sin(O - 6) in Eqs. (14) and (15) are

different from those derived in Appendix D. The reasons for these changes

were given in Section V.

The drop size is based upon the well-known Marshall-Palmer expo-

nential distribution function E21].

p(D) 2 8000 exp(4.l1R- 0 21) (16)

when D is the drop size in millimeters and R is the rainfall rate in

millimeters/hour.

The percent of the area eroded in a traveled distance of S feet

through the rain field is D

P Svl1'sin[sin(o - 0) 0.5f maxD1 .6 5p(D)dD (37)
D

0

.. ........ ifl .ll .. .. .... ... ..'... ... ..... ..". .....
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and the total volume of material eroded per unit area (in3/in 2) of redome

surface is

Vt u(2 - exp(-3P/(132-P))]Sv2 88snosin(e 4 DmaxD4.32p(D)dD (19)

D
0

It is believed tlat raindrops les than 0.5 mm in diameter will have

negligible effect upon the erosion of radomes; therefore, the lower limit
of D (Do ) in the above integral is taken as this value. The upper limit

(Dm ) is given a value of 10 mm. It has been shown that the terminal
velocities of raindrops larger than about 6 mm in diameter ae sufficiently

great to cause them to break up or disinteg"ate into smaller drops [7].

By extending the upper limit to a value of 10, a slight factor of safety
is provided; however, according to the Marshall-Palmer distribution, there
would be such a small number of the large drops that taking this upper
limit as infinity ch,,nges the calculated erosion rate less than 1 percent.

The reader is referred to Appendix D for details of the derivations
and the calculation of the various constants and to Appendix G for the
computer program used for calculating the various numerical values.

Calculation of Erosion Rate

The rate at which the surface is eroded (ER) in inches/second will be
the total volume of radome material removed per unit area divided by the
time in the rain field. Substituting S a vt in Eq. (18) and dividing by

t gives

3 88 D mx43ER m [2 - exp(-3P/(132 - P))]vS'8sinsin(O .. fmaxD 32p(D)dD (19)

D0

Numerical Results

Equations (17), (18), and (19) have been solved for rainfall rates
of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 in/hr; radome angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and
90 degrees; and velocities of 2500, 5000, and 7500 ft/sec; for distances
up to 5000 ft. The deflection of the drops in the shock layer has been

neglected.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 give numerical values of the percent of radome
surface cratered; the volume of material removed per unit area; the erosion

rate; and the erosion rate divided by sin 20.

Erosion rates for a 15-degree radome with a velocity of 5000 ft/sec

are shown in Figure 51. It is seen that the rate of erosion increases
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until the radae surface is entirely covered with crater's, after which

it remains constant. Figure 52 gives the distance that a radome must
travel through a given rain field before its surface is 100 percent
eroded. Fat' exanipi., a 30-degree conical scFS radame moving at a speed
of 5000 ft/eec through a 2.5-in/hr rein would travel only 350 foet before
being ertire3.y covered with craters.

Erosion Ecuations

The volume of radoms Aaterial removed and the erosion rates were
computed by solving Eq*. (18) and (19) by numerical Integration. The
material volume and rate of erosion after the rado.. is entirely covered
by craters an be expressed by the following relation.:

V W 1.78 X 301 5 SR 1. 2 v2,88sin28 (20)

and

ER a 1.75 x 10-1R3'1 2v3 .88 sinZS (21)

Values of ER/si 2  for' various rainfall rates are shown in Figure 53.
This ER is equivalent to the NDPR (mean depth penetration rate) of

Schmitt [17J. Hie has developed empirical relations based upon ten 5500-
ft/sec firings on the rocket sled track at IHclloman Air Fore Base, mew
Mexico, and previous work which covered velocities from about 1500 ft/sec

to 4000 ft/sac.

It Is interesting to compare Eq. (21), determined by water jet gun

experiments conducted in the laboratory and the theoretical drop size
distribution, with the results based upon rocket sled testa In a simulated
vain field. For 7941 fused silica, Schmitt found the erosion rate-

velocity dependence relation to be

MDPR(cm/mec) a9.22 x 10-1 v 4.8sin2e (22)

for a rainfall rate of 4.6 in/hr. This relation converted to in/seec Is

also shoirn on Figure 53. The properties of the fused silica used in these
sled tests may have been quite different from the target. used in tho
research desoribed inthis report.
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SECTION VII

SPALLAI'ION AND SUBSURFACE FRACTURE

Up to this point the research described In this report has dealt

primarily with cratering and erosion of the radome surface. It is very
likely, however, that the most catastrophic damage may be due to sub-

surface fractures or to spallation of the inner surface as a result of

the reflection of stress waves.

DescrptLon *: Fractures
Figure 54 shows fractures beneath the craters of three SCFS targets.

In general these cracks run radially from the surface crater. This can
be seen in the photographs of two 0.75-Lnch targets in Figire 55. Both

also show rem surface spell resulting In the complete detachment of

material in the lower photograph and the cracks parallel to the rear

surface In the upper picture. The large fracture seen at the left of

the lower target was caused by a crack through a nearby crater caused

by this impact. Both of these -targets, as weil as those In Figure 56,

show defective planes at the center, caused perhaps in the casting

process. In most cases the radial cracks extend across this central

planes, except in the upper target of this figure the cracks seem to

originate at the center.

The fracture of the 0.40-inch target shown in Figure 57 in very simi-

lar to the one shown in Figure 24 except for the rear surface spall directly

behind the impact point and that the circular crack was somewhat more pro-

nounced. Shortly after the first photographo were made, the entire rear

portion shown in the last two photographa of this figure became detached.

Upon examination of these fractures, Figure 58 was drawn.

A Possible Fxplanation of the Target Fracture

The cracks indicated by A, B, and C of Figure 58 are of interest as

either of them would cause greater damage to a radome than the rLng crater,

from either a structural or an alectromagnetic vtewpoint.
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Initially, the path of crack A is determined by the tensile stresses

around the immediate Impact area. As suggested by Yoffee [22], the crack

propagotes into the plate normal to the maximum tangential stress near

the orck tip, If this maximum stress is caused to shift from its orig-

inal direction, the direction of the cr ck propagation would be expected

to change. This could be caused by the stress waves generated by the

impact and is probably the reason for A not following a straight line.

The maximam speed of the crack propagation was analytically determined

by Yoffee to be approximately 0.6 times the velocity of the shear wave.

This agrees very well th the value of 0.38 times the dilatational wave

velocity as observed by KUppers [23J in experiments with glass.

It Is apparent that the stress wave associated with the impact travels

through the plate und reflects from the rear surfac©, intersecting the

crack befeve It has time to propagate through the target. It in computed

that the crack reaches the first point of branching in approximately 3.5

use and that the reflected dilatational wave reaches the same point in

approximately the same time. The stresses associated with the drrival of

this wave will cause a change in the state of stress around the propagating

crack tip and is probably the cause of the branching which creates crack C.

As the reflected shear wave velocity is less than that of the dilatational

wave, it will intersect crack A at a later time and would be expected to

cause another branching such a crack B.

Spallation Resulting from Reflected S.tress Waves

The fact that considerble damage can result from the reflection of

stress waves from the inner surface of a radome has been alluded to several

times. Thui source of potential danger will now be looked at in more

detail. First, mone experimental results and empirical relations will be

connideied, and next, the methods of stress calculation will be described.

In addition to creating a crater, a high-velocity impact will drive

a strong shocY. wave into a stroctAre. If the impauted structure, or "tar-

get," Is sufficiently thin, a puncture will result (Figures 24 and 59).

If the target is relatively thick, the shock will rapidly decay into an

elastic stress wave. When such a wave encounters a free surface, it is

reflected--generally as a tensile wave--and its amplitude may be of suf-

ficient magnitude to produce fractures near the rear surface. When such
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fractures do occur, they usually cause spallation or detachment of con-

siderable material, producing greater damage than failre at the point of

lImpact. This is an important problem in radome design, as it may dictate

the required thickness. Such fractures may appear as granular cracks near

the surface, as rear surface bulges, or as a complete detachment of target

material, creating a shrapnel effect. An example of each is shown in Fig-

ure 60 for copper, altminum, and steel targets. Fractne. in a transparent

acrylic resin (trade names of Lucite or Plexiglas) are -ilo shown in this

figure.

Photographs of sections of SCFS targets that fractured as a result

of the reflected stress waves have been shown in Figures 55 and 56. Fig-

ure 61 shows photographs of both the front and rear surfaces of a 0.5-inch-

thick SCFS target that has been impacted with a water jet. As shown in

Figure 62, the crater volunte in 0.001626 in while the volume of material

removed by the spall was 0.01868 in 3 , or approximately twelve times the

volu e of the crater.

A backing plate was placed behind target 826 which prevented the com-

plete detachment of the fractured material, but which eventually fell out.

Figure 63 shows the craters on the front of the target and the rear surface

before and after the material wan detached. Target 009, shown in rigure 64,

was not only damaged by the cratering of the front surface and spallation

of the rear surface, but it was also damaged by large cracks through the

point of impact. The rear, surface of target 706 was fractured as shown in

rigure 65.

DRo2 Energ Required to Cauo Spallation

The water jet kinteticn energies and target thicknesses were plotted

for the fifteen targets that had qpalled in the course of these experiments.

This information wan also plotted for eleven other targets that showed no

evide nce of spallation. it in seen in riguro 66 that except for thin tar-

gets a straight line can be drawn 4eparating the spall from no-spall points,

This seems to Indicite that the target thickness and jet energy are the

major factors determining whether or not this type of failure will occur.

The empirical relation shown nays that upall In SM'S is likely to occur when

E T-3 (23)
0.0143
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where T is the target thickness in inches and E is the energy in ft-lbs.

Stress Relations for Spherical Waves

Spherical dilatational wave propagation in a homogeneous, isotropic

material can be specified by the equation

B2/t 2;0a2+ (2/r)4/ar) (24)

where 0 is a scalar displacement potential, C1 is the wave velocity, r is

the radius vector, and t is time.

A computer program for the solution of this oquation is given in

Appendix F.

Model for Generating Stress Waves

The mathematical model for generating spherical elastic waves is that

described by the author in Reference [24]. To summarize briefly, it is

assumed that a time-varying pressure or forcing function is applied to the

surface of an imaginary hollow spherical cavity generating stress waves

in the material. This cavity may be located entirely within the materi,.L

as in the case of simulating undarground explosions; with its center on

the surface as is usually done in simulating hypervelocity impact of small
solid particles such as micrometeorites; or outside the boundary of the

target in the case of liquid impacts being considered in this research.

The radius of this imaginary cavity (R ) is determined by correlating tha

solutions of the stress wave equation with experimental results.

The pressure applied to the surface of the cavity is an Impulse de-

scribed by the relation

P/pc = K(exp ait - exp a2t) (25)

where p0 is the maximum pressure, a1 and a2 are decay constants, t is the

elapsed time, and K is a constant. By the proper choice of the values of

X and a2' various wave forms can be generated.

Reflected Stress Waves

The simplest example of the reflection of an el&stic dilatation wave ;

from a free surface occurs when the wave strikes normal. to the surface.

Since the resulting surface stress must he zero, a compressive wave must,

.~~ ~ ~ . .. .. ........ ....
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therefore, always be reflected as a tensile wave, and a tensile wave must

be reflected as a compressive wave. When such a wave strikes a free sur-

face at an oblique angle, the situation i much more complex. Not only
will waves of dilatation be reflected but tj.'ene wiiI also be generated

distortional or shear waves. From an analysis uf these waves reflected

from a plane surface, it seems that only the incident and reflected dila-

tation waves need to be considered in determining the maximum tensile

stress except at points some distance from the normal axis where fracture

is not likely to occur. For this reason, the amplitudrsof the reflected

shear waves are not computed in this analysis, although their existence

is recognized and taken into account in the computation of the magnitude

of the reflected dilatation waves.

Relative values of computed principal stresses soon after the wave re-

flectiun from a plane surface are shown in Figure 67. Compressive stresses

are ccnsidered as positive and tensile stresses as negative. At the time

shown, the maximum tensile stress has a value of -61 units. It can be

seen, however, that this Is not the maximum tension 'that will be created,

as at a slightly later tine thii reflected tensile wave will combine with

the tensile "tail" of the incident wave to generate a much higher tensile

stress at a somewhat greater distance from the rear surface.

Effects of Material Properties u on Maximum Tensile Stress

Before considering the s-ress Ni a rCl. yadone material., it mip,ht be

well to see how the stresses ore influenced by the various material prop-

erties. This may serve as a guide tn the selecti.on of matirial that will

be subject to high-velocity imp.-ct. The maximum surface pressure, the

pulse rise time and decay t:ime , 1,h,, im.rni jnry .: avl ty ridlu.i, the target

thickness, and all, other var'ab]c:., remain the sane with only Young's

modulus (E;), Poisson's ri io ( ), an: materia J den.[ty (o) being varied.

The maimum trwir; ].e str(e-,:,r' .. hown in Fipuve 6P. in the upper

set' of curvti , the values of , ,tnl v 2.i i n c .unant and the value of E
16 6

is varied from 5 x 10 to 40 x .0 pst. 'Iic nFluence of Young's modulus

is apparent. The inaximumi t feis l LE! strui:3! noa the rea, surface of this

0.7-inch target is in inv-rs;, fm ,',r if tF " 1 . wi l also be noted that

thes , e rad to ltrrn ,,;,.; .t, ]I tna rim: I: . ] . 'r er mteri.al is

exceeded, the cracks will he w,,peorndisut[ir, to I(- : 1, 5s ,livoct ion or
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parallel to the rear surface. It will also be noted that the tangential

components of the tensile stresses are makimum through approximately the

first one-half of the target thickness and that anr cracks will be radiat:-

Ing from the region of ivtyact. This was observed to be the case in Figure

54. The middle set of curves represent constant values of E and v, but

with the density varying from 0.10 x 10
-3 to 0.50 x 10 3 lb-psec2-in "-.

As the value of p increases, so does the maximum tensile stress. The

lower set of curves show the dependence of the maximum tensile stress

upon Poisson's ratio as it varies from 0.1 fo 0.4, while values of E and

p remain constant. Values of the maximum radial tensile stresses near

the target's rear surface are shown in Figire 69, as each of the three

material properties E, p, and v is varied one at a time while the other

two remain at the values indicated by their point of intersection.

Decay Constants in Terms of Drop Diameter

The function, p/p0 - Krexp(-l t) - exp('-e2t), expressed by Eq. (25)

can be used to describe a pressure pulse of practically any form by the

proper choice of decay constants, o and a Thip was seen in Figure 20

when the pressures resulting from -he impact of a liquid drop and an

infinitely long jet were simulated. Pressure-time curves have been deter-

mined experimentally, and typical ones are shown in Appendix A that describe

both spatial and temporal distributions of pressure resulting from an

impinging jet. The forms of these curves can be described by the above

relation if a2/a a 4.5. If this ratio is denoted by A, the relation

becomes, for the purpose of this study,

P/po = K[exp(-a 1 t) - exp(-Aa it)] (26)

The pulse rise time has been calculated by Huang [25] to be approxi-

mately 0.25 of the ratio D/c, where D is the drop diameter and c is the

wave velocity in the drop. As c of water is about 1.52 mm/Wsec, this

relation becomes

t ' . 0..6D (27)

where tR is the pulse rise time in psec and the diameter, D, is expressed

in millimeters.
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The value of tRcan be found by differertiating Eq. (26) with respect

to t and equating to zero. This gives

t mA (28)R o(A-1)

or, for a value of A of 4.5,

t 0.430 (29)

In terms of drop size, D,

*2.69/D (30)

Maximum Impact Pressure

It was determined experimentally in Appendix A that the maximum~ value

of the liquid impact pressure occurs at the center of the impact area and

has a value of approximately 90 percent of the water hammer pressure, or

p0 a 0.9pvc (31)

Substituting the values of density and wave velocity of water gives

p0 a 60.6v (32)
02

*where the pressure is in lbin 2when the velocity v is expressed in ft/sec.

The constant K in Eq. (26) has the value that makes the maximum magni-
tude of p equal to p 0 . This is found by substituti~ng the value of t Ras

given by Eq. (28) for t, giving

X[exp(-lnA/(A-1)) - exp('-AlnA/(A-l))J = 1 (33)

If A a4.5, K x 1.98.

The pressure, p, in lbin 2can now be excpressed in terms of radome

velocity (ft/sec) and drop diameter (mm) as

p 119.7v~exp(-2.69t/D) - exp(.-12.llt/D)J (34)

To solve this equation for cases of oblique impact, the velocity v

is simply replaced by its normal component, v sin e [191.
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Values of the Radius, R.

The radius of the imaginary cavity to which the preceding forcing

function is applied c- best be determined empirically if sufficient

experimental information is available. Its value is chosen so that the

computed results will be in as close agreement as possible with observed

experimental data. When this is done for one set of data, it has been

found that it usually gives results that are in fair agreement with those

of other experiments involving the same materials [273. When the derived

quasi-theoretical relations are found to give answers that are in agree-

ment with the results of several experiments, they pan then be used with

confidence to solve similar problems without the expenditure of time and

money that would be required to conduct additional experiments.

It was found that the value of R is dependent primarily upon the

size of the impacting raindrops, its radius being slightly less than one-

half of the drop radius. To express R0 in inches and the drop diameter

in millimeters, the relation used is

Ro x 0,0085D (35)

Some Numerical Examples

The 0.75-inch targets shown in cross-section in Figure 55 and the

lower photograph in Figure 56 were impacted by 0.20-gm jets of water at

velocities averaging 4170 ft/sec. This mass of water is equivalent to a

7.26-mm-diameter raindrop.

The following values were computed by the relations previously

derived: (1) Pulse rise time, tR = 1,16jisen (Eq. (27)); (2) Decay con-

stants, aI and a2 = 0.37 and 1.66psiec 1, respectively (Eq. (30)); (3) Max-

imum pressure, po 252,700 psi (Eq. (32)); and (4) The cavity radius,

RO = 0.062 in (Eq. (35)). The "cavity" was placed so as to Just touch the

target surface. This produced surface pressures that were in close agree-

ment with pressure distribution determined experimentally in Appendix A.

The resulting stresses throughout the target were computed by use of the

program described in Appendix F.

The maximum tensile stresses along the target's normal ax1s are shown

in Figure 70. The tensile strength of SCFS is reported as ranging from

about 4000 psi to 6000 psi [28]. As the computed tensile stress was slightly
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greater than 6000 psi at a point approximately 0.1 inch from the rear

surface, cracks parallel to the surface and spallation would be expected.
Also, from the computed stresses, uracks radiating from the impact crater

would also be expected. A two-dimensional plot of the maximum tensile

stresses is shown in Figure '.

The tensile stresses resulting from equivalent impact energies of
119.6 ft-lb on targets of various thicknesses are shown in Figure 72.
If the tensile stre gth of this material is 5000 ps1, there would be no
spallation of t..gets thicker than about 0.85 inch.

The 0.5-inch-thick target shown in the upper photograph of Figure 56
was impaot.ed with a 0.19-gm jet of water at a velocity of approximately
3270 ft/sec. The maximum tensile stress was computed to be 6300 psi at a
poin't 0.07 inch from the rear surface. The spallation would have been

p.edicted.

One SCFS radome being considered had a wall thickness of 0.431 inch.
Conditions that would cause this radome to fail by spallation will be
investigated. First, collision with a rather large, 8-m -diamet,,, raildrop
is considered. For this size drop, the cavity radius, Re, is 0.066 in ,
(Eq. (35)) and the decay constants, a and a,, are 0.336 and 1.51s3wec " 1

(Eq. (30)), respectively. For these conditions, it was found by use of
the program of Appendix F that the maximum tensile stress near the rear
surface of a SCFS target of 0.434-inch wall thickness could be related to
the velocity and impact angle by the simple equation

amin = 2.34 v sin 8 (36)

If the tensile strength of this material is 5000 psi, this relation
says that for a 15-degree radome to fail by colliding with an 8-mm rain-

drop, its velocity must be 8,250 ft/sec or greater. The velocity-angle-
* stress relations for this radome colliding with an 8-mm raindrop are shown
• in Figure 73.

If the maximum diameter is assumed to be 7 mm, the velocity of this
15-.degree, 0.434-inch-thick radome must have a velocity of 10,000 ft/sec
or greater before spallation failure would be expected o occur.
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Probability Relations

In the preceding section reference was made to the fact that the

raindrop diameter would probably not exceed 6 mm [7], but in computing

the erosion rate it made little difference what this upper limit was

assumed to be. In calculating the stresses that may cause spallation of

the radome's inner surface, however, the maximum probable drop size must

be taken into consideration. The 6-mm maximum diameter was apparently

determined for rainfall near the earth's surface, but it ,iay not bb +he
maximum at higher altitudes where the drops may not havd reached termina%.

velocities and the aerodynamic forces caused by the ,arefied atmosphere

may permit larger drops to form. Because of the J Ack of information about

maximum raindrop sizes at higher altitudes, it ,ems reasonable to assume

an upper limit of 10 mm.

The probabilities of collision under various conditions ar. discussed

in Appendix D. Figures 74 and 75 show the drop size-distance trareled-

probability relations for a radome having a base diameter of 16 inches
moving through rainfalls of 2.5 and 5.0 inches per hour. From Figur% 74,
for example, it can be seen that in a 2.5 in/hr rain the probability is

0.20 that this radome will encounter a raindrop as large as 8 mm in diam-
eter in a distance of 1000 feet.

If the allowable probability of failure and the expected rainfall

(both rate and extent) are specified, the largest raindrop that a radome

of a given size is likely to encounter can be computed. The required

wall thickness necessary to prevent spallation of its inner surface fox-

a specified radome angle and velocity can then be computed by the

method described and by use of the computer program of Appendix r.

Stresses Resulting from Multiple Impacts

One of the problems that must be dealt with in the analysis of

radome damage resulting from rain impact is the effect of multiple

drops and the interaction of the stress waves developed by the indi-

vidual drops. The equations are derived and a computer program is

given in Appendix F by which the stresses in a target produced by a

number of raindrop collisions can be calculated,
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The effect of multiple impacts upon the total crater volumes has

been analyzed. The effects of i:he distance and time between impacts

will now be analyzed witty respect to the tensile stresses created by

reflected waves.

The stresses ocaoputed are relative values only, and dimensionless

units of time and dimensions are employed. The radome thickness is

denoted by T, the stress by F, and the time by T. A pressure wave

typical of high-velocity impact is employed.

First, two impacts at the same time ars considered. The maximum

tensile stress resulting from two impacts will be generated either

.directly beneath the points of impact or on an axis midway between

'these points. Figure 76 gives the values of the tensile stres for

different distances between the impact points. The maximum tensile

stress for a single impact has a relative value of FM 115. If twC

drops are very close together at the same time, the resulting stress

will obviously be twice this value, or 230. As -the distance between

drops is increased, the developed stress will decrease. In this case

of simultaneous impacts, it can be seen that the maximum stress occurs
along the axis between the two points. At a distance of about 0.8 T, 
the stresses directly beneath he impact points have decreased to those

resulting from a single drop, bat the stress on the z-axis has a value

of almost 200. The stress on this axis continues to decrease as the

distance between drops increases. At a distance of approximately 1.8 T,

the stress on this axis has decreased to the value created by a single

impact. This means that if the distance between two drops is greater

than twice the thickness of the target, the maximum stress can probably

be determined by computing the stress developed by a single dhop and

that the interaction of the stress waves can be neglected.

The effect of time (AK) between drops will now be considered. The

stresses developed by two drops impacting the same point are shown in

the first graph of Figure 77. As pointed out, the tensile stress will

have a value of 230 for zero time between impacts. As the time increases,

the stress decreases up to a relative time of 0.50, beyond which the stress

is the same as for the impact of a single drop. If the distance between

drops Is 0.4 T, the tensile stress for various times (Kr) is given in the
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second graph of Figure 77. The first impact is P and the later impact1
is p 2. The other curves give this information for vari.oua distances

between imqpacts.

Further studies have indicated that the probability of a second

impact occurring near the first before the amplitude of the firat stress

wave has decayed to a negligible value is so mmall that it can be negleuted.

* For this reason, this phase of the research was pursued no further.

1k
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SECTION VIII

RADOME COATINC.3

Radome surfaces are frequently covered with thin coatings as protec-
tion against rain erosion. Many experimental investigations have been

conducted to provide information concerning the effects of specific coating-

substrate combinations. Others, such as Engel [29) and Springer [30], have

made analytical contributions to this subject.

In this analysis, no specific coatings have been considered, but SCFS

substrates are assumed. The effects of coating upon the stress waves and

the resulting-tensile stresses that may cause subsurface fractures or spal-

lation are analyzed. The effect upon cratering and erosion is not con-
sidered except to note the interface stresses that may cause the coating to

become separated from the substrate.

Pulse Behavior at an Interface

An abrupt change in the physical properties of a matert" will result

in the modification of a pressure pulse as it encounters this change. In

general, a portion of the pulse will be transmitted, and a portiun will be ,
reflected. The relations which describe the modification of a pulse are
based rpon the boundary conditions of continuity of pressure and cont:inuity
of particle velocity across the interace betweon the two materials [,31.1.

These relations depend upon thr value cf Pc, cdlled Lhe "ch,-uacteristic

impedance." Tf o is for the first and pt c is for the second l.aminate,

and P is the pulse amplitude in -the first, the ampl:.tudo. of the trans-
mitted component is

P 2 1tct+ P t c +P co to(37)

and -the reflected componeni: is

I-Pt Ct-P c°]--- -- -( )
t- -Lt 0 0 (3)

These relations are somewhat simplified by letting

Pt CtK -- (39)PoCo

,0

4I
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giving

Pt (40)

and

[ r B4 o

Figure 78 gives the relative values of the transmitted and reflected

pulse amplitudes am functions of K.

A 5-mlu-thick ooating (C) on a substrate (S) is shown In Figure 79.

The coating does not represent any particula, material, but it Is assumed

that the impedance mismatch between the coating and the water drop (K1 )

and between -the coating and the SCms substrate (K2 ) have the values shown.

It It also asstured that the ratio of the pulse velocity In the substrate

to -hat in the coating (c SA) .i 1.2.

The imnpat pressure is represented by P. Equations (40) and (41)

are used to calculate the transmitted and reflected stresses at the Inter-

face between the coating and substp'ate, if no attonuation of the pre~wure

pulse is ounsidered. The pulse having an amplitude of 0 = 0.352P will be

transmitted into the radome. The tensi]a pulse reflected from this Inter-

face will have an amplitude of -0.648r. A portion of this refleoted pulse

wtll then be transmitted, o{ = -0.042P, into the liquid drop and a pulse

having an amplitude of 0.606P wiL1. be rcflJ.cted back through the noating.

Upon reachingthe substrate interface., anothe, pulse, U2 m 0.2131P, will be

transmitted into the radone. This will coat1inu with deoreasing amplitudes,

The amplitudes of the respective stosses transmitted into the radome

wall are given by the equation

2 K 2 ( 4 2 )

an 1112

If the thickness or the ',oating is rufi.ciently small or if t e pulse

length sufficiently large, tho train of transmitted pulses will merge into

a single wave. For this to ot.cur, the pulse length ii the coating, Act

must be equal to or greatvr than twice the coating thickness.

............................
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In this example, the pulse mutit have a Vength, ACO, of at least 0.01 in.

before they will merge Into a single wave. Suppose, for examples a square

pulse or step funoton having a length, X., of 0.05 in. is generated by the

collision with the liquid. This puise will have a length As, of 0.06 in.

in the substrate because of the Increase in velocity according to the

relation

Ns X (43)
C

The pulse of amplitude a1 will be followed by the second pulse of amplitude

o2 . The distances between thse pulse fionts in the substrate will be

0.012 in. Those will be followed by the other pulses at equal intervals.

Theme would combine to form the wave ftbnt, 0 to A, in Figure 80. The

front of the sixth pulse will pass through the coating-substrate interface

at the same time as the "tail" of the first pulse. Mree will, therefore,

be a sudden decrease in amplitude equal to o1 -a' from the peak of 0.Bl9P.

The arrival of the tails of later pulses continues to cause step decreases

until the wave decays as shown. Figure 80 then represent. the resulting

shape of the wave transmitted into the substrate.

It is seen that the amplitude of the wave transmitted into the sub-

strata will depend not only upon the properties of the coating material

but upon its thickness and the pulse length generated by the liquid impact.

The effect of the pulse length, XC, upon the profile of the trinsmitted

wave is shown in Figure 81. If, for example, n I, An is greater than

0.0l(n-1) x 0, and equal to or less than 0,0n 0.05. In this case the

transmitted wave would consist of separate and distinct pulses having the

amplitudes shown in Figure 79. These amplitudes are indicated by the

points on the curve A1 of Figure 81.

If A is greater than 0.01 in. and equal to or less than 0.02., the

pulses will overlap, and the transmitted wave will rise in a stepwise

manner to a value 0.565P and then decay as shown by the points on the

curve A2. If A is greeter, than 0.05 in. and equal to or less than 0.05

in., n z 5 and the transmitted wave would rise in amplitude to point A

and then decay as InAdicated by A,. This was the case previously considered

and shown in Figure 80. If the gonarated pulse lenth is very long, the

amplitude of the transmitted wave would approach a value of about OAP as

ahown.
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Instead of assuming thO. impact pressures to be stop functions, more

realistic impact pressure-time functions as used in Section VII, Eq. (26),

4ill now be considered, together with the decay of the stress wave as it

moves through the tareget and is reflected from the rear surface.

The thickness of the coating, TC. will be expressed in terms of the

pulse velocity in the coating, CC, and the time, At, separating thq wave

fronts in the substrate. These ars related by the equation

At. a 7 ('44)

C
The streas wave profiles just prior to reaching the rear surface of a

0.5-in, target are shown in Figure 82 for an impedance mismatch of 0.5,

The ourve for At a 0 is that for no coating. When At n 0.10, the amplitude

is somewhat lees, and it& shape is changed but little. When At a 0.25, the

effect of the separate pulses becomes evident. The maximum stress is depen-

dent upon the amplitude of the first two transmitted waves, but not upon the

others. For a value of At w 0.5, the maximum stress depends only upon the

amplitude of the first transmitted wave, and the remaining waves contribute

only to the wave length. Also shown in Figure 82 are the curves for an

Impedance mismatch of 2.0. In this case, the stress amplitude reuchas a

value much greater than that of an .ncoated target.

The stress histories at a given point 0.42 in. from the target's front

surface for values of At equal to 0.1 and 0.5 and impedance mismatch values

of 0.5 and 2.0 are shown In Figure 83. The front of the reflected wave

reached the point at a time of approximately 3.2 psec, causing the large

tensile stresses. For K a 0.5 and 2.0, the maximum tensile stresses devel-

oped in a 0.5-in. target are shown in Figure 84. Figure 86 summarizes the

effects of K and At on the peak stresses occurring in a 0.5-inch substrate.

From these examples it is seen that the uje of coatingn on radoms aur-

faces sometimes causes a decrease and sometimes an increase in the maximum

tensile stresses in the matarial. If the impedance (f the coating is

greater than the substrate (K < 1), the a-tress in the substrate will be

lowered; whereas, if the impedance of thn cnting Is smaller than the sub-

otrate (K > 1), the stream in the substrate can be consideranbly greater

than the no-coating value. Thin is a factor that should be taketi into con-

sideration when designing an all-weather radome. If the radome wall ib

iMM
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sufficiently thick or' the angle of impact is small, spallation may not be

a problem at all, anid the coating should be designed fo~r erosion and micr'o-

wave effects only. For thin-wall radomoa, the stross resulting from

reflected waves may be a factor.
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SECTION IX

ROCKET SLED TESTS

A rocket sled test program was condurcted a-c Holloman Air Force Base,

New Mexico, to determine the rain erosion resintance of slip-cast fused

silica at velocities above 50U0 ft/sec. The fabrication tecbniques used

at the Georgia Institute of Technology to slip-cast, heat-treat, and

flame-glaze the radomes; a description of the test facilities; and the

results o. six sled tests have been described by Walton and Harris [321.

Padomes from three of these tests have been examined in the course of the

present work, and some observacions will be made concerning the damages

sustained by each. The damage will also be compared with that predicted

by the relations of Section VI. Sled test information from Reference [32]

is summarized in Table 5.

Radome No. 7RBI

Figure 86 is a photograph of the radome of run No. 2. The rain

intensity was reported as 2.5 inches/hour, and the average drop size was

said to be between 1.5 and 2.0 mm in diameter. The average velocity was

about 5300 ft/sec, and the rain field length was 400 ft. A view of the

radome with its metal tip broken off and a closer view of some of the

craters are shown in Figure 87. The radome dimensions as well as the

locations of the centers of the photographs of Figures 89, go, and 91

,-re given in Figure 88.

The photographs of Figurle 89 were taken around the circumference

at 45-degree intervals at a distance of 11.6 inches from the tip. By

counting all craters that could be detected, it was found that they aver-

aged 27.1 per square inch. Those of Figure 90 were 8.3 inches from the

tip and averaged 40.4 craters per square inch. At a distance of 3.0

inches from the tip, the photugraphs overlapped (Figure 91), and the

number of craters averaged 25.1 per square inch. The radome appearance

Is certainly different near the tip. Erosion rather than cratering seems

to have been the major source of damage. It may be that the craters were

largely removed by the high temperatures and fusion caused by aerodynamic

heating, or the high temperature may have first fused the surface, and

cratering is different in material heated to very high temperatures. No
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explanation is offered for the higher, density of craters near, the middle

of the radomne surface. Based upon these photographs, it was estimated

that for the entire radome there was an overall average of 30 craters per

square inch and that about 40 percent of the radome surface was covered.

This radome had been flame-glazed by the use of a plasma jet to fuse the

surface and to provide a coating of non-porous fused silica that served

to seal the surface. Walton and Harris reported that the thickness of

the fused layer varied from 0.03 to 0.04 inch near the tip to less than

0.005 inch near the baqe.

The depths of some of the craters were measured, and their volumes

were computed. The purpose of this was to learn more of the nature of the

fractures and to determine the extent to which drop impacts can be simu-

lated by the use of the water jet accelerator and by solid projectile

impacts. Crater measurements are being made in Figure 92. Cross-sections

of a somewhat largcr-than-average crater near the base of the radome are

shown in Figure 9S. The depths were measured from the curved surface.

The f! st profiles were taken outside the crater and indicate the rough-

ness and irregularities of the surface. As it is impossible to recognize

the actual crater boundaries from the measurements (although they can be

seen visually) because of the surface roughness, the depths shown in Fig-

ure 94 start with the 0.001-inch contour. The volume of this crater was

found to be 5.6 x 10 - 5 in 3, and average diameter was about 0.20 inch.

Profiles and caater contours of another crater located near the midpoint

of the radome surface are given in Figures 95 and 96. Although the area

of chis crater is less *han the previous one, its depth is somewhat

gr'eater. It appeared to be about an average-size crater, and its volume

was 3.1 x 10 - 5 ina, and average diameter was about 0.125 in.

Comparing the depth contours of these craters with those of Figures

25 and 26, several similarities and differences are noted. In both cases

there is a central plateau surrounded by areas of greater, depth contain-

ing several rather deep pits. The primary differences are that the radome

craters were more irregular in shape (although the actual boundaries are

not shown), and the crater surface is rougher. Also, the central plateau

of the jet-produced crater was of the original surface, and it is apparen t

that some of the original radome material had been removed. The jet impact
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was normal to the target's surface at a velocity of about 2000 ft/sec

and that of the drop was at an angle of about 16 degrees at a speed of

5300 ft/sec. This slight difference in the shape of the craters pro-

duced by normal and oblique impacts was seen in Figure 36.

Although both targets were of SCFS, the surfaces were entirely

different. The radome surface was much rougher, and it had also been

provided with a coating of non-porous fused silica. Walton had observed

that once the impact pressure was sufficient to cause damage to the

glazed surface, there was a tendency to chip out a portion of the glaze

extending beyond the actual area of impact.

In view of the differences in the material properties of the target

impacted by the jet and the radome eroded by raindrops and the great dif-

ference in the impact angles, tha similarities in the craters are more

than would have been expected.

The direction of impact seems to make little difference in the

crater's general appearance. It appears that the simulation of a high-

velocity impact at a small angle with the surface can be accomplished

with a lower velocity impact at a different angle as long as the normal

velocity components are the same. For example, the velocity of 5000 ft/

see at 15 degrees with the surface could probably be simulated with a

velocity of 2000 ft/sec at an angle of 40 degrees.

Estimates of Erosion

It was previously mentioned that a careful study of the radome

photographs indicated that there was an average of about 30 craters

per square inch and that approximately 40 percent of its surface was

covered. Neglecting the overlapping of craters, this gives an average

crater area of 0.0133 in 2 , or an average diameter of 0.13 in. This con-

firms the fact that the second crater measured (d = 0.125 in, V = 3.1 x

10- in3) was perhaps one of average size. If this is assumed, the total

volume of material removed in the '400-ft raln fluld was (30 x 3.1 x 10-),

or 9.3 x 10"4 in3/in2 , and the average rate of erosion up to that time was

1.23 x 102 in/sec.

* Ii
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Radome No. 7RD1

Figure 97 is a mosaic or composite of photographs made of the sur-

face of the radome of run No. 4. The average rocket velocity was about

4900 ft/sec. The rain field was equivalent to 3000 ft of length at a

rate of 2.5 in/hr. The surface had been flame-glazed the same as No. 7RBX.

The entire surface was covered with craters, and it was not possible to

determine crater volumes or the extent of the erosion. Views of this

radome are shown to a larger scale in Figure 98.

Radome No. 7RF2

Only the tip of this radome of run No. 7 survived, as it apparently

hit a "ird during coast-out after traveling through the same equivalent

rain field as run No. 4. The average velocity through the rain was about

5100 ft/sec. The tip is shown in Figure 99. This radome was unglazed,

and, although the entire surface was eroded, it did not appear to be as

severe as that of No. 7RDI. Because of the eroded surface, it was impos-

sible to measure the crater volumes with any high degree of accuracy.

Comparison of Rocket Test Results with Predicted Values

Equations 17), (18), and (19) have been solved by the computer code

REMRASS for the conditions of Holloman run No. 2 (R = 2.5 in/hr and v m

5300 ft/sec) and also taking into consideration the deflection of the

drops in the shock layer. The results are shown in Table 6. These calcu-

lations indicate that at a distance of 400 ft, 43.2 percent of the radome

will be covered with craters, that 6.76 x lo in3/in 2 of the material

will have been removed, and that the average erosion rate up to that time
has been 8.g6 x 10- inches/sec.

The following gives a direct comparison of the results:

Percent of Volume Erosion Rate
Area Eroded (In3/In2) (In/Sec)

Calculated values 43.2 6.76 X lO-  8.96 x 10 3

Estimated from radome examination 40.0 Y.3 x 10-4 1.23 x 10-2

Keeping in mind the fact that the properties of the radome material

and target material are probably not the same, that the surface of the

radome had been flaine-glazed, increasing its susceptibility to cratering,

and that the actual rainfall rate may have been nomewh.t greater than

4'\
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2.5 inthr for the sled testas it is surprising that the results are in

suoh close agreement.

It was not possible to obtain a similar comparison for the radomes

of runs Nos. 4 and 7, as their surfaces were completely covereo with

oaters after traveling through 2000-ft rain fields. The computed results

indicate that the radomes would be 100 percent covered at a distance of

925 ft in the rain.
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SECTION X

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the water jet accelerator is a valuable tool

for simulating the damage caused by collisions of supersonic radomes with

raindrops. Cratering and erosion data obtained by use of the accelerator,

together with theoretical considerations, give relations that can be em-

ployed in the design of high-speed vehicles that must possess all-weather

capabilities.

When the rain field is described (i.e., rate, duration, and extent)

and the radome profile, wall thickness, velocity, and allowable probability

of failure are specified, the methods described in this report can be used
to determine the probable damage, provided th,, ' the radome material prop-

erties and their relations to cratering resistance are known.

It must be remembered that the equations derived, and -the numerical

values computed in this, study were based upon only one of the SCFS targets.

This target experienced the greatest damage of any of those f -n.shed for

use in this research; therefore, the use of these relations in radome

design would probably be on the side of safety.
The craters in the weakest of the targets averaged six times the

volume of those in the strongest targets (Figue 30). It is not known

which of the material properties has the greate.nt influence on the target's

resistance to catering. The effects of such properties as hardness,

porosity, modulus of rupture, Young's modulus, suirface finish, and the

compressive, tensile, and shear strengths upon the material's resistance

to erosion and cratering can be determined by the uso of t' a jet accelera-

tor. Such information would certainly be of great value to the engineer

in preparing the radome materla] and fabrication opecificatins.

The water jet accolerator In an economical tool for comparing the

erosion resistance of different mateoialn as well as determining the

effects of coating, laminates, and surface conditions.

Although much has been learned about high-speed liquid impact, it is

apparent that much more information is needed. Empirical relations have

been derived that will give the probable rain damage to SCFS radomes, but
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relatively little is known about the actual mechanics of cratering. The

maximum tensile stress has been assumed to be the governing factor relat-

ing to subsurface fracture and spallation. This is probably not entirely

correct. Other theories of fracture should be investigated. As the re-

quired radome wall thickness depends upon the maximum probable raindrop

size, more information concerning the drop size distribution is needed,

especially for rainfall at varicus altitudes.

Vi
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APPENDIX A

Pressure Due to High-Velocity Impact of a Water Jet

The transient pressure distribution across the impact
area of a small high-velocity water jet is studied

by means of a pressure transducer technique

by

Dallas Smith and Ray Kinalow
Assistant Professor and Professor, respectively

Department of Engineering Scienco
Tennessee Technological University

Cookeville, Tennessee 38501
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Abstract

A pressure transducer technique was developed for determining the transient

distribution of pressure on a surface caused by the impact of a high-velocity jet.

Jet parameters known to be effective in producing ring craters were selected for

the study. The average jet velocity was 2100 ft/e (640 m/s) and its approximate

diameter was 0.26 in. (0.66 cm). A hardened, snall-diameter (0.039 in., 0.099 cm)

"pressure pin" was used to transmit the pressure from the impact surface to the

pressurse transducer. The average pressure was thus found over an area of 0.001192

in.2 (0.007690 cm2 ) at several locations within the impact area.

Results show the greatest pressure to occur at the center of the impact area.

These results refute the idea that ring craters are produced by the existence of

higher pressures near the jet edge.

Ali
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Introduction

To explain cratering or fracturing due to high-velocity impact of water drops

or Jets, knowledge is needed af the spatial and temporal variation of the normal

presave exerted on the target eurface due to the impact. With this information

an attempt can be made to determine the transient state of stress within the solid.

Combining the stresses with the correct fracture criterion misy eventually lead to

a better understanding of the cratering mechanism. In practlce, cratering due to

drop rather than jet impact is of primary importance, but since jets have been

used considerably in the laboratory to simulate drop impact, it is important to

understand the pressure due to a jet impact.

When a jet impinges on a flat solid,an initial pressure occurs which is com-

parable to the water hammer pressure of Cook.

P a Pvc (1)

where P is the pressure, p is the liquid density, c is the sonic velocity in the liq-

uid, and v is the impact velocity. The initial high pressure given by equation (1)

decays very rapidly due to rulease waves propagating into the jet from its circum-

forence followed by lateral Jetting. If impingement continues until a steady state

is reached, the pressure approaches the hydrod-namical pressure,

1 2 (2P = . vo (2)

By taking account of the compressibility of the solid being Impacted as

well as the properties of the jet, DaHallnr showed that tquation (1) would be

modified slightly to contain the density and sonic velocity of the solid.

For the impingement of a spherical liquid dropjIngel 3 proposed

P s- pvc (3)

where the facLo, a depends on the impact velocity and approaches unity for high ve-
,..

loaitien. The maxim m pressure proposed by ingel would thus be 1 pvc.

In an experimental study .runton impacted a water jet onto a pressure trans-
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ducer. The reaulting pressure peak exhibited a rise time of I ue and decayed in a

time of less than 3 us, which was somewhat geater than the time required for re-

lease waves to propagate from the circumference to the center of the jet. The

longer docay times were believed to be due to the fact that the head of the Jet was

neither flat nor parallel to the surface. The jet velocity was 2400 ft/s (731.7

n/a) and the jet diameter was 0.17 in. (0.43 cm). The average pressure exerted

over the impact area was 134,000 psi (924 MN/Ta 2 ) whereas equation (1) yields 153,000

psi (IO8 MN/m2 ). Thus the average pressure found by Brunton was 0.874 pvc. Brun-

ton's experiment permitted the determination of average pressure only, rather than

the actual distribution of pressure. High-speed photographs made by Brunton showed

that fracturing due to the jet impact was completed within the first 3 us of impact.

Therefore, the initial peak of high pressure is of primary interest and the small

remaining pressure after decay is of little consequence.

While equations such as (3) provide an estimate of the maximum pressure ex-

erted by the jet, they Sive no information about the distribution of pressure or

its variation with tine. Recent numerical solutions by Huang 5 ' 6, 7, 8 provide

results for both spatial and temporal variations of pressure due to the impact of

drops of various geometries onto a flat surface. He used a numerilal scheme known

as the Compressible-Cell-and-Marker technique. Both slip and non-slip boundary

conditixis between the drop and the surface have been considered. His results con-

firm the rapid rise and decay times otserved by Brunton. With a free-slip boundary

condition and a wter velocity of 980 ft/s (299 m/s) the maximum pressure ranged

approximately from 0.7 pvc for a spherical drop to 1.2 pvc for a finite-length

cylindrical je . Results were slightly higher for the nvt-slip boundary condition.

a percentage of pvc, results were also greater for higher impact velocities.

In all cases the maximum pressure occurred at the center of impact.

Recent experimental results by Johnson and Vickere9 showed the maximum pres-



sure to occur now the edge of the Jot. The pross% was apuadimately 0.67 ovc

now the center and jumped to 1.5 pv nw the eo of the let. This oo nt

agree with Huang's prediction of maxim pressure at the oenter. The velocity used

by Johnson and Vickers was 151 et/u (46 u/s), and the jet diameter was 1.97 In.

(SO m). Both parameters we on* order of agnitude remov f those usually

considered relative to drap impact.

A recent experiment by Rochester and Bruntcm1 0 for the Upact of a liquid disk

and cylinder agrees with Johnson and Vickers In finding a ring of high pressure. A

thin rectangular bullet containing a mall plesoelectric ceramic wan fired Into a

water disk held between two Perspex windows or into a vertical water -jet. Impact

velocity was 328 ft/s (100 m/s). The greatest pressure at the center and In the

annular region at a distance 0.2 of the disk radius from the center was 0.7 pvc

and 1.8 pvc, respectively.

There is considerable disagreement between the analytical and experimental

results. It was thus felt that an experimental investigation should be undertaken

using the actual jet geometries and velocities, which have recently been used in

the laboratory to simulate drop cratering 11. An experimental program was under-

taken for one set of jet test parameters. The aim was twofold: (1) to check

analytical predictions of the pressure distribution, and (2) to provide, for one

test case, the dynamic loads required an input in theories for determining the

transient stress state in the impacted solid, ultimately leading to methods of pre-

dicting the extent of fracturing due to high-velocity drop impacts.

ExpeIsental Method
The experiment employed a pressure transducer which provided a voltage out-

put displayed on an oscilloscope screen. The pressure transducer was mounted in a

plate which could be moved accurately by means of a micrometer so that the Impact

area could be traversed. Figure 1 shows three views of the presswe transducer
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atiLebly. The fi st photograph sho the tansducer positioned in front of the

water jet accelorator box, the oscilloscope, and the transducer power source

munted an top of the oscilloscope. The last two photorahs sho te Lak and

ftmt aides. reapectively, of the possAue transducer assembly. The pressure

traueducer was Nodel 101A03, manufactured by PCIB Pisiotronics, Ino., of Wfalo,

Now York, The transducer had a r!.e time of 1 us, a natural frequency of 400 Kls.

a sensitivity of 0.5 ± 0.05 m/pai, and a range of 10,000 psi for a 5-volt output.

The pressure was transmitted to the transducer by means of a mall cylindri-

cal pin mounted in a hole in the impact plate, figure 2. The dimeter of the smll

end of the pressure pin was 0.039 in. (0.099 am). Hence, the average pressure was

determined over an area of only 0.00lSP in.2 (0.00759 0m2), mall enough to approxi-

mate the pressure at a point. The nominal dimensions of the pin are shown in Fig-

ure 2. The final length of the pin was determined by assembling the pin, surface

plate, and transducer, and machining the protruding end of the pin flush with the

impaot plate. A flat. smooth impacting surface was thus provided for the Xmpinge-

ment of the water jet.

In the initial stages of the investigation stainless steel was used for the

impact ple-a and the pressure pin. Stainless steel proved to be too soft. After

a few impacts the pin became plastically compressed-, thus, the end of the pin gradu-

ally receded into the hole in the impact plate and the diameter of the pin increased

slightly. The stainless steel impact plate after a few shots became dented on the

surface in the impacting area. A solution for the impact plate was found by re-

placing the stainless steel with tool steel which was hardened by heating and quench-

Ing in oil. Pins were machined from d411 rod and hardened in the same way. These

pins prov#d to be too brittle, fracturing at the junction of the small diameter part

with the base after only one impact. This problem was finally solved by heating

and hardening only the small diameter part of the pin. Thus an impact plate and
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pressure pin evolved which would withstand Piveral impacts before suffering any

visual damage or measurable change in dimensions. Pigure 3 shows a photogreph of

two views of an impact plate with the pressue pin removed.

The experiment was conducted by accurately positioning the pressure transducer

In line with the water jet nozzle 1 inch from the nozzle. The water was acceler-

ated by impacting a nylon piston in a water-filled nozzle with a Hy-Soe BB cap

bullet, Figure 2. The average veloneit., of the head of the water let was 2100 ft/s

(640 m/s). The diameter of the Jet cora was 0.094 in. (0.238 cm) and the diameter

of the jet head was 0.26 ti. (0.66 cm). Then* parameters have been used Axten-

sively for making craters in alip-cast fused silica targets. More details of the

water let accelerator are given in Soction 11 of this report.

A trace of the transducer voltage outsut was obtained on the nscilloscope

scxean for each shot. The oscilloscope was 'riggered internally by the transducer

output. The impact area was traversed by means of the mlaometer, Figure 1, usirg

Incrementsof 0.040 In. (0.102 cm). In order to get an average value of tle jtessure

at any given point, several shots were made at each setting of the micromet e.i. (,.m-

siderable scatter was experienced from shot to shot. Some r4 th,, ncat. U t ue 'to

the fact that, as poirted out by Brunton , not all jet hkadx will. bo tuail.y wei,

fomed. After each shot the pressure pin was removed ,and dried. The diamotl, '., 4

the pressure pin was measured frequently with m m1crometer to dteramliri'e -it .y A ,

formation had occurred.

Results and Discussion

Figure 8 shows A smple of the o i. t4t of' the v.air~du'.r otatput .I.

vrluus distances from the center of .q ,t. 1lhe w*rt P al d3.s nrAWk' "e,.ve.nt viit..

o'P'.a Pt which, by meams of the t, ,, . . b or" i, , ''.4tf V p t % W..,l 0'.

the t 0."Y~~x .. --- Am on tOm. tra"I~ L,' % .' W ' y t4 ~io

fI.r t~rJ, h rtoo h
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and pin area. The rise time was approximately 3 ips and the decay time wa 5 to 6

additional Uis.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of pressure (transducer voltage) across the

impact area obtained by plotting the peak pressure for each location, r. The

effects of scatter were minimized by obtaining several data points at each loca-

tion. The broken line is drawn through the mean of peak pressures obtained at

each point. It is evident that the largest pressure occurs at the center of the

impact area and not near the edge. The profiles of two ring craters made in slip-

cast fused silica with the same jet parameters are included in Figure 5. Figure 6

shows photographs of the same two craters. It has been suggested by Engel12 that

ring craters may be due to larger pressures near the edge of the impact area. From

Figure 5 it appears that this may not be the correct explanation for the formation

of ring craters.

The observation of largest pressures at the center agrees with the calcula-

tions of Huang 5'o' 7 ' 8 . r large times after the initial impact, Huang's results

show that the center pressure decays and that for those times the pressure nec the

edge may exceed the center pressure, but this pressure is much smaller than the

maximum pressure which initially existed at the center.

It must be remembered that the curve in Figure 7 represents the mean of peak

pressures that occurred at each location. With the present experimental arrange-

met the pressure at all locations for some constant time after the initial Impact

could not be obtained. Since the oscilloscope was triggered internally by the

transducer output, then, for say a semi-spherical jet front, triggering for points

remote to the center would occur later than for points near the center.

The distribution shown In Fig.'re 5 should ideally be symmetric about the

center. The averages shown approximate symmetry to a surprising degree, consider-

ing the mount of scatter encountered. To enforce symmetry, the mean voltage of

... .. ...
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all equal-distance points was computed before converting voltage to pressure.

The resulting pressure envelope, nondimensionalized by pvc and R, the jet head

radius, is shown in Figure 7. It was fortuitous that the normal distribution

curve
i 2

P-- 0.915 -1. 22(r) (4)Pvc

where r is distance from the center, represented the experimental points almost

13
exactly.. The normal distribution was used by Banks and ChandrasekhamW for the

steady state impact of a liquid jet. The maximum pressure is 0.915 pvc or 125,100

psi (862.8 MR/m). This compares with the results of Huang5'6 of 0.70 rvc fo. a

spherical drop and 1.12 pvc for a cylindrical Jet. Some of Huang's results, taken

from the graphs in references 5 and 6, are also plotted in Figure 7. The present

results fall between the results of Huang for a spherical drop and a cylindrical

jet. Since the jet used in the present experiment corresponds to neither a spheri-

cal drop nor a flat-ended cylinder, it seems reasonable that the experimental

results should fall between the results for those two cases. The jet speed used

by Huang was 980 ft/s (299 m/s) whereas the speed in the present experiment was

2100 ft/s (640 m/s). For the non-slip boundary condition, reference 8, Huang's

results are somewhat higher for higher speeds. The pressures measured by the

transducer may heve been attenuated somewhat by the transfer of pressure through

the pin. Certainly it seems that some energy could have been dissipated in the

pin, but it is pointed out that a pin typically withstood many shots with no

measurable deformation. Considering the above, it is felt that the present

results support the magnitude of pressures found by Huang.

Contrary to the results of Johnson and Vickers 9 , no ring of high pressure

was found in the present study. The ring of high pressure found by Johnson ard

Vickers was at the edge of the jet. In the present experiment this corresponds

to the edge of the jet core (r = 0.047 in.), not the jet head (r = 0.13 in.).

It may be that the radial increment (Ar = 0.04 in.) used in the present study
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was too coarte to detect the rtng, but it also seem possible at the present

velocity of 2100 ft/s (640 m/s) that the formation of the jet head is consider-

ably different from that of the Johuson and Vickers 3tudy, where the velocity

was only 151 ft/s (46 m/s). A recent theoretical development by Huang may

resolve the difference in the two experiments. His theory indicates that fc,,'

a rigid target material the maximum pressure will occur at the center whereas

for a deformable material the maximum pressure may shift tn an annular region.

In the present experiment a hardened tool steel was used for th" target.

The rise tiames obeorved in the present experiment were relatively large,

Figure 4. A typical value is 3 ps. The response time of the tranaducer in

the present experiment would account for 1 us of the rise time and -the rise

time may have also been affected by the behavior of the stress waves in the

pin. The reason for the large rise times is not completely understood at the

present, but because cf the larger jet in this experiment, a pressure pulse of

approximately twice that observed by Brunton would be expected.

Onclusions

Using a pressure transducer, the spatial distribution of peak pressures

due to high-velocity jet impact of a rigid target has been determined. The

observed rise time was approximately 3 us followed by a 6 us decay. The

maximum pressure was 0.915 pvc, and occurred at the center of the impact area

rather- than near the edge, even though the jet had been used to make numerous

ring craters in slip-cast fused targets. The present results support those

of Huang.

.,,.
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APPENDIX B

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS FOR HrGH-SPEED LIQUID IMPACT

by Virtshwar Sahai, Peter Hsu, and Jer-Shong Ueng

INTRODUCTION

Cratering due to liquid droplet impingement on solid surfaces is A

serious and limiting problem in the design of objects that fly at high

speed through rain. A review of literature (for recent comprehensive

suiveys, see Heymann [1l, Eisenberg [2), and Field [31) has shown that

there have been many recent advances toward an understanding of liquid

impact damage. However, while an impressive amount of experimental data

has been generated, very little work has been done toward the develop-

of a physical thebry for quantitative prediction of erosion damage.

This is understandable in view of the very complex nature of the damage

mechanism. The theoretical analysis described below is not in itself

expected to quantitatively predict all the rain erosion characterist~is

of materials; nevertheless, it is hoped that it will provide a better

understanding of the mechanism of cratering due to liquid impact.

As indicated in Appendix A, the preasure distribution over the

contact area that is produced when a liquid drop strikes a solid surface

is not yet known with certainty. It is, however, generally accepted

that a sharp peak of pressure, of the order of magnitude of the water

hammer pressure, occurs in the initial stages of impact. The models

proposed in the present study are based upon the assumption that this

initial impact pressure and its rate of application are high enough to

cause the target material to be liquified in the neighborhood of the

impact area. This assumption allows the target material to be treated

as a fluid during the cratering procest.
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Such a fluid-fluid impact modeJ waa first conceived by Opik [4].

Recently this model was studied both experimentally and anaiytically by

Engel [5, 6]. Her analytical-study, however, was semi-empirical, and

is i) it involged an arbitrary assumption with regard to partition of the

energy of the impacting drops.

Two fluid-fluid impact models will be considered in the present

study. The first model is based on an analogy with the impingement of

a high-speed liquid jet on a liquid surface. The formulation of this

mod-.I was prompted by a remark by Cheslak et al [7] that the cavities

formed by the impingement of high-speed jets on a liquid surface bear

a striking resemblance to those formed on solid surfaces by high-speed

.npact. While high-speed jets are commonly used to simulate rain ero-

s. on, little theoretical work has been done to exploit this analogy.

In the jet model corsidered here, an equation developed by Rosler

and Stewart [3] in connection with their study of capillary jet impinge-

ment on liquid surfaces will be used. They developed the governing

equation for the cavity profile using the principle of conservation

of momentum. In the present study, the Rosler-Stewert equation will

be used to determine the size and shape of the cavities formed in not

only liquid-liquid impacts but in liquid-solid impacts as well.

The second model is based upon the concept of apparent mass which

deals with a body moving through an infinite stationary mass of fluid.

As is the case Adth all hydrodynamic models of high-velocity impact, it

is assumed here as well -that the target material behaves as a liquid in

the vicinity of the point of impact. The concept of aDparent mass

allows the flow of the target material around the projectile to be

described in rather simple terms. Although the concept is being
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overextended somewhat in the present application, it is hoped, neverthe-

less, that it will provide an appropriate simple picture of the high-

velocity impact phenomenon.

The apparent mass model was first conceived by Ludloff [9]. A

major portion of his work was devoted co the resolution of an apparent

discrepancy in results obtained from momentum and energy considerations.

He was also concerned withthek netic enezgy of the ejected mass of the

target material. Only a limited amount of comparison was made with

experimental results for impact of solid projectiles on solid targets.

The purpose of the present study is to apply the Ladloff model not

only to solid-solid impacts but also to Liquid-solid impacts. One of

the very attractive features of this model is that it describes the

impact cratering as a time-dependent process. In addition to the predic-

tion of maximum crcater depth, it also allows the calculation of the rate

of crater growth. This latter feature of the apparent mass model will

be exploited in the present work.

A problem that confronts all cratering theories, especially those

involving hydrodynamic models, is the determination of the proper value

to be used for target strength. The problem is further complicated by

the fact that the material strength is 1,kely to vary in different phases

of the cratering process. Fortunately It was possible, however, to deter-

mine simple strength criteria for the two models considered here, which
adequately and consistently predict the cratering characterisltcs.

Because of the nature of the models, the theory is most directly

applicable when the target material is ductile. The validity of the

models will therefore be checked against available experimental results

for Impact against metal surfaces. Hydrodynamic models cannot completely
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characterize the cratering process in brittle materials such as ceramics

B' used in the construction of radores. It will be demonstrated, however,

that the jet model, under certain circumstances, can adequately predict

the maximum depths and volumes of the craters formed in slip-cast fused

silica (SCFS) targets due to liquid impact.

Even though the models considered here are of doubtful validity in

the case of brittle materials used in radome construction, the analyses

presented below are significant in two respects. First, the results may

be directly applicable because some designs of radomes suggest that metals

may be incorporated in the attachment to the afterbody of the vehicle or

in the nose as a protection against rain erosion. Microwave engineers

have shown that such a use of metals is possible without serious detriment

to radar performance. Second, the development of a reliable theory must

be based upon materials on which the test data is repeatedly reproducible,

Metals are such materials.

kJET MODEL

As indicated earlier, this model is based upon the assumption that

for high speeds of impact, the initial pressure developed is high enough

to liquify the target material allowing the impact to be categorized as

a fluid-fluid impact. Based on the arguments of Plesset and Chapman [10)

and others, it is assumed, however, that the high contact pressure due to

the initial impact decays very soon and ib reduced to the stagnation

level. The calculations of Plesset and Chapman showed that the duration

of the stagnation pressure pulse is an order of magnitude higher than the

period over which the initial water hammer pressure acts. They further

expressed the opinion that this longer acting stagnation pressure pulse

may be the primary source of damage caused by fluid impact.
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Based upon the above-men-tioned arguments, a simple idealized model

of steady-state impingement of a cylindrical liquid jet on a liquid

surface will be used. The drop is replaced by a cylindrical jet in

order to simplify mathematical analysis. This simplification is prompted

by the fact that jets are often used with success to simulate rain ero-

sion. Because of its importance in industrial processes (such as the

oxygen conversion process in the steel industry), the jet impingement on

liquid surfaces has been studied extensively both experimentally and ana-

lytically. Some of this work is described below.

Banks and Chandrasekhra [11) presented an experimental investiga-

tion of normal penetration of a high-velocity gas jet through a liquid

surfaoe. Banks and Bhavamai [12. extended this study to a more general

one--exporimental study of the impingement of a liquid jet on the surface

of a heavier liquid. Some 300 experiments were made to measure the sizes

of cavities formed due to impact of oil jets on water and water Jets on

carbon tetrachloride.

From the viewpoint of the present application, the most useful ana-

lytical study of the problem is by Rosler and Stewart [8]. Thay derived

the governing differential equation for the cavity profile using a steady-

state force analysis. However, since their eventual purpose was to explore

the instability of the indention formed by the impact, they did not verify

their equation against experimental results such as those cited above. In

what follows, a general form of the Rosler-Stewart equation, applicable to

any given pressure and shear distribution on the liquId surface, will be

derived. After testing the theory against experimental results of Banks

and Bhavamai [12) for the case of impact of a liquid jet against a liquid

surface, it will be applied to determine the crater sizes in the high-speed
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ipnwe t o water and mecr rp gis easAttempts will

be made to determine the correspondence of surface tension with some

strength property of the target material. Experimental-'results of Engel

[13, 143 will be used for this purpose. An approximate form of the Rosier-

Stewart equation and its solution will also be presented. rn addition it

will be shown ,ht even though the governing assumptions are not entirely
valid for a brittle target material, the model is capable of yielding good

results for SCFS if a suitable value is used for the strength parameter.

Governing 4quations

It is assumed that the cavity formed by normal impact is axisymmetr.ic.

The configuration of the cavity and the coordinate system used are shown

in Figure 1. The forces acting on an infinitesimal segment ds along the

cavity profile are shown in Figure 2.* Here

p a pressure difference across the interface

T= shear stress on the interface

a = surface tension of the target liquid

V = weight of the impinging jet occupying the cavity

B -- b%--;ant force

For the cavity to be in equilibrium, the sum of the vertical components

of these forces must vanish. Hence

2irds p co~aO + 2iv~rcsin8)

2wrds 'r sinO + 2irrdr(p 1 - P2 )gh + 2n[rosinO]l~ r~rt 0

Here P nd p2 are jet and target densities respectively, g is the gravita-

tional constant, and 8 is the angle between ds and a horizontal line. Noting

that ds =dr/cosO and taking the limit results in

p - T tane (p~ 2 Pi)gh + (o,r)d/dr(r sine)()
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Finally, if the trigonometric relation tanO -db/dr and a corresponding

one for sinO are used, Eq. (1) becomes

h" + (.h'/r)[l (h')2 ] = (l/o)[P 2 - p1)gh-p-thNt[l (.h1)2)3/2 (2)

Here h and r are coordinates describing the cavity profile (see Figure 1)

and the primes denote differentiation with respect to r. Equation (2) is

the governing equation for the cavity profile and is to be solved subject

to the following boundary conditions:

h' 2 0 at r = 0 and at r + = both h' and h + 0 (3)

Equation (2) is a highly nonlinear second order differential equation.

The input information needed for its solution includes the two densities,

the surface tension of the target fluid, and the pressure and shear distri-

butions along the cavity profile. Unfortunately no analytical forms of

pressure and shear distributions are available for high-speed impacts.

Approximate forms based on experimental results will therefore be needed.

Before discussing the possible forms of pressure and shear distribu-

tions for the solution of Eq. (2), it will be convenient to nondimension-

alize the equation. The following relationships are used for this purpose:

h* = h/OR, r* a r/OR, p* - p/(%opV 2 ), * a T/(p V2) (4)

Here R is the jet radius, V is the impact velocity, and 0 is an adjustable

nondimensional parameter chosen so that r* = 1 will be the location of zero

pressure point. The starred quantities are nondimensional. The dimension-

less form of Eq. (2) can then be written as follows:

h*" + (h*/r*)[l + (h*')2] [Ah* - B(p* + .*h*')][l + (h*)2]
3/2 (5)

Here A = [(p2-P1 )ga
2R2]/o and B = (%plV2OR)/o. A and B are both dimen-

sionless parameters. Approximate forms of the pressure and shear distribu-

tions will now be described in terms of the new dimensionless variables.
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Prni~We: DisfribLUtion)

In view of the assumptions .stated above, the form of pressure dis-

tribution needed i.s that for steady-state Impact of a liquid jet on a

flat surface. Banks and Chandrasekhara [11) used a normal distibution

p* = *xp(,-Y,* 2 ) (6)

which served as a fair approximatton to the measured data of Gibson [15.

This distrib4tion, however, does not take the possible negative pressure

near the ctvity edge into account. Rosler and Stewart [] used a differ-

ent distribution to fit Gibson's data, a modified form of which is given

by

p -F sin(l-r*)w/2 (7)

where F 0.015 (r*-l) , 1 S* < 3

0 3<r*

This sectionally continuous distribution does take the negative pressure

near the cavity edge into account. A conservation of momentum analysis

showed that the parameter B in the definition of r*(r* L, r/R) must be

equal to 2.72. However, a value of 8 = 2.0 provides a better fit with

the experimental data of Gibson. The pressure distributions given by

Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) with B = 2.0 and B = 2.72 are compared with Gibson's

results in Figure 3a.

Another useful equation for pressure distribution is that by Leech

and Walker [16). They carried out an extensive set of experiments and

fitted their results with the following polynomial:

ph = 1 -3r 2 + 2r*3 , 8 = 2.6 (8)

Their results however do not differ significantly from those of Gibson.

A pressure distribution which is close to that of Leech and Walker and
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which takes negative pressures near the cavity edge into account is given

by the equation

p* = (,I - r,2) exp (.-r*2.), =2.6 (9)

The pressure distributions given by Fqa. (7)9 (8), and (9) are compared

with each other In Figure 3b.

Shear DisttibUtion

Banks and Chandrasekhara [11) and Cheslak, et al [73 concluded from

their experimental results that the viscosity of the impinging jet has a

negligible effect on stable cavities on. liquid surfaces. In the impact

of drops on solid surfaces, however, the shear stresses may not be neg-

ligible because the velocity of the lateral flow is expected to be very

large. To take the shear stresses into account, the following approxi-

mate distribution suggested by Rosler and Stewart [03 will be usedt

't* i (a2)(0.664/Re' )(1 - exp[-(s/R)2]) (10)

Here Res u p1GVs/A is the local Reynolds number based on the distance s

along the cavity profile. P is the viscosity of the jet fluid. The

numerical factor a (to be called the shear factor) has been introduced

to take cave of the possibility that the lateral flow velocity may be

larger than the normal impact velocity. In the case of liquid-solid

impacts, several experimenters (see, for example, Heymann [1l) have

found the lateral flow velocity to bi several times the velocity of

impact.

Numerical Solution

A generalized program (for a listing of the program, see Hsu [171)

using a fourth-order Hamming's method based on an interval-halving itera-

tive technique was developed to solve the governing equations on a Xerox
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Sigma 6 computer. This program was used to determine the cavity shapes

and sizes in the case of jet impingement on liquid surfaces as well as

liquid drop impact on solid surfaces.

Because the nonlinear nature of the governing equation and the

nature of the boundary condition made convergence difficult, several

subroutines were written to take care of the various difficulties. The

final form of the computer program seems to provide fast and stable con-

vergence in all cases under consideration.

Discussion of Results

First, the effect of various parameters in the governing oquation

was investigated. For simplicity, the center line velocity of the jet

was assumed to remain unchanged upon impact, thus neglecting the effect

of Jet spreading. The parameters used were those for impact of an air

jet on water. As shown in Figure 4, the cavity depth increases with

increasing velocity. When the velocity exceeds a certain limit, the

cavity shape is no longer shallow, and a cavity lip is created. Both

the cavity depth and the lip height continue to grow until a maximum

cavity size is reached at a critical velocity. Beyond this value the

cavity depth starts to decrease while the lip height continues to increase.

It might be mentioned, however, that the pressure distribution used 
becomes

less and less accurate as the cavity gets deeper.

In Figure 5, the effect of increasing the shear factor a on the

cavity size is presented. The shear factor seems to have a more signifi-

cant influence on deep cavities than on shallow cavities. Note also that

the numerical solution is capable of providing the cavity profile as well

as the cavity depth. Figure 5 also shows the presence of a cavity lip in

the case of deep cavitles.
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Next, the offect of increasing the surface tension was investigated.

As expected, the depth of the cavity decreases as the surface tension is

increased. The effect of changing the paramoter B in the pressure dis-

tribution will be discussed later.

The theory wan then checked against experimental results of Banks

and Bhave=ai E12] for impacts of oil jets against water and water jets

against carbon tetrachloride. The effect of turbulent spreading of the

Jet was taken into account in this case.

Figure 6 presents the results for the case of the impact of an oil

jet on water. The coordinates used are the same as those used by Banks

and Bhavamai. The ordinate ha is the cavity depth nondimensionalizedmax
with respect to the jet elevation. The abscissa N* represents nondimen-

sional jet momentum. The experimental points of Banks and Bhavamai for

various nozzle elevations are plotted on this graph. Also plotted awe

the calculated results of the 1, esent theory using pressure distribution

Eq. (7) with 0 a 2.72 and B a 2.0. In view of the considerable scatter

in the experimental data, the agreement seems to be satisfactory.

An empirical equation obtained by Banks and Bhavamai which fits

their experimental data is compared with the present theory in Figures

7 and 8 for oil-waxer and water-carbon tetrachloride impacts respectively.

The ordinate used here represents a normalized cavity depth defined in

Banks and Bhavamai [12] or Hsu [173. Specific comparisons with 4xperl-

mental results showed that the higher value of 0. is better for cases of

deep penetration while lower values of 0 are more suitable for shallow

cavities.

This model was also applied to the case of the impact of a water drop

on water surface. This case wab cons~dered by Engel [5) as a model for,
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high-apemd liquid-solid lmpinges-nts. In Figure 9 her experimental

results are compared with those computed from the present theory. The

agrement is satisfactory.

The fluid-fluid Impact model was then applied to the Impact of

liquid drops on solid surfaces. The premise on which this model is

based has already been discussed earlier. In this analysis, the pes-

sure dietributions given by both Eqs. (7) and (9) were used, but no sig-

nificant difference was noted. As far as the shear distribution given

by Eq. (10) Is rioncerned, it was found that increasing the shea factor

a to a value up to 4 does not significantly change the results; there-

fore, m was fixed at a value of 1. In fact, it was found that the shear

term in Eq. (5) is mall cw4maed with other terms in the equation.

One of the difficulties in applying the proposed model to liquid-

solid impacts is that of relating the surface tension parameter a to

som strength property of the solid. Experimental results of Engel

[13, 143 were used to roughly test the order of magnitude of a by a

backward integrating process. After considerable experimentation, it

was found that the use of dynamic compressive yield strength as the

strength parameter yields the most consistent results.

Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 present the calculated results for the

impact of 2-i, water and mercury drops on copper and alminum targets

at high velocities. Engel [14] carried out experiments to measure pit

depths in such Impacts. Mercury drops were used because they are cap-

able of imparting large momenta due to their high densities. Experi-

mental results of Engel are also plotted on the figures for comparison.

Calculated results seem to be surprisingly good in view of the crude

nature of the model used. Because of the aszumptlon that the target
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material behaves as a fluid, the model should be more applicable at

higher values of the momentum. This is apparent from the figures; the

correspondence between calculated and measured pit depths is bettor for

the mercury impact than for the water Impact. Also, In the case of

water impact, the calculated results get closer to the measured data as

the impingement velocity increases.

Approximate Solution

Examination of the relative importance of the various parameters

in the nondimensional form of the governing equation (Eq. (5)) revealed

the possibility of a simple approximate solution. In the case of liquid-

solid impacts a is very large and consequently the nondimensional pawameter

A in very small. The first term on the right-hand side is therefore neg-

ligible in comparison with other terms. As suggested earlier, the shear

term makes an insignificant contribution. In addition, the cavities are

expected to be shallow, therefore (h*')2 4 1. With these approximations,

Eq. (5) simplifies 
to

he°' + h* '/r* x -Bp* (11)

An exact solution to Eq. (11) can be obtained if the approximate form

of the pressure distribution given by Eq. (9) is used. The solution of

Eq. (11) subject to the proper boundary conditions (Eq. (3)) is then,

simply,

h* (B/4) exp (-r*2) (12)

The maximum cavity depth which occurs at rA a 1) is given, In dimensional.

forz, by the following expression:

hma x = PlV2 8 R2 /8a (13)

The approximate solution given by Eq. (13) is compared with the

numerical solution of the entire equation and with the experimental
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rosults of Engel in Figures 14 and 15 for impacts of mercury drops

against 2024-0 aluminum and steel respectively. It can he concluded

that the approximate solution is quite adequate. Similar correspondence

was found in other cases not presented here.

Cratering of Slip-Cast Fused Silica

The mechanism of cratering in a brittle material such as SCFS is

significantly different from that in ductile materials. The assumnptions

associated with the jet model therefore are not completely valid for

SCFS. It is interesting, nevertheless, to investigate if the model can

yield meaningful results for such a material.

One of the difficultijs in applying the model to SCFS is to deter--

mine the appropriate value to be used for the strength paraneter. .

will be recalled that In the case of metals, their Oynamic compressive

vield strength, which is an order of magnitude higher than the ordinary

static strength value, was used. In the case of SCFS a corresponding

value of dynamic strength is not available. It was decided therefore

to use a value for the strength parameter equal to ten times the value

of ordinary fracture strength for SCFS.

The results obtained by solving the governing Eq. (5) for the jet

model are presented in Figures 16 and 17. These results correspond to

the tr t conditions of the experiments carried out by Dr. R. Kinslow,

the results of which are presented in Section IVof the report. Figure 16

presents the variation of the maximum crater depth with the jet velocity.

No comparison ha: been made with experimental results since there was a

wide variation in measured values under apparently the same test condi-

tions. There was considerable variation in values of crater volumes

..... ........_
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measured under the same test conditions, but the averages of these values

are more likely to be representative of the true conditions. These aver-

age values of the crater volumes are plotted along with the computed

values in Figure 17. The agreement seems fair and even surprising in

view of the nature of the model used. The inapplicability of the model

to brittle materials, however, must be kept in mind; therefore, the

results described above should be used with care.

APPARENT MASS MODEL

The apparent mass model, just like the jet model, is a rough, approxi-

mate hydrodynamic model. This model, based on a concept first used by

Ludloff (9] in connection with his study of hypervelocity impact, is char-

acterized by the following assumptions:

1. As in all other hydrodynamic theories of high-velocity impact,

it is assumed here as well that the target behaves as a fluid

in the immediate vicinity of the point of impact.

2. Upon impact a fraction of the initial kinetic energy of the

projectile is expended in melting the target material surround-

ing the point of impact. f'his material is in a highly com-

pressed state. While the projectile is penetrating through

the target, this stressed and liquified target material is

set in motion. The crater grows until the material strength,

which resists this motion, is finally able to stop the pene-

tration.

3. Based upon the penetration mechanism described above, the

flow of the target material will be represented in terms of

a fluid mass set in motion due to a body moving through it.

I --
. ................................ ........... ........ ......................................... 'i. ................... ,.-
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Such a motion can be described most conveniently in terms

of the apparent mass associated with the moving body. The

concept of apparent mass- is often used in impulsive motion

problems (see for example Batchelor [18), page 47].).

4. Based upon experimental evidence (seek, for example, Engel

[19) it is assumed that the crater formed is approximately

hemispherical.

5. The force resisting tho penetration is taken to be -2wr 2 S

where r is the radius of the growing hemispherical crater

and S is a parameter representing some measure of strength

of the target material. Correspondingly the energy expended

in forming the crater is assumed to be T i r 3 S.

According to the concept of apparent mass, the equat.on of' motion

governing the flow of the target material is given by

FaTUm + m)rl + 22S= 0 14

Here m is the mass of the projectile and ml is its associated apparent

mass. The dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. It is

assumed that the motion is axially synmetrical.

Two cases will be considered. In the first case, the apparent

mass will be treated as a constant. This treatment coqnes closest to

the fluid dynamics definition of apparent mass. However, this case is

an oversimplification because it does not consider the growing size of

the crater in which the apparent mass moves with the projectile. In

reality, the apparent mass should vary while the size of the crater is

growing. However, the assumption of constant apparent mass will give

a simple model for the high-velocity impact problem.

I-I



The second case deals with the more reaLstic problems of variable

apparent mass. This does ttke into account the growth of the crater.

Constant Apparent Mass

As indicated earlier, the constant apparent mass case does not take

into account the growing size of the crater in which the flow takes place.

The assumption of constant apparent mass, however, simplifies the govern-

ing equation3 considerably. Two shapes of projectile will be considered

in this simplified case--spherical and disc-shaped. The purpose of using

two different shapes for the projectile is to consider the effect of the

shape of the projectile on the cratering process. The common shape for

both solid and liquid projectiles is spherical. However, the projectile

is expected to be flattened by impact and thus assume a disc-like shape.

S2herical projectile. The apparent mass associated with the motion

of a sphere (see Batzhelor [181) is given by

Mt = (2ff/3)p a3

and the mass of the projectile is

m = (41ir/3)p pa3

where a is the radius of the sphere and P and Pt are respectively the

densities of the projectile and -target materials. Substitution of these

expressions in Eq. (14) results in the following equation:

(47ta 3/3)(p + pt/2)'T" + 2Tr 2S 0 (15)

This equation may be integr ited to yield

(2-na 3/3)(pp + Pt/2);-2 + (2r/3)r 3S = (2,na 3 /3)p pV2  (16)

where the integration constant on the right-hand side represents the given

initial kinetic energy, 1 mV2, o" the projectile. Here V is the velocity

cf impact. When the projectile comes to rest, the following condit:ion

applies:

U i I | - | i I f i '
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1 tax and r 0

Using the above condition, the maximum crater depth is determined from

Eq. C.6) to he

h. a a(P~V/)/ (17)

It is now convenient to express Eq. (16) in terms of a dimensionless

coordinate y =r/ max* Equation (16) then becomes

(I + P /2p )C.a/V)kP ~V /S) /y 2 1 - y

N. This equation can be integrated directly to give

I ak(1 + pt /2p~ (18) /~)/
t P (hmax/ l

Here 7 is the "penetration time" defined to be the period of time measured

from the beginning of- penetration to the end of penetration. The constant

k is given by

k C (i - Y3)-l/ dy 1.376

Disc-shaped projectile. The apparent mass for a disk with radius a

and thickness h Is given by (see Batchelor [181)

nila

and the mass of disk projectile is

m=p rha2
p

The momentum Eq. (14) becomes, in this case,

(ira2hp + "S a P ) + 2irSr 2 = 0 (9
p 3 t

Integration of this equation results in the following energy equation.-

1. lTazhP + l ' + Z ir a lp pv2  (0

Where the integration constant on the right-hand side is the given initial

kinetic energy of the projectile with V as the impact velocity. When the

projectile comes to ru~st, it has made a crater of final penetration depth

h in the target. This condition can be written asmax

.. .. .. .
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r h when r 0

The penetration depth h max can now be calculated from Eq. (20) hy using

the above condition. It is given by

h = (3a2hp V2/4S)l/3  (21)
max p
It is convenient again to introduce dimensionless coordinate

y = r/h where h is given by Eq. (21). Then the momentum and energymax max

eq.uations become, respectively,

(31a 2 hp + 8a 3p t)/(y/2Sh. 8a) -3y 2  (22)

(3wa2hp + 8a3 t)/(y 2/4itShmax )  1 - y 3  (23)

The penetration time is given by

. u k(3na 2hpp + 8a3p) O/2( Sh max/2 (24)

Here the constant k is again equal to 1.376.

As indicated earlier, It is of interest to consider the effect of

the shape of projectile on cratering. For the purpose of comparison,

consider a disc-shaped projectile having the same volume as a spherical

projectile of equal radius. Thus

or
I 4

h:g a

Then the maximum crater depth given by Eq. (21) reduces to

h max = a(pVI/S)

Thus a disc-shaped projectile produces the same maximum crater depth as

a spherical projectile of equal volume. For this equivalent disc projec-

tile the penetration time is given by

2 Pt 1/2 1/3T = ka(.1 + - T )(h xsv)/ (25)lrp

A comparison of this equation with Eq. (18) shows that the only difference

in the two equations is in the coefficient of p t/P This results in a
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slightly greater time of penetration of the disc as compared to that for

the sphere, but the difference is not very significant in most cases.

Variable Apparent Mass

One of the primary objectives of Ludloff [93, the proposer of the

apparent mass model, was to determine the momentum and kinetic energy of

the ejected mass. He found that the constant apparent mass model gives

an expression for the energy of ejecta which Is in contradiction with the

experimental results. He, therefore, proposed a modified model in which

the apparent mass was assumed to be variable and proportional to r 3 , where

r is the radius of the growing crater. This latter assumption makes the

model more realistic inasmuch as it takes the growth of the crater into

account. Ludloff, however, found that this modified model leads 'to an

apparent discrepancy. As will be shown below, the momentum and energy

approaches lead to two different results. A major portion of Ludloffts

work was devoted to the resolution of this discrepancy.

In the present work, an arbitrary factor a will be introduced in the

expression for the variable apparent mass. A major part of the effort

here will be directed towards using this model to characterize cratez

growth as a time-dependent process. Ludloff's primary effort was directed

towards the deternination of the energy of the ejected material.

For simplicity only a spherical projectile will be considered. It

has been shown in the case of constant apparent mass thait the shape of the

projectile has a very little effect on the results. Fur'thoemore, inclu--

slon of the adjustable parameter a in the expression for the variable

apparent mass makes the results applicable to other shapes as well.

i i I I I i.I.I.I......l.l.
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In accordance with the variable apparent mass model described above,

the apparent matsL associated with a transtating sphere can be written as

Equation (141 then becomes

d 4 3 27 3 20
2r %v p+at- )r] + 2IrSr 0

where 21Sr 2 is the fore of resistance to penetration. This equation can

be expanded to

(Ra aP p + ap t r3 W*r + up t2r 2 ;'2 + 2WSr 2 a 0 (26)

The maximum cratoir depth may be found by integrating Eq. (26) subject

to the condition r = mfax when r a 0 and is given by-

(h 3sx/a) 3 -* m( PtM + up tV2/S)l/7 - 1) (27)

The penetration time TIs obtained by a second integration of Eq. (26) sub- I
Ject to the condition r a V when r 0 and !s given by

(O t/S) h fax1{[Cl+B) /(y3+8)32  11 dy (28)
0

Here y is the dhmensionloiss coordinate defined earlier and B is a constant

given by

As indicated earlier, tLae energy approach gives results thAt are sc~ne-

what differen~t than the rnanentum approach described above. The total moving

mass, as before, is given by

(27r/3)(2a3p p Pmtl

The application of the energy conservu.tion principle then gives

,uV2/2 =(rr/3)(2a3P + upt) V (21r/3)Sr (9

The condition r' 0 where r hna then yields the maximum crater depth to

be

hma a( p V2/S) 1/3



This crater depth equation is the same as that derived for the case ofB2

_,, constant apparent mass; however, it differs from the one obtained by the

momentum approach above (Eq. (28)).

The penetration time T can be obtained by integrating Eq. (29) and

is given by

. ct [(l + h maxy )/(l - yI))l 2dy (30)

where C. ; (p V2/S)'/3(a/V). The details of integration for both momentum
pI

and energy approaches may be found in Ueng [20).

In order to establish the validity of the apparent mass model, the

results obtained from equations derived above need to be compared with

available experimental data. These comparisons of results are presented

below.

Discussion of Results

In order to make numerioal computations, the values of the densities

. and Pt, the size of the projectile, impact velocity, and the strength

parameter S are needed. While the values of the first three parameters

are easily available, the determination of the proper value to be used

for target strength is not so straightforward, This is a problem that

confronts all cratering theories, especially those involving hydrodynamic

models. The problem is further complicated by the fact that the material

strength is likely to vary in different phases of the cratering process.

The problem is less acute in the determination of the maximum crater

dapth since in this case the process is represented on an integrated,

average basis. Still, however, the problem remains as to which strength

criterion should be used. Ludloff [91, the proposer of the models presently

under consideration, has suggested the use of latent heat of melting (or

"' "t 'T "n" .....i ............. ... . .. .....i..... .....n...... n nn.......................w w. .. i
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fus on) as a strength parameter. The argument involved iL that, at high-

velocity impact, the target material changes from the solid state to the

liquid state (melting) and then from the liquid state to the solid state

(fusion) at a very fast rate. It stands to reason then that the energy

expended in melting and fusion is related to the latent heat of the mate-

rial. A discussion of the role of melting and vaporization in hyperveloc-

ity impact may be found in Olshaker and Bjork [21].

In the present work, latent heat will be used as a strength paraieter

in the determination of the maximum crater depth. The energy E expended

in melting a hemispherical crater of varying penetration depth r is assumed

to be equal to the latent heat of fusion for the mass of the instantaneous

hemispherical crater. This is given by

=2 1.r3PjI

where Hm is the latont heat of fusion per unit mass. Let the strength of

the material S be expressed in terms of the latent heat of fusion as

follows

S =- tH m

Then

Table i presents sane typical valus of the strength of the material

S calculated in terms of the latent heat of fusion. As indicated, the

strength of the target material is not expected to remain constant over

the entire period of impact. This suggests that in the determination of

crater depth as a function of time, one should use a time-dependent con-

stitutive relationship for the target material. Even if such a relation-

ship could be found, it would complicate the analysis, so as to negate

, .. . . .... ....* r ..
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the main advantage of the model--its simplicity. Efforts were therefore

directed towards finding a measure of strength that is easily available

and yet gives a good verification of the experimental results on an average

basis. It was found that the dynamic yield strength (also used as a

strength parameter In the jet model) serves this purposo in an adequate

manner.

Table 1

Some Typical Values of the Strength of the Material S
Calculated in Terms of the Latent Heat of Fusion

aea Latent heat Density Material Strength
*(H,,cal/GFW) *(ptgm/cm3 ) (S,dyne/cm2)

Aluminum 2550 2.70 0.107 x 1011

Copper 3120 8.96 0.184 x 1011

Iron 3670 7.87 0.217 x 1011

Lead lk.i 11.34 0.261 x 1010

Nickel 4210 8.90 0.267 x 1011

Platinum 4700 21.45 0.216 x 1011

Tantalum 7500 16.60 0.288 x ,011

Tin 1720 7.30 0.443 x 1010

Titanium 3700 4.50 0.146 x 1011

*Zinc 1765 7.14 0.807 x 1010

*Elliot [22)

Numerical results will now be presented for maximum crater depth,

penetration time, anid instantaneous crater depth for' several different

cases. Whenever possible, these results will be compared with available

experimental data.
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Sexism, penstratioiu deptb,. Two equations have been derivaki for maxi-

*Am pemetrat ion depth. 77he constant apparent mass model and the energy

approach for the variable apparent mass model yield identical results

gIven by Eq. (17). On the other hand, In the case of the momentum approach

* for the variable apparent mass modell the maximta crater depth is given b~y

Eq. (27). Equation (17) given higher value of penetration depth than

Eq. (27). However, In the range of low Impact velocities (impact veloc-

* ities under 40,000 cm/sec) these two equations give almost the same result.

The results o2 present theory will now be compared with expei'iental data

by means of the crater-depth-verous-volocity curves.

The model applies most directly in the case of impact of solid pro-

jectile against solid targets. Figures 18 and 19 present acme represent&-

tive results. The results computed from Eq. (17) are compared with -the

experimental results of Engel [23J in Figure 18 for the impact of steel

* spheres against aluminum. Similar comparisons with experimental data cf

Engel [19) for the case of Impact of copper spheres against copper targsts

experimental results fairly well. A more extensive comparison with avail-

able experimental data may be found In Ueng [20).

At high velocities of impact, the only properties or the projectile

that materially affect the crater depth are the velocity and dens ity.

This indicates that the results of studies of the effects of impacts of

* solid on solid can be used to predict the effects of high-velocity impacts

of liquid drops on solid. Unfortunately, very little experimental data

* is available. for single impacts of liquid drops on solid targets akt veloc-

ities over 10 x 10 4cm/sec. This is undoubtedly because of the experi-

mental difficulties associated with accelerating liquid drops to vrery high
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velocities. Engel [13) partly overcame this problm by using mercury drops

which, because of their density, are capable of generating a high value of

momentum even at I ow velocities of impact.

The present theory will be ampared with the experimental data of

Engle [13] In Figures 20, 21, and 22. The crater-depth-versu-velocity

curves calculated by use of Eqs. (17) and (27) for collision of 0.10-m

drops against lead are shown in Figure 20. It can be seen that the two

curves fit the experimental data of Engel fairly well. The calculated

curves foz collisions of 0.10-cm mercury drops against aluminum plates are

shown In Figure 21. It would appear that near the Impact velocity of about

40,000 am/sec, the present theory gives good predictions, but a curve that

would fit the experimental data would have a slope considerably more than

that of the calculated curves. Figure 22 shows calculated curves of Eq.

(17) for collisions of mercury drops of two sizes against plates of copper.

It can be seen that the present theory is in good agreement with the experi-

mental data. It must be noted, however, that the present model is somewhat

inferior to the let model in the prediction of crater depths.

Time of penetration. ror the case of constant apparent mass, two dif-

ferent whapes for the projectile were considered. The penetration time for

a spherical projectile is given by Eq. (18) and the penetration time for a

disc projectile having the same volume as a spherical projectile of equal

radius is given by Eq. (24). As observed earlier, the results obtained

from the two equations are not expected to be significantly different. This

is corroborated by tho results presented in Figure 23 which gives the pene-

tration times produced in impacts of aluminum projectiles (DpZ0.635 cm)

against aluminum targets obtained by using Eqs. (18) and (24).
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The approach of constant apparent mass doas not give satisfactory

results for penetration time. For this reason, ax. improved model using

variable apparent mass was developed. For this model, the momentum and

energy approaches yield two different results. The equations for penetra-

tion time for mentum approach and energy approach of variable apparent

mass are, respectively, Eqs. (2 ) and (30).

In Figure 24 the penetration time produced in Impacts of mercury

spheres D z 0.10 cm against copper plates are plotted. It can be seen

that the -time of penetration obtained by using the energy approach of

variable apparent mass model keeps increasing with increasing impact

velocities, while the corresponding values obtained by using the momentum

approach tend to level off .

As far as the authors are aware, measurements have not been made for

penetration time for imjact of liquid drops against solids. However, the

time of penetration shown in Figure 24 (2 microseconds) checks out with

the usual impact times reported In the literature (1-3 microseconds). For

the impact of solids against solids, there is some experimental data avail-

able which t'eats the penetration as a time-dependent process. However,

comparison with experimental data can best be made in terms of the instan-

taneous crater depth expressed as a function of time. These results are

presented below.

Instantaneous crater depth. There were three differential equations

derived earlier, the solution of which will yield crater depth expressed

as a function of time. Equation (16) is based on the constant apparent

mass model, while the variable apparent mass model gives two equations,

Eqs. (.26)and (29), based on momentum and energy approaches, respectivcly.
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onsiderable amount of testing with the help of available experimental

ata was-done to determine which. one might yield the best results. It was

ound that Eq. (16) based on the constant apparent mass model. was unsatis-

_ actory in all cases tested. This is to be expected in view of the restric-

ilye assumptions made with respect to this model.

While the energy approach of the variable apparent mass model is cap-

ble of giving satisfactory results in a few of the cases, Eq. (26) obtained
l) using the momentum approach gives the most consistent results. The

-xults presented in the followirng discussion are all based upon this equa-

Lon. The differential equation was inLegrated by using a fourth-order

ange-Kutta procedure.

An important factor, already discussed, that affects the results

ignificantly is the value of the strength parameter S. For reasons

tated earlier, dynamic yield strength will be used for calculations of

istantaneous crater growth. In Figure 25, however, results using two

ifferent values of S (dynamic yield strength and latent heat value) are

ompared for the case of impact of aluminum spheres (Dr 0.635 cm)

gainst aluminum plates with two different impaut velocities. Here R

s the instantaneous crater depth and D is the diameter of the projectile.
p

he coefficient of variable apparent mass a has been taken to be 0.5. In

he same figure, the results of the present theory are also compared with

hQ computed results of Rosenblatt [24]. Rosenblatt used a sophisticated

umerical procedure using a rather complicated const-itutive equation. In

iew of the simplicity of the apparent mass model, the present results

rom Eq. (26) seem to be 3atisfactory.

As far as the author is aware, Kineke [25] dnd Kineke and Vitali [26]

re the only ones who have made extensive and careful measurements of
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crater depth as a function of time. In what follows, the calculated results

from the present theory will be compared with their experimental results.

figures 26 and 27 present results for the impact of 0.18 gram steel disc

against lucite and aluminum targets, respectively. The impact velocity for

the aluminum target, was 5.01 km/sec and for lucite it was 4.6 km/sec. As

indicated earlier, the effeut of the shape of projectile is not significant.

Therefore, results were calculated from Eq. (26) using a spherical proj ec-

tile of equal weight. In these cases the present theory has been compared

with the experimental results of Kineke [251.

In Figures 28, 29, 30, and 31, results are presented for the cases of

four different weights of steel projectile impacting with different impact

velocities against lead targets. In these cases the present theory has

been compared with the experimental results of Kineke and Vitali [26J.

In the variable apparent mass model, the value of a is adjustable. It

is seen from Figures 26 through 3.1 that, for most cases, the optimum value

of m lies between 0.1 and 0.5.

Fair agreement between the theory and the experimental result was

obtained in all of the cases tested. This is gratifying in view of the

crudeness of the model used in the c~lculations.

...... .-.
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APPENDIX C

YRACTU E TOUGHNESS OF SCFS

by Dallas Smith and Mikkilineni Chowdary

INTRODUCTION

This appendix is concerned with the fracture toughness of the slip-

cast fused silica (SCFS). While this material has been intensively inves-

tigated as a missile radome material, its fracture toughness has not been

determined. This quantity, an intrinsic property of the material, is a

measure of the resistance of the material to brittle fracture. It serves

as a useful basis of comparison of the fracture properties of the material

with those of other materials and as an indication of the influence of

certain fabrication variables, such as firing temperature, etc., on the 4,
fracture behavior of the material. The immediate object of the investiga-

tion was to determine the plane-strain critical stress intensity factor

KIC and to demonstrate the possibility of increasing the fracture strength

by impregnating the material with a fluid known as Almag oil.

For most ceramics and glasses the theoretical cohesive strength is

approximately 100 times the nornal engineering strength [l]. This discrep-

ancy was first explained by Griffith [2]. Griffith postulated that a

brittle material contains a population of fine cracks prior to loading

which produce a stress concentration of sufficient magnitude so that the

theoretical cohesive strength is reached in localized regions at a nominal

stress which is well below the theoretical value, The fracture criterion

developed by Griffith can be applied not only to micvo-cracks but to large

cracks and flaws as well.
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Different approaches have been used to apply Griffith's fracture

criterion, but the stress intensity factor (SIf) approach is the one which

is most widely accepted. The plane-strain stresses near the -tip of a crack

loaded by tension forces are [3])

K1 [ - 3 1 sin 3]
=- cos 1 + sin sin 3-

Y 2 2 2

77 _r_

K 30
T- sin . cos . co -. '
TXy 2 2 2

az  = v(o x + a y y = 0 (1) '1
where K1 Is the stress intensity factor for the opening mode (mode I), r

and 0 are polex, coordinates, and the stress components are given in

Figure 1. The stress intensity factor does not depend on the coordinates,

r and 0, hence it controls tbe intonsity of the stress field but not the

distribution. The stress intensity factor, is a function of geometry of

the specimen, crack geometry, and type of loading. In general, the SIF is

given by

*1/2

K o c(a) x/2  
(2)

where a is the stress, a is craok length, and a is a geometric factor

which ran be determined by solving the appropriate equations of elasticity

for a particular geometry. Fracture occurs when the value of KI calculated

from Eq. (2) approaches KICi the critical value of NI . The critical strain

energy rate 0 IC of Trwin [4] is given In terms of KJQ by

Gl- (3)

I. 

.. 
.
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where E is Young's modulus and V is Poisson's ratio. The critical strain

energy release rate is just twice the surface energy y

G 2 (4)

where y represents the work per unit area required to create frnicture

surface. The surface energy y is the sum of the thermodynamic Tree energy,

ys and the surface energy associated with plastic work along the fracture

surface, y.,

Y u Ys + Yp (5)

To find Kic a cracked specimen is tested for which K1 is known, the failure

load or stress Is observed, and Kic is calculated from Eq. (2). The values

of G and y then follow from Eqs. (3) and (4).

TEST METHOD

Fracture studies of ceramics have traditionally focused on the surface

energy. Primarily, two different methods have been used: the double canti-

lever beam method and the integral work of fracture method. Explanations

of the double cantilever beam method are given by Gillis and Gilman [5] and

Wiederhorn et al [6]. The integral work of fracture method, used by Naka-

yama [7) and Simpson and Wasylyshyn [8], employs a three-point bend -'Del-

men with a special-shaped crack which allows stable crack extension. For

stable extension all the work expended goes to the creation of fracture

surfaces. This demands that energy losses such as stored energy in the

testing machine, kinotic energy of the fragments, etc. must be kept to a

minimum. To find 1, the total work expended is divided by the area of

fracture surfaces created. ThE main disadvantage lies in the possibility

of energy losses occurring during unstable crack extension.

... .. ....... i l
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In the present work the three-point bend- specimen recommended by

ASTM [9] for fracture toughness testing of metals was used. This specimen

has the advantage that it has been thoroughly in.,,'3tigated and K is

accurately known as a function of load and dimensions. It is universally

accepted for the testing of brittle metals. Swartzberg [10) used this

specimen for the testing of fused silica glass. One disadvantage is the

necessity of having an actual crack in the specimen prior to the test.

The SCFS plates, 5 inches by 5 inches, from which the specimens were

machined, were fabricated and supplied by the U. S. Army Missile Command,

The silica slip was prepared by wet griiding fused silica to a particle

size in the range 1-50 microns with an average size of 7.5-8 microns. The

slip was poured into plaster molds of the required dimensions and allowed

to harden throughout, The firing treatment given to the castings was as

followsi The castings were heated to 18000 F in a period of 3 hours and

held for 30 to 45 minutes at that temperature. Then the castings were

heated to 23100 to 23200 F in 2-3/4 houzis and soaked at that temperature

for 30-45 minutes. The castings were then air-cooled in the furnace

to room temperature in a period of approximately 17 to 18 hours. The

total amount of impurity is 200 ppm. For the above firing the amount of

cristobalite is approximately 1 percent. The approximate proper-ties of

the SCrS at room temperature are:

6Young's modulus 6.5 x 10 psi

Modulus of Rupture 5.0 X. 103 psi

Poisson's ratio 0.155

Density 0.186 x 10-  -isec2in4

Percent porosity 13 percent

The effects of firing temperature and firing time on the properties of

SCFS have been studied extensively by Walton and Poulos [111.
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A photograph of a beam ready for testing is shown in Figure 2. The

beams were prepared of three nominal thicknesses.-0.25', 0.40, and 0.50

inch. The first two were the thickness of the castings; the last was

machined to 0.50 inch from a 0.75-inch casting. The depth and length of

the beams were 1.0 inch and 4.5 inches, respectively. 'rhe beams were

machined to size by means of a 20-inch-diameter diamond-impregnated saw.

The saw thickness was 0.075 inch and the speed was 1725 rpm. Water was

used as a cutting lubricant.

The crack-starter slot was introduced into the specimens by using a

circular diamond-impregnated saw blade of 4-inch diameter. The blade

speed was 200 rpm. The notch width was 0.04 inoh and the depth was main-

tained within the limits of 0.45 inch to 0.50 inch to meet ASTM require-

ments. It is important that the notch terminate with a sharp crack. The

following procedure was used to accomplish this. The slot was extended

an additional 0.02 inch by means of an 0.O08-inch diamond-impregnated wire

saw. A hacksaw blade--ground as a sharp knife edge along the sides of the

teeth-.-was used to further extend the notch. The hacksaw notch extended

an additional 0.02 inch, terminating in a tip radius of approximately

0.002 inch. This last cut caused small cracks to extend a distance of

0.01 to 0.02 inch. This procedure was developed by using glass so that

the crack-tip could be observed. Figure 3 shows photographs of two typi--

, cal crack tips taken at 450 through the sides of the glass beams. That

the small notch-root cracks existed in the SCFS specimens as well as in

glass specimens was verified by inspection of the SCFS fracture surfaces

after each test. Figure 4 shows the approximate shape of the final Crack tip,

An autographic curve of load versus crack-opening-displacement (COD)

is required by ASTM to establish the critical load. A standard COD g.Le
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was attached across the notch, Figure 2, 'by means of knife edges cemented

to tho SCFS beam with epoxy. The load rate was controlled by mieans of a

ipring of suitable stiffness (85 lb/in) inserted between the specimen and

the cross heat., !'igt're 2. Usi~ng a cross head speed of 0.1 inch/minute,

the resulting load rate was approximately 8.5 lbs/minute. This resulted

in a test duration of approximately the same as for-a typical metal when

using the load rate specified by ASTh. A l000-Klb-capacity load cell vat;

used for the tests. The 0-20-lb range was used for 0.25-inch-thick speci-

rnens, and the 0-50-lb range was used for the 0.40-and 0.50-inch-thick

specimens. The load Oixture wau machined In Accordance with the ASTH

specimens.

Tu obtain an average, at least three dry samples of each -thickness

were tested. To avoid any environmental effects on the crack tip, the

final crack tip was made just prior to the test. Sevmral samples were

also tested after heing soaked for different periods in Almag oil (a

metal-working lubricaot manufactured by the Texaco Company). In this case

the final crack was made just before Immersing the specimen in tho oil.

The precise crack length was measured after specimen fracture. With

the crack length, specimen dimensions, and critical. load known, the crit-

ical stress intensity factor K cwas calculated by -the following formula

K C a (a)

ic B371 f

where: PC, = the critical load,

1A =thickness of the beam, Inch,

S =span length 4 inches,

W =depth of the beam, inch,

a crack length, inch, and
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= 29() /2-A ~ 3/2+ 2 8 a 5/2 7 6 a) 7/2t3 /7 a) 9/2

RESULTS

The individual and average values determined for Kic and GIC for all

the dry and oil-impregnated samples are shown in Table I. For the dry

samples the average values of KIC are 644, 638, and 692 psi-in /2 for the

0.25-, 0.4-, and 0.5-inch-thiok specimens, respectively.

Contrary to the usual behavior in metals, the highest value occurred

for the thickest specimen. There In a simple explanation for this. The

0.25-0.40-inch-thiok beams were the same thickness as the castings; the

sides of the beams contained the original casting surfaces. The casting

sur-faces were noticed to be of poorer quality than the average; in some

cases chipping and flaking occurred. The presence of these surfaces

lowered the value of X Ic for the thinner specimens. The 0.50-inch-thick

specimens were machined from casting 0.75 Inch thick, and hence did not

contain the original castiitg surfaces. Thus, the value of fracture tough-

ness believed to be representative of slip-cast fused silica Is 692 psi-

1/2in

Another material fabrication effect was noticed. A layer of material

at the mid-plane of the castings apparently had properties different from

the average. This layer was easily visible in the oil-soaked samples.

The photograph in Figure 5 clearly shows the layer. 'Me properties of tHi

mid-plano layer, if significantly different from the average, would exert

a strong Influence on the strength of the thinner beams.

In general, scatter was low except for the 0.40-inch-thick beams.

These beams exhibited a considerable thickness variation from one and to
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the other, scmetimes varying as much as 0.06 inch. Thl tapering probably

explains the scatter encountered for the 0.40-inch-thiok beams. This

thickness variation resulted from inaccurate casting.

The increase in Kic due to soaking the SCFS in Almag oil is also shown

in Table I. For the 0.25-inch-thick specimens the increase is 12.5 percent

for 12 hours of soaking and 17 percent for 15 hoursm The increase was not

As great for the specimens soaked for 24 houxb. This may have been due to

the high humidity in the laboratory on the day these samples were tested.

The relative humidity on that day was 73 percent, whereas the average rela-

tive humidity was near 40 percent. Evun after 24 hours of soaking the 0,25-

inch beams were not completely impregnated with oil. The oil gives the SCFS

a yellowish appearance, but after ftacture a whitish region could be observed

at the interior of the beam where the oil had not penetrated. Two 0.50-inch-

thick beams were soaked for 60 hours. They show an average K1C value of

17 percent move than the 0.50-inch-thick dry specimen. These specimens, too,

were not impregnated at the interior. rEigure 6 displays tho improvment in

fracture strength of SCrS due to impronatL:cn with Almag oil.

Almag oil was an example fluid chosen primarily becatuso of i.t, patio-

trating characteristics, Impregnation--perhapu with other materials sunh

as opoxy--appears to be a promising way to increase the fracture st:,,ngth

of SC'S. A silicone resin has been used on some SCES radciges. Unfort:unatoly,

depletion of the test material preventd a more thorough study of the offcots

of impregnation.

The mechanism ,y which impregnation with Alminag oi Increases tho frau-

ture toughness of SCrS is not understood at this time. A number of remi'oonf,

however, can be suggested. By cheoical reaction the oil may blunt: o tI [[p

of the crack slightly, decreasing the stress concentration, thus requir-Ing



(. her load for fracture. In soaking into the SU'S, the oil fills the

Pcill s. It is not inconceivable that this permits the transfer of stress

cr( S pores in such a way as to -.edistr ibute the stress and decrease

m.. %.copic stress conc entrat ions.

Photographs of fractu2'e surfaces made by the scanning electron micro-

n0rll, Fi.gures 7 and 8, show a strik5ng difference 'in the dry and oil-

c d samples. Tho fracture surfaces of the oil-soaked samples have the

ar tlrance of numerous small globules. Dark angular particles of fused

, a 10-20p. in size are visible on -the surfaces of the dry -axples.

Thc. large particles in geea aero visible in the oil-soaked samples.

s ugretstha I t o dy ampesthe crack progressed around the

botilaries oftelarge particles, while in the oil-soaked samiples the

pasertrog the large particoles, breaking them into rough sur-

ki,-. This would effectively increase the fracture surface area, thus

ill, aSIng KT1C. Why the oil would cause this behavior is not known.

All the above explanations for the increase in K ICdue to soaking in

Au:. oil are tentativo.Further researc h is n-eeded -to settl~e this ques-

Kand to suggest other ways to enhance KIC.

('IIUSIONS

The ASTM three-point bend speclmen was used -to find the fracture

ioness of slip-cast ftrned sc. The ctitical- strss Iintenisivy factor

1/2I ar- determined to bp- 602 ps.1-;w . ome material 'nhomrogeneltiles due

e cattiripg techni-que caused slightLiy l~ower vs luec; For thinner ,ewrI:

It wasu observed that: the Fract ure toughness was inre;aso'. by i spreg-

h. te ~j(ijl~ w ith Atm.:jj C ut. ig L 0 li r1oir 1 o, H'1aT1r11.1t Of'
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increase observed in K was approximately 17 percent. An inadequate -up-

ply of material prevented an extensive investigation.

As a missile vadcae material, SCFS han, one main disadvantage: its

relatively low resistance to crutering due to rain impact. This property

limits the maximwn speed of missiles flying through rain fields. To obtain

higher velocities a way must be found to increase the capability of the

SCFS to -rsist rain erosion. It is an important finding of this research

that oil impregnation is one way to do this. Since a significant increase

in fiacture toughness was observed due to oil soaking, a similar increase

in erosion resistance would be expected. Considerably more research is

needed on thia topic.

In orde, to find the fluid which provides the greatest permanent

increase in toughnes., experiments are needed using impregnating materia]s

other than Almag oil. For a given fluid, _ udies of the impregnation tech-

nique will be required. Such a program might eventually lead -to a greatly

improved radome, permitting much higher all-weathar missile velocities.
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TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF KIC

icei Avg KI Avg GicThickness, K ICII 2

Condition Inches R.H. Temp OF PS'-In PSI-In1'2 lb-In/In2

0.2716 45 69 657
0.2702 40.5 69 623Dry 0.2702 40.5 69 658 644 0.0623

0.2678 40.5 69 639

0.4090 60 70 737
Dry 0.4513 48 68 649 638 0.06110.4527 48 68 540

0.4652 48 65 624

0.4912 53.5 70 682
Dry 0.4942 53 70 698 692 0.0719

0.5120 48 68 695

0.2677 44 70 781Soaked for 0.2586 50.5 70 663
12 hours 0.2612 50.5 70 718 721 0.0780

0.2752 42 69 742Soaked for,Sae ' 0.2605 42 69 756
15 hours 0.2694 42 65 76 753 0.08510.2694 49 65 761

Soaked foil 0.2710 73 69 735
24 hours 0.2734 73 69 697 716 0.0770

Soaked for, 0.5010 65 70 807
60 hours 0.5016 65 70 817 812 0.0990

t 1
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.0 LEADING 9069 OF THE CRACK

Ilue .Coordinatea measur'ed from -Je leadlng edge of a m~c

and the stresu comrponentq in the crack tp 14) Lvmss U i ld.
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Figure~ 2, View of the locading ~tp
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P igure 3. TIwo t Vp ic.:lI cn~ic~k tipsA observed at 1450 through the sidos
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(a) rracture surface of dry sample 70VOX.

(b) Practure suffaco of 15-hour, oil-soaked nampleu- '70OX.

Figure B. Scanning electron i nhiographts rhowing ccxnpari [on of dry
and i!3-hr oil-oakod fv'dctiiva surfaces.
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APPE, NDIX D

PIODMUILITY MODEL FOR RAIN ECOSIOH DAMAGE

by Leland L. Long

I. INTWOUT'OW

Ratuazal rainfall exhibits all the properties necessary to be classi-

fied as a stochastic process. Thus, probability modeling is the only

effective means whereby the process can be adequately described mathe-

matically.

This report presents such a modeling approach with partLular

emphasis on rain erosion damge caused by high-velocity impact. A model

is also developed which displays the interrelationship between rainfall

rate, drop diameter range, and distance traveled as they affect the cumu-.

lative probability of exactly K impacts in a circular surface of radius

r as it travels through the rainstorm.

Curves are presented which graphically display tha information

available from the mathematical results.

II. PROBABILITY MODEL FOR DISTRIBUTION OF RAINDROPG WITH DROP SIZE

Considerable work has been done in the qtudy of the distribution of

raindrops with size. Most of this effort has been directed toward apply-

ing the results to weather observation and related atmospheric problems.

However, these results are applicable to -the present study and have been

used with good results.

The keynote article on drop size distribution is a paper by Marshall

and Palmer (1] which established what has come -to be a standard reference

for most other studies Involving this subject. They concluded that, excep
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for semal diameters (Isea than 0.5 msm) the drop size distribution

is well described by the exponential distribution function
p~x . oe Ax  rp

where

N 0 O000
A • .lX " 2 1

A * I .23

R * Rainfall rite (u/hr)

X Drop diasmter (m).

Since p(x) represents a continuous type distribution, it follows that

the corresponding probability density function (p.d.f.) is

J(00 0 a exp(-4.lR" 2 1x), x 0
f(X)

, elsewhere.

The constant a is obtained from

8000 a oxp(-4.R' 21x)dx a 1

which gives

c a 4.lR 21/000.

Therefore
4.lR"'21*xp(4.lR-"21) X> 0

f(x) a (2)

, elsewhere

Now let X be a continuous type random variable with p.d.f. given by

(2), than

Pr(X a x 0

where x1 is a fixed drop dianeter. Thus, the only measure of probabil'.ty

which can be established is with reference to an interval. Tha i,

Pr(a < X < b) I fbf(x )d
a

In this stiidy most results are bMsed on probAbility me;uxe tQoA' droll

difwetwrb greater thai a preset value. Hei-aic, if x.9 represents d to smTllot
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drop dienter to be considered, then

P(X o%) a rf()dx
X0

It is also Important to realize that, based upon the asstimed continuous

probability distribution, the number of drops of given diameter must be con-

sidered within a drop size interval. For example, the expected number of

drops per m in the interval 1 mm to 2 mm is

N = p(x)dx
1

This concept is used in .the development of expressions for accumulated

volume of erosion and accumulated eroded area.

III. ACCUMULATED AREA OF EROSION

If a water drop strikes a given surface with energy E(ft-lb), then

the resulting crater area is (see Section IV of main report)

A 0.55
A0 =L t~E. 5 n2  

.'

where C. is a constant which depends on the given material being impacted.

It can be shown Lhat

LaC x 3 v 2 ft-lb

where C is a conversion constant ande

x drop diameter (m)

v normal component of the impact velocity (ft/sec)

Therefore,

3 20.55
Ar C a(CaX v)

= a e0.55 x1 .55 1.1 m2 .a ae

Now subdividing the Marshall-Palmer equation (1) into subintcrvals of equal

length for x > x°0 gives

ni =p(x1 )4x drops/ 3
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as an appicoimation of the number of drops par m3 in the drop interval

x to x1 . If these drops are Interoepted by a nose cone traveling at a

velocity v ft/sec, then

V v Ysinl B

where 8 is the angle of the nose cone with the horizontal. Since the

drops will be deflected by the shock wave along the nose cone, we write

nv z v siLn(- 8 .zx))

where

6 s deflection angle

z a position along nose cone.

Now the crater area is

A0 a CaC 0 v Svl[ sin(d(*z,x ]llxl in2 . (3)

The number of drops per m2 (in the drop-size interval x to x )

which the nose cone will intercept when traveling a distance S(meters)

through a given rain field is

nil = SP(XL)sinOAx drops/m2 .

The net effect of these intercepted drops in relation to eroded area is

1. e = Acnil' Ln2 /' 2

or

e C aC eO.5 5 v1 . [sin(O.8(z,x ))' ,lxil . 6 5 Sp(xi ain6hx

C C 0 .55 9v 1 sin [ s in( O-d ( z.xi M ) 1xip x

Taking the Riemann sliv limit, the accumulated area of erosinn rnaused by

drops having diameter x > x a is

^A = ceCO.5Svl'.sinets[sin(9-(zx)] 1 x1.6 5p(x)dx in2/m (4)

x0

4M&U~Mh.W~L& .A,. 4 *M r~ ,,.. .
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Conversion to in2/Ln2 gives

Ae' a (2.54)2 x 10-As In
2/ in.

Thus, the percentage area of erosion Is

I P 100OAo'

IV. ACCUMULATED VOUMM Or EROSION

If a water'drop strikes a given sur'face'with energy E(ft-lb), then

the resulting crater volume is (see Section IV of main report)

tL.e -54 3
V CvE x 10" In

whee is a constant which again depends on the material being impacted.

As with the crater area derivation,

E C x3v 2  ft-lb

Thus,

CvC1. 44 2.80 X2.S8 xi10' in3VC a Cv* v X ' 8 x10 I 3

Taking a nose cone at angle 0, we use

E cex3V 2 sne, ft-lb

It follows that the crater volume is

V c CvC'* x' 3 2 [v sn(0-6(z,x))J 1  x 104 in3

1 Cl'44v2.88114n(4-6(z,:€)) 1 '. x4.32 x 10"4 in3
v a sn88zx) 0 i

Again, there are

ni' L S p(x) sinOAx

2
drops/m in tho drop diameter interval xi_1 to xi which impact the nose

cone. Therefore, the voltune eroded by these drops I'a

V in M

or

. .. . ....... ... . .
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Tking the Piemann sum limit, the accumulated volumo of erosion cainod

by drops having drop diameter x > x 0 is

Ve a Cv SlSv2 'SOnet[in(-SU.x)]) x 3 2 p(x)dx x l O- n3/m2. (a)
S a0

It is convenient again to convert to %n3/in 2 . Therefore

V (2.54) 2 x 10- V jn 3 /n 2

is the accumulated volume of erosion (in 3 ) from one square inch of material.

Finally, the total eroded volume as a function of Ve' and P is given by

the relation

V V'(2 - exp(-3P/(132-P))) in 3/1n2 . (9)

V. PROBABILITY MODEL FOR RAINDROP IMPACTS

If rainfall rate is fixed at a constant value, then it is legitimate

[2J to assume that the number of drops per unit volume is represented

statistically as a Poisson process. Let the random variable Y represent

the number of drops impacting a given surface area, A, which travels

through the givn rainfield a distance S. Then the probability density

function of Y is

rf y, yy 0, 1,2,3 3 .10

y0 , e 1,._hore

where

A NSA.

Note that N represents the average number of (rops per unit volume.

It should be recalled that N will depend on the drop size interval

being considered. That is, if x. and xm represent, respectively, the

smallest drop and the largest drop diameters being considered, then

... . .. .. ...
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where p(x) is again the functlon representing drop size A'istribution.

If It is desired to consider all drops having diameters greater than

xthena

N A, 140 p(x)dx

ufo p(x)dx.

Nwcons ider the area, A, to be that of a circle of redius r so that

A * r2 . Le h admvariable R represent teradius o h i-l

.2. with exactly k rainidrop impacts. Then,

k-i.
E £ r(Yzy)

k-i ),-~r
(NSr 2

YRO yE

It follows that

k-i2
1-c(1Sur2 Y*Nw

y=O

But, by definition, the cumulative distribution function of the rankdon

variable R is

G(r) 2 rRSr).

Therefore,

k~~z 1 - (NslrP2 )Ye- Swr (i

G~ r) y So
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As an oxipe, aonsider the came where k I (i.e., one Imat).

Then,

G(r) z 1 - e-Nsw 2.  (12)

It follows that the probability density function of R Is

g(r) - G'(r)
45T2eM wr 2 .

•S (13)
elsewhere.

Two Interpzetations are possible In regard to the expression G(r)

for a gLiven value of k. These are:

1. Fix the value of r z ro and calculate G(ro). Fair example,

suppose G( o ) 2 .80 and k = 4. Then if 100 samples are token

for a circular region having radius r0 , it should be true

that, on the average, for 80 of these samples the radius

to the kth hit will be < rO.

2. Fix G(r 1) a .95 (or any chosen probability) for a given value

of k and obtain the resultant value r = r1i Then, If 100

smples are taken for a circular region having radius rio

it should be true that, on the average, fo 95 of these

samples the radius to the kth hit will be < rip

It is important to note that the parameters which control G(r) are

(a) Rainfall rate (contained in p(x)),

(b) Minimum drop diameter, xo,

(c) Number of impacts, k, and

(d) Distance, S.

Solving £q. (12) for N gives

N a-- in (- - - ). (14)
wSr2 1-0(r)



The value of 0 may be obtained by the use of Eq. (.1) so dhat

N % N N4ex dx

Setting the two expressions for N equal to each other and solving for S

gives

0N 0 IQ
Equation (16) is very impor'tant since, for a given rainfall rate and

radius r, it establishes the distance S for which the probability is G(r)

that a single raindrop having diameter between x 0 and %m will strike the

surface.

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The resultant erosion formulas which are develc-,ed in Sections II,

III, IV, and V of this appendix are used extensively in the report. Thus,

for a fuller appreciation of their usefulness, it is necessary to refer

to the corresponding graphical presentations and computer calculations

which are presented there.

Also, reference should be made to the discussion of FORTRAN subrou-

tines presented in Appendix G. In particular, SUBROUTINE PCTA and SUB-

ROUTINE VONE produce outputs, respectively, which are given by the formnu-

las in Sections II, III, IV, and V. That is:

PCTA -. Percentage of area eroded

VONE + Accumulated volume of erosion.

The results agree quite well with available experimental data.
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The results of Section V of this appendix are shown graphically in

Figures 1 through 5. As stated, Eq. (11) gives the cumulative probability.

k-i (NSir2)ye-NSwr2
G(r) xl1- Z

of exactly k raindrop Impacts in a circular region of radius r, for a given

rainfall rate and distance travelled.

The graph of Figure 1 shows the effect on G(r) versus r when differeont

Yalu"a of k are assumed. Here the rainfall rate is 2.5 in/hr and the dis-

tance is 500 ft.

Figure 2 demonstrates the shift in the 0(r) curves when distance to

used as a paraueter with a rainfall rate of 2.5 in/hr and k a 1. In Fig-

ure 3, the ese effect is noted with a rainfall rate of 2.*5 in/br but with

kc 2.

Changes In rainfall rate will also affect G(r). This Is noted in

Figure 4 which shows G(r) versus r for various rainfall rates. Here k 1

and S a 500 ft.

Since

NaI p(x)dx,

then changes in %0 will also cause a shift in the graphs of G(r) versus r.

This is demonstrated in Figure 5, where rainfall rate is again 2.5 in/hr.

k 1 , and S x 500 ft.

These "'sults were all obtained by use of SUBROUTINE PROD (see Sec-

tion VII). Similar graphs are available through use of this subroutine

with choice of parameters left to the user.

Equation (1s),

S- Alr 1-G;1

800OwZ'2 exp(-Ax 0 )-exp(-Ax 0



is lse very useful as is demonstrated in rigure 6. Here, the rainfall

rate is set at 2.5 in/hz' anO x~ m- 10 m. The resultant graph. show how

S(ft) change. with increasing value of the minimum. drop diameter, x. * To

use the curves, let it be assumed that a nose cone is to travel through

* a rainstorm of 2.5 in/hr and suppose that a raindrop size greater than

8 mm in diameter must be avoided (at a given velocity). Also,, assume that

it is desired that the probability of Impact with a single drop (k x1) be

small (.05). Then the vertical intercept (% a 8.mm) with the desired

probability curve (G .; .05) will give the resultant distance on the S(ft)

axis. Obviously there are variations on the use of these curves as for

example the distance might be fixed by the extent of a given rainstom

through which the vehicle is to travel.

If other values of rainfall rate, etc., are to be used, then similar

families of curves can be obtained by use of SUBROUTINE DGDROP. The

listing of this bubroutine follows in Section VIZ.

,; .( , ..I .... .. .... ... ,,- -- ... .. , m D m mra m m m m m m m..,id ,
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Chapter 1

INTROIXXTION

The problem of supersonic flow of an air-particle suspenhion (the

particles being raindrops, ice, or' dust) past a solid body has become of

great impo'tance to a wide range of technological applicationh in ar-

nautics, and rocketry because high-speed Impacts of such particles witir a

vehicle flying through the atmosphere cm cause signifimant erosion and

cratea'ing of its surf ace.* To get an accurate estimate of the oz'etering

wa erosion damage, It seema important to know the relative velocities

with which the particles strike the vehicle, the particle tr'ajecories,

and the distribution of particle properties over its urface.* In this

report these quantities are computed thectetically for the oases where

the body Is a wedge, a right circular cone , a circular cylinder ,o asa

sphere. These problems we chosen becausel their geetries are simple,

their solutions in the single-phase case wre well known (see Sim. E ll and

Hayes and Probstein [2J), and because both the conical and spherical

shock layers represent goad approximations to many realistic flow fields

experienced by rockets and guided missiles. Mile the problems of flow

past a wedge or a circular cylind.e' have no direct applications to rock-

etry, some results for these cases we also presented so that the prop-

erties of plane and axisymmetria two-phase flows of this type can be

compared and also because they provide rough approximations to the flow

fields over certain wings.

a



In the atmosphere the ma fraction of the suspended particles Is

usually so small that the pesence of the particles does not significantly

affect the motion of the air. Thus the two-phase flow problem discussed

above Is simplified to that of computing the motion of the particle. mov-

Ing through a known gas flow field. (In this report, "s In all pre'ous

wor'k on this and related problems,* it is assumed that the gas flow field

is sufficiently weil described by that approlviate to an !5nviscid coo-

pressible fluid.) To do this, the particle cloud Is treated in the pre&-

ent work as a pseudo-continuum. That is, it is assumed that a volume

element, as shown in Figure 1, of the suspension,, whose dimensions are

small compared to the characteristic dimensions of the shock layer, con-

tans a nuber' of particles large enough to allow the fonmation of mean-

Lnmgfl averages of the particle properties within the volume element. It

is then treated mathematically as a differentici. element and the averages

are treated as continuous variablas. General discussions of the governing

equations appropriate to such two-phase flows are given In the books by

Wallis (3] and Soo (4] and the review article by MIarble [53.

Several papers on two-phase hypersonic flow have appeared in the

last five years. Probstein and Fassio (61 anialyzed flows past thin wedges

and cones and in the stagnation regions of the cylinders and spheres. They

employed the constant density approximation (see Hayes and Pr-obstein (21)

to the gas flow field in their work. Their equations were solved analyti-

cally for the wedge and numerically for' the other cases,* Waldman and

Reinecke [7) considered two-phase flow in a conical shock layer and in the

stagnation region of a spherical. shock layer. They fitted analytical

expressionsi to known exact numerical solutions of the governing equation.

for the gas and used these to describe the fluid-phase motion. They
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obtained approximate analytical solutions by a coordinate perturbation

method. Spurk and Gerber [8] discussed the flows in shock layers on

power-law bodies. Slender-body theory was used to describe the gas flow

field. The particle-phase governing equations were solved numerically.

These authors also performed some calculations usirg the exact solution

fo irviscid flow of a perfect gas past a cone to check their results

based on slender-body theory.

All three of these papers used the Lagrangian viewpuint to formu-

late the governing equations for the particle phase. None computed the

particle-phase density distribution, and Probatein and Fassio [6] did not

find the particle-phase temperature distribution. These three papers

were concerned primarily with determining the overall colleution effi-

ciencies of the body shapes they discussed. (The overall collection

efficiency of a body is the rate at which particulate mass actually

strike- the body surface divided by the rate that would occur if the

motion of the particles was unaffected by the shock layer.)

In addition to the papers mentioned previously, an extensive

literature exists concerning related subsonic two-phase flow problems

having to do with such applications as dust collection, aerosol sampling,

ice fc'mation on aircraft, and erosion of turbine blades. For a review

of some of the litarature (which is concerned primarily with overall

collection efficiency calculations), see Peddieson [9) and the references

cited therein.

In Chapter 2 a set of equations gov, ning the motivn of the par-

ticle phase of an air-particle mixture is formlated using the Eulerian

doscription. In Chapter 3 a procedure for solving these equations numer-

ically to obtain the particle velocities, streamline patterns, density
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distributions, and temperature distributionn is outlined for the cases of

flow past thin wedges and cones. This method is verified by comparison

with an analytical solution for flow over a thin wedge. In Chapter 4 this

method is applied to problems of two-phase flow In general wedge-shaped

and conical shock layers over wedges and cones that are not required to

be thin. Both approximate analytical solutions (valid for thin shock

layers) and exact numerical solutions are obtained. The application of

the above procedure to two-phase flow in shock layers on blunt-nosed

(spherical and cylindrical) vehicle shapes is discussed in Chapter 5. In

Chapter 6 calculations are carried out to investigate the sensitivity of

the solution variables to the value of nonnegligible particle-phase

volume fractions (the ratio of particle volume to the total mixture

volume) and to the distribution of particle sizes present within the

mixture. In Chapters 7 and 8 flows past bodies havi.%g general symmetric

shapes are considered. The governing equations are put in a general form

which is convenient for such problems in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 deals with

a simple set of equations which, however, is only applicable to flow past

bodies with attached shock waves. Concluding remarks are contained in

Chapter 9.

VI



Chapter 2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Since it is assumed, as mentioned previously, that the gas-phase

motion is unaffected by the presence of the partioles, it may be regarded

as known from existing work (such as that reported by Siam 113), and it

is only necessary to solve the governing equations for the particle phase.

This chapter is devoted to the derivation of these equations.

The appropriate governing equations for analysis of the behavior

of the particle phase are found from balances of mass, linear momentwu,

and energy. These are respectively

P pIt + (ppp) = A

p(ep + U, *pe ) C (2.1)

where Eq. (2.1a) results from balance of mass, Eq. (2.1b) from balance of

linear momentum, cnd Eq. (2.1c) from balance of energy. In Eqs. (2.1)

p, Up and ep are respectively the particle-phase in-suspension density,

velocity vector, and internal energy while A, 1, and C are respectively

the rates per unit volume of interphase mass, linear momentum, and energy

transfer from the gas phase to the particle phase; t is time; and a comma

in Eqs. (2.1) denotes partial differentiation with respect to the follow-

ing subscript. In writing Eqs. (2.1) it has been assumed that the

B 5
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particle-phase stress tensov vanishes (which is true for the dilute sus-

pensions under discussion here) and that body forces are negligible. To

render Eqs. (2.1) determinate~constitutive equations for A, B, C, ande

are required. For the internal energy, it is assumed (see Marble [5J)

that

ep P (2.2)

where a. is the heat capacity of the particle phase, Tp is its tempera-

ture. In the present report the mass, momentumi, and heat transfer terms

are taken to be

A 0

(1-b)-~-Nip plup u~ (u- up)

C N NCP (T - T) (2.3)

where u and T are respectively the velocity vector and temperature of the

gas phase, a is the gas-phase specific heat at constant pressure, and

Nl, N 2 , and b are constitutive coefficients. The next three paragraphs

will be devoted to discussion of Eqs. (2.3).

Mass loss fi-an the particle phase can occur because of evapora-

tion or stripping and eventual breakup of liquid drops and from melting

of ice or dust particles. Calculations performed by Waldman and Reinecke

[7) indicate that mlting of solid particlesi is minimal in many situa-

tions. Theories of two-phase flow incorporating mass tr~ansfer through

evaporation of liquid drops have been developed by Lu and Chiu [10],

4,, Panton [1l), Panton and Oppenheim [12], and Marble [5]. This mass-loss

mechanism, however, does not appear' to be important for flow in shock
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layers associated with flight vehicles, as pointed out several yews ago

by Wheelahan [13). He also stated that drop breakup was not significant,

but recent experimental work, such as that reported by Waldman, Reineoke,

and Glenn [14], shows that this is not true in certain high-Mach-number

situations. At present the Information needed to formulate a realistic

constitutive equation for A based ca the breakup mechanism is not avail-

able. Thus it seems reasonable to neglect mass loss in the present work

as indicated by Eq. (2.3a). The solutions obtained in this way will be

accurate for the many situations in which appreciable mass loss does not

occur and will also serve as standards of comparison for the predictions

of more comprehensive future theories which account for particulate mass

loss.

Equation (2.3b) has a form consistent with that of equations that

can be fitted to the standard drag curve for steady incompressible flow

past a single rigid sphere (see Pzobstein and Fassio [6) and Spurk and

Gerber [8]). In principle the coefficients N and b can be determined

fron a knowledge of the microscopic properties of the suspension. It can

be shown, for example, that if the particle phase consists of identical

rigid spheres of mass m and radius a which are sufficiently far apart to

preclude interference between the flows past neighboring particles, if

the local Reynolds number for flow past each particle is very small, and

if the fluid phase is incompressible; then b = 1 and 1 (6vap/m), where

o is the viscosity of the fliid phase. In general, definitive information

about the microscopic properties of the suspension is not available. Even

if it were, the standard drag curve cannot be applied to suspension flows

with complete confidence because it does not account for lift, flow

unsteadiness, finite particle volume fractions, deviations from spherical

il: hI
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particle shapes, nonuniformity of particle size and mass, fluid compress-

ibility, deformability of particles (important, for example, in the case

of liquid drops), and several other effects. While scm.. of these can (at

least approximately) be taken into consideration (see, for Instance, the

drag formulas discussed by Spurk and Gerber [8)), no expression presently

available accounts for all of them- and none is to be expected in the near

future. It seems reasonable, therefore, to choose forms of the constitu-

tive equations for guided by the forms of equations that fit the stan-

dard drag curve, but to regard the coefficients appearing therein (in

this case N1 and b) as macroscopic properties of the suspension which are

to be determined so as to maximize the agreement between theoretical pre-

dictions and experimental results. This is the approach adopted in this

report in employing Eq. (2.3b). It should be pointed out that the values

of N1 and b, based on particular idealized microscopic models of the sus-

pension, are still very useful in estimating the orders of magnitude of

these parameters. Such estimates are simply not regarded as definitive.

The approach discussed in the previous paragraph applies equally

well to the interphase heat-transfer term. Thus N2 in Eq. (2.3c) is

thought of as a macroscopic property of the suspension. For the ideatized

model of the suspension mentioned in the above example that heat is trans-

forrod from the fluid phase to a single rigid sphere, then the value of

N2 is equal to (41TaK)/(mc). K is the fluid-phase thermal conductivity.

For the sake of simplicity, Nl, N2 , and b are taken to be constant in the

remainder of this work.

Substituting Eqs. (2.2) and (2,3) into Eqs. (2.1) leads to

,~- ,-p-t + ( p 0
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up t up pl p p

Tp9t up x N2 (o/c)(T -T) (2.'.)



Chapter 3

SHOCK LAYER~S ON THIN WEDGES AND CONES

In this chapter the problem of two-phase flow past thizn wedges and

omes is coxnsideftd. First an analytical. solution in found fo' fl.ow past

a thin weudge. Then the numerical procedure. to be used ILn the present work~

is Introducod and applied to flow past both thin wedges ard th~n cone.

liie numerical and analytical solutions for the wedge are compared and

found to be in excellent agreement.* This verifies that the numeritcal

method is accawate * In the next chapter this method Is applied to prob-

lems of two-phase flow in wedge-shaped and conical shockc layers over

bodies that are not required to be thin.

ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THINI WEDGES

Consider the oteady supersonic flow of a gas-pav.'tiale suspens ion

past a wedge of surface length L and half-angle 8b at zero angl~e of

attackc. The shock wave is known to be a straight line making an angle

(for a thin shock layer)

with the center line of the wedge, where c denotes the ratio of the gas-

phase density before the sock to that after the shock. ?igur-e 2 showsi

the geometity of the flow field. The free-stream velocity o~f each phase

is UM, the dens:Lty of the particle phase just behind the shock ispp

ElO
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and free-stram temperature of the mixture is T.. This lcblm is corve-

niently dosecrbed in terms of cartesian coordinates x and y with x uea-

awmd parallel to the body surfacoi and y measured nomal to It. It is

ccwreaent to define the following dimensionless variables

8 8 x/L. n a y/L

em sGen  • u/U -, F pa+Gpe u,/U _

H T/Ta, I "T/T (3.2)

where t8 and are unit vectors associated with the a and n axes. The

procoes of nondimensionializr g the governing Eqi, (2.4) yields

(QPFp),S +QpGp),n *0

FpFp,+GpFp ((F-F )2+(G-G )2)(1-b)/2(F'Fp)
ppsppnP p p

FpGp,+GGpGp n  a(lF-F( p )
2+(G-Gp )2 )(1b)/2(GG )

FpHpi 5GpHp'n C 0 2 (H
'Hp) (3.3)

Here the two dhmensionleas parameters al and a2 measure the rates at

which monentum and energy are respectively transferred between the gas

and particle continuum. They are evaluated by the following expressions.

= (NL)/Ubt a u (NL/U (3.4)1 1 a 2 2

The gas flow variables are modeled by the inviscid solution for super-

sonic flow past a wedge. This solution is known exactly and for a thin

shock layer (which occurs when 0b and e are small) has the form

b?
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F.l, Gi o, H= H C((i+)N~e2-l) (3.5)

where the subscript s denotes the value of the variables on the downstrea.

side of the shock wave, and M. is the free-stream Mach number. The solu-

tion of Eqs. (3.3) must satisfy the boundary conditions

F a 1, G = .eb, H =1, Q " 1 (3.6)
" p b9 P p

on the shock wave which is the line

n (8s -(3.7)

This proble is most easily solved using a Von Mises transforma-

tion familiar from boundary-layer theory. This is done by defining a

stream function such that

p $ -QGp, p n =,QpFp (3.B)

and converting the independent variables frra s and n to p and z where

z = n. The total differential of *p is

dOP p 'PIs+Op 9 n dn = -Qp G pds+Q pF pdn (3.9)

Solving Eq. (3.9) for ds yields

ds = -(l/(QpGp))d p+(F'p /Gp )d (3.10)

Now regarding s as a dependent variable which is a function of 'p and z,

it is clear that

S, = -1/(Q pa), G ,p z F p/Gp (3.11)
ppp

'. .. ..... u. .. . .......... "r -r r . .. &. *.... . ........... .. . i . .. . .. ... . ... ....... .. i " ' i . ..
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Converting the derivatives in Eqs. (3.3) and rewriting Eq. (3..1.b) one

obtains

GpFp 1 ((l-Fp )2+G 2 )(1-b)/2( 1 -Fp)

G = ((l -F )2+G 2)(1-b)/2Gp

G pH p z  m 2(Hs-Hp)

p s z  - F (3.12)

where Eqs. (3.5) have been used. Substituting Eqs. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7)

into Eq. (3.9), integrating along the shock wave, and assuming p (0,0) =0

yields

p a z S/(es-eb) (3.13)

It is convenient to replace i by z5 as one of the independent variables.
p

When this is done Eq. (3.8a) reads

ip
, p M -8 s/((S-8b )G p s z )(3.14)

The initial conditions are

Fp M 1, G = - b, Qp M 1, Hp = 1, s = Zs/(a-0b ) (3.15)

on z = z . Since Eqs. (3.12) contain no derivatives with respect to z s~S

they can be integrated like ordinary differential equations along the

streamlines (lines of constant z ). The dependence of the ,iolution on

z enters through the application of the boundary conditions. For all

values of b the solution for the tangential velocity is

ib '-"
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The other' variables have different fcme depending on the value of b. FEW

three realistic values of b, they wre

b b3

Hu l/(-(Ob, )(l-( /)( -z))) (3* 17

bE 0.5 a (z /(9 .-O b))-(5/(2a lob 2/5)x

G - (-00 /503/5 ))z -2 /3

2/5H H,-(H,-1)exp(-(5 2 /(2L eb ))

((l-(3a 1 A50 b2  ))(Zsz))2/ )

Q 1/(1-(e b /e5 )(l-.(l-0mc1l/(50 b 3/5)(z9-)) (3.18)

b 0 8 xkz 5/(b- 8a l/(Ob (I ))(l-axp(al (zs-z)))

G P -0 b xpaI z-)

H P=H a-(H a )x((l2(lb)

(exp(c* 1 (M5 -z))-i))

QP=1/(l-(Bb/e 5 ) (I-exp (011 (%-z)))) (.9

Results equivalent to Eqs. (3.17a, b), (3.18a, b), and (3.19a, b) have

been given by Probstein and Fasslo [61. They used a Lagrangian
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desnciption. The tertw and density rsults we nle. The wse of an

Eulerian descahiption facilitates the determination of the particle-phase

density and the location of the body surface (it is at z no0). These

results were used as a check an the numerical calculations to be described

subsequently.

NNICAL SOWTIONS FOR THIN SHOK LAYERS

In this section the symbol j in introduced to differentiate

betwe plane and axisyimetric flow. For the famar, I*0 - while for the

latter, x 1. The discusion will be far the conical case, but the result-

Ing equations are also valid for wedge flows if j is met equal to swa.

Figure 2 depicts either a wedge-shaped or conical shock layer.

For numerical work it is found convenient to use a system of polin'

coordinates r and 0 with r a 0 at the leading edge of the body and e w 0

on the axis of symmetry of the cone. Defining the dimensionless variables

.r/L, ,i0

eep C <6n UJ, FP0 GP0naupN (3.20)

where a and a,. we unit vectors associated with C~ and n, substituting

Eqs. (3.20) and (3.2c,d) into IEqs. (2.4i), and combining the results yields

WCOJ)QF) P + ((&n)JQ PG p), n 0

F PF P C( P/C)F Pll-G p2/ I m j( (F-F )2+(G-G P)2)(1-b)/2 (FF )

FPH, +GP/) = a 2 (H s-H p (3.21)
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The gas flow variables are modeled by the constant density approximation

(see Probstein and Fasslo [6]).

1, G a(l+)(n-eb) H z H c((*c)K 2 .2-1) (3.22)

(Note that, within the thin-shock-layer approximations, these expressions

ae exact for j a 0.) The shock wave is a cone making an angle

65 b/(l-(E/(l+j))) (3.23)

with the axis of symmetr'y. The boundary conditions

F a 1, G a -O, H .1, Q w 1 (3.24)
P p a p

must be satisfied on the shock wave. As vii be pointed out in the exmt

chapter, some tem in the foregoing equations can be neglected for' thin

shock layers. This was not done, howeverk in this chapter to Insure tt.!t

the analytical and numerical results for wedge flows were solutions to

exactly the same gwerning equations. Thus any discrepancy between the

numerical and analytical solutions would be due to inaccuracy of the

numerical method and not due to the differencs in the sets of equations

being solved.

Again it is useful to employ a Von Mises transformation. Defining

a stream function 'p such that

p G " p n p () p (3.25)

and converting to the independent variables p and z n-8 one obtains
pb

W
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G pF p, -G p2 ((_F P)2((l+j)z+G p)2)(1-b)/2(l.-F )

GpGPXFpGp a -*l((.-Fp) 2+(-(l+j)z+Gp )Z)(1 -b)/
2((l?)z.G p )

G PHr, P a2(H S-H p

Gptz a p

PS p

Q p -1/ (((z+Oeb)) , ) (3.26)

The relationship between 0 and (the radial coordinate at which the

p
partiale-phase strzeln* o b  constant enters the shock layer) im easily I
fp• using Eq. (3.25a),to be

p * 1 +1 ( SJ 
(3.27)

Using this expression Eq. 0~.260) can be written as

Equations (3.26a, b, c, d) are iumerically integrated simultaneously

along various stremlines using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm.

Since each streamline represents a line of Ca = a constant, the partial

dazeviatives with respect to z can be treated as ordinary derivatives in

this calculation. After the determination of rp, Gp0 Hp, and E, Q p is

obtained from the algebraic Eq. (3.28). The derivative with respect to

s is approximated by a two-point backward difference quotient. Equation

(3.20) is then solved along the given streamline. A discussion of the

numerical results obtained by this method is the subject of the next two

pawagaph's.



Figtres 3 and L,' show the distribution of the particle-phase normal

velocity and the particle-phase density along the vehicle surface. These

calculations are for a vertex half-Pngle 6, 0. 1 and a gas dansity ratio

c = 0.1. Results are plotted for various values of the dimens~onless

drag parameter I and for the linear drag law b = 1. Figure 3 pertains

to wedges while Fig. 4 pertains to conical shock layers. It can be seen

that for small values of the drag parameter the particle-phase normal

velocity and the particle-phase density are ncarly constant along the

surface. This represents a situation in which the motion of the particles

ts almost unaffectod by the presence of the shock layer. As aI increases,

significant deviations from the free-stream values of the variables

quickly become apparent. It is clear that this effect is greater for the

wedge than for the cone. Figure ' represents either the numerical so]u-

tion or the analytical solution represented by Eqs. (3.17a, b, d). For

the step sizes used in this work [A s = 0.005, Az = (06-V)/100] it was

found that the numerical and analytical solutions were indistinguishable.

Reductions in the step sizes failed to produce any change in the solution,

variables, Thus the wedge results do exhibit the correct quaiizative

behavior and are especially useful to serve as a check on the numerical

results.

Figure 5 shows some comparisons of the results obtaihed iii dif-

ferent drag regimes (different values of b) for 0b = 0.1 and e = 0.1.

The lines labeled b a 1 correspond to the linear law, while thosa labeled

b = 0 6 and b = 0 pertain to the intermediate and quadratic laws respec-

tively. Obviously thn sensitivity of the solution variables to the value

of b increases as a increases because b is contained only in the drag

ternis whose magnitude ir determined by the value of al. It Is clear from

" i - - I l .... ......" . . . . .. .. ....



the plotted data that for 10 esignificantly different values of the

flow variables exist in different regimes of the standard drzag curve.

The computer program actually calculates'the flow variables at

all points in the shock layer. The results are presented here only for

the values of the variables on the body surface because these are thought

to be of primary Interest in applications.
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Chapter 4

GENERAL WEDGE-SHAPED AND CONICAL SHOCK LAYERS

:1 It is now desired to eliminate any assumption that either the body

angle or the shock layer is thin. Before beginning the analysis of this

chapter u notational correction is pointed out.* In all subsequent aqua-

tions a subscript a will indicate the value of a variable at the shock

wave wehile a subscript b will indicate the value of a variable on the

body surface.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR GENERAL SHOCK LAYERS

It is desired to investigate collisions of particles with the

body surface occurring between r 0 and r = L.* The governing Eqs. (1,.21)

are now replaced~ by

(W(sin n)JQ pF), + ((t sin n)JQ pG p), n= 0

F F +G /O G 2/E a (( F-F )2+(G-G )2)(1 -b)/2 (G..

pp p p 11 pp p p p

where aand mare given by Eqia.(3.4). In this case the particle-phase

stream fuuction is defined so as to satisfy Eq. (4.1a) by

-PpI (tsin n)Q Q G , Yn C= sin n)JQ p F P(4.2)

E20
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Converting Eqs. ('4.1) to the independent variables p and rt and writing
p

all the governing equations (using a procedure identical to that dim-

cussed in Chapter 3) in terms of new independent variables ts and

z s-n)/(e-0 ) = ( -n)/8 (.3)

s be aab

(which transforms the region 6b < n < e into the region 1 > z > O), the

modified governing Eqs. (3.26) finally replaced by

Gp F +L p 2+a eL(((F-F )2+(G-G )2)(-b)/2(F-rF "
)(2-

G G LrpGp+aleL(F-Fp 2 +(G-Gp )2 )-/2(G-Gp)- 0

G C, + 0LcFp no

GpHp z + a 2 G M(HH) 0

Q -(( sin )/(tsin(B (l-z)+ebz)))Jsin e /(Gp t, ) (4.4)

where 6L  e s-eb. The appropriate boundary conditions are (since it is

assumed that the particles are unaffected by passage through the shock)

F ( ,O) cos s, G (&s,O) = -sin e
pB Ps s

( 0 ) = tst Hp(ts ,O) 1 1, Q (Us,0) = (4.5)

It should be noted that Eqs. (4.4a, b, c, d) contain no derivatives with

respect to t s Thus when integrated along a given particle-phase stream-

line (ts = a constant), they can be treated as ordinary, differential

equations.

tJ
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NUMERICAL 8OLUTIONS FOR ARBITRARY

SHOCK LAYERS ON WEDGES AND C0NES

In this section the exact numerical solution of Eqs. (4.4) is

dimcussed. Equations (4.4a, b, c, d) and Eq. (4.4e) are solved numerl-

cally using the method dircussed earlier. The solution begins at (s 0

with the initlal conditions

Fp (0,) cos(O(-Z)+ebz),  Gp(O.z) 1 (-)+e bZ)

H (o,z) r l, ) (0,z) 1. (4.6)
pp

[Equations (4.6) are the 4olutions to Eqs. (4.4a, b, d, e) with 0 3

and marches fror &sreamline to straamline In the direct ,m of Increasing

The fluid phawe i taken to be an invisoid pawfect gas witn constant

specific heats and specific neat ratio y = 1.4. (The thih viscous bound-

ary lajer nea the body surfaco is unlikely to have a pronounced effect

t.n the behavior of the particle phase and is neglected.) The gas-phase

flow variables are modele by the linear functlons

F 1 , (I-z)+- b - - H Hs(l z)+Hbz (4.7)

where F :is , avid c have the following lorms:

S SF( s cos aeh G -[1 sin inm t h

s =  i(i W72sin2 s)

= (-1)2sin29s+2)/((y )2sin2e s  48 i-

(see Liepmann and Roshko [151). The transverse velocity is normal to the



body surface at z a, 1 Lo 0 z . The exact values for Fb and H (as

tabulated by Sim Ell) are used to complete the description of the gas-

phase flow field. The quantities Fb, Hb, and e. can be found fi'm Ref.

[1] once the free-stram Mach number H. and the body angle Ob are speci-

fled. Sinee the gas-phase solution is independent of C (see Lispmann

and Roshko [153), Fb and Hb are constants. The exact numerical solution

for the gas flow field could have been used directly, but utilization of

Eqs. (4.7) saves considerable computer storage, and comparison with some

results obtained by Spuzk and Gerber E8) shows that the loss of accuracy

involved is insignificant.

A parametric study involving N, 6 b' Ol, a2, and b was carried

out and some representative results of these calculations are preseated

'rapbically in Figs. 6 through 10. Most pertinent to the evaluation of

craterLng and erosion damage are F p a,1) a Fpb, Gp(tol) a apb, and

Qp( QJ) = Q,- It was formed from the numerical results that

Cos 0 < <(002 +2s20)1/2
pb (cos 2  sin2 (the lower limit corresponds to al 0 , the

upper lLmit to L =). Since this estimate of Fpb is available in

closed form, for the sake of brevity no numerical results are present

for this quantity and attention is directed toward Gpb and Qpb' In

addition a few results are given for H ( ,1) = H and the local col-pg pb

lection efficiency E (the actual rate at which particulate mass strikes

the surface between the cone vertex and &Q sl) = Cb divided by the rate

that would occur if the particle phase was unaffected by the shock

layer). It can be shown that the value of E associated with the stream-

line s * constant is

E M m(sin 6 WE( sin 0b)+ (.9

b



Since the results of particle-phase variables for the wedge flows (j 0)

were found qualitatively very similar to that for cone flow (t = i), for

the sake of brevity the discussion will be confined to the conical case.

The basic features of the flow field are illustrated by Figs. 6

and 7. Increasing t (which increases the length of the particle-phase

streamline = constant) and increasing oI both increase the effective-

ness of the intarphase momentum transfer which tends to bring the par-

ticles into equilibrium with gas and thus deflect them away from the body.

The magnitude of the particle-phase normal velocity component -Gpb in,

therefore, a decreasing function of both C (since & increases with to)

and O1 as can be seen from Fig. 6. The decrease in -Gpb is accompanied

by a compression of the particle phase as indicated by the behavior of

Qpb in Fig, 6. Some particles which would strike the body in the region

0 < Cb < 1 in the absence of interphase mooontum transfer are deflected

enough so that they now do not strike the body in this region. Thus the

collection efficiency is reduced as shown in Fig. 7. The decrease in

-Gpb causes an increase in the time spent by each particle in the shock

layer in which interphase heat transfer can bring the particle-phase

temperature closer to equilibrium with the (higher) gas %emperature.

Thus, as can be seen from Fig. 7, H is an increasing function of and

(b. It can be observed that the theory predicts large increase in Qpb

as -G pb becomes small. It is therefore possible that for a particular

suspension the free-stream mass fraction of particles would be small

enough to justify the neglect of the presence of the particles on the

motion of the fluid but the computed results for the particle-phase

density within the shock layer would violate this assumption. Thus the

calculation of the particle-phase density (which was omitted by previous

....... i ..... i i
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investigators) can serve as an important check on the validity of the

theory.

Figure 8 serves as a supple-ment to Fig. 6. Taken together they

show that the particle phase is considerably more sensitive to interphase

moson-tum transfer for b , 1 than for b a 0. Qualitative differences in

behavior can be seen to exist between the results for theme two values of

b. For i given value of -Gpb at t a 1 the curve for b a 0 appears to

approach that final value more rapidly than does the one for b a 1. The

corresponding density curves exhibit an always increasing slope for b'* 1

but possiss a region of Increasing slope (difficult to detect because of

the scale of the drawing) fullowed by a region of decreasing slope for

b a 0. Qualitative observations such as these should be helpful in deter-

mining appropriate values of N1, H2, and b for various flow conditions and

suspensions.

Increasing 8b increases the shook angle and thus thickens the

shock layer. The resulting increase in -Gpb is not made up for'by the

resulting increase in the effectiveness of interphase momentum transfer,

and increased Impact velocities all along the body surface are the result

as shown in Fig. 9. In addition the density of the particle phase Qpb is

also an increasing function of 0 b Thus whether erosion and cratering

are caused by individual high-speed Impacts or a number of lower speed

impacts occurring in the same place, increasing 0b will increase the

likelihood of damage to the body surface.

Increasing the free-stream Mach number M decreases 8 and there-

fore the effectiveness of interphase momentum transfer. Thus -G is an

increasing function of M., while Qpb is a decreasing function of this

parameter as shown in Fig. 10. The results for M . 10 are representative

tI lh ', ' '. ..' ' l . . .~ . ~ , ' ... . .. .', ' " .. .. '.. . . .., ,, . . . . ,. t . L , , ,. * , L L. , , U. .
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of hypersonic flight conditions. Sled tests, on the other hand, are often

carried out at much lover Mach numbers and the results for M, U 2 are

intende4 to be representative of these conditions. The results presented

in Fig. 10 serve to further illustrate qualitative differences between

solutions corresponding to b = 0 and b z 1.

APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THIN SHOCK LAYERS

In this section Eqs. (4.4) are simplified for thin shook layers.

These are situations for which the inequalities

C L< and eL/o 1 (4.10)

are satisfied. (Note that it in not required that 0b < 1 as was done in

Chapter 3.) Such situations exist when M. >> 1. The resulting approxi-

mate equations can be solved analytically. Toward this end it is assumed,

following Probstein and Fassio [6), that

G p/G > 1, H p/H << 1, F r coo , H ; H (4.11)

For M. >> 1 a large decrease in G and a large increase in H occur, across

the shock wave. The quantities Gp and H p, on the ofher hand, are contin-

uous acoss the shock wave. These facts provide the motivation for

assumptions (4.lla, b). Assumptions (4.llc, d) are motivated by a desire

to simplify the form of the analytical solutions to the maximum extent

possible while retaining -the correct qualitative behavior. Substituting

assumptions (4.l1c, d) into Eqs. (4.4), estimating the order of magnitude

of each term in the resulting equations, using assumptions (4.lla, b) and

(4.10) [but allowing for the possibilities a10 L 2 0(l). a 2 OL = 0()L ind

retaining only terms of 0(1) leads to

I I . . . . I ' . ....... .. . . . ... I -' I "' i, . . .. .. ................... ........... I I *.......... . .. ........ .1... .
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Q F * u.~~CS -F)2 2 .)(1 C-0/2
+m 1 0 L mcse1 (Cos 0 -F) 0

G 0 0 LW(cos 0 -F )2+C 2)(1-b)/2 G 0

pG 0

G H , +m 8gH, a 0

*-(t /U sin 6 A/( o (4.12)

Equations (4.12a,) can be solved, subject rspectively to Eqs. (4.5a, a),

to yield

p o s F (4.13)

Substituting Eqs. (4.13) into Eqs. (4.12b$ d, a) one obtains

G PH '+c2OLC8"P

Q P a-sin /G (4.14)

Solving these equations for' some realistic values of b (see Probstsin and

Facsio [61) giv.las

b z0O G P a-uin 0 expa1 LtsZ

±t( 10 H S/0) Bill a ) )exp(aQ 0 Lt 0-1)

Q P qxpm 10 L& Z)(4i.15)

b 3/5 G P = -sin s (1-301 6 L~ aZ/(5sin 3/ Ob /
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Sp -l+(.5 2 HS/(2c Isin2/5 8))X

(i/(1-3ci 6LYs/ (5sin 3/5 0s)) 2/3-1)

Qp ,, 1/(l-(30 leL&S z/(5sin 3/5 Os))) 5 / 3  (4.16)

b : = -sin e6 (l( lOLESZ/Sin 0 ))

H= l+(M 2Hs/a )log(1/(1-(ae t z/sin E)

Q = 1/(I.-(a10 Lsz/zin 0)) " (4.17)

These solutions should be useful because they demonstrate some of the

qualitative features of the exact numerical bolutions and provide quick

.stimat.es of the properties of two-phase flow without having to engage in

*xtensve numerical calculations for thin shock layers. It should be

noted that Eqs. (4.16a) and (4.17a) predIct that

G . 0 at z0 a (Minb0a/(bc%,00s)) (4.18)

This .oauld indicate that the partlcles coming from shock wave are brought

to rest at this value of z and that a particle-free zone exlsts for

z < z < 1. This prediction must be dins .ounted, however, because when

G = 0 assumption (4.lla) is obviously violated. Only iesults for whichp

G is negative everywhere in -the shock layer can be taken seriously.
p



Chapter 5

SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL SHOCK LAYERS

The present chapter is concerned with the motion of the particle

phase in the vicinity of a sphere or a circular cylinder. The flQw con-

figuration is shown in Fig. 11. Since a sphere is the geometrically

simplestexample of a blunt body, the results computed in the present

work are of fundamental interest in estimating the cratering and erosion

damage that will be experienced by blunt-nosed vehicles flying through

particle-laden regions of the atmosphere. Since the shock wave is

detached from the body surface in such casesa, one would expect chat the

effectiveness of the interphase drag force in slowing down the particles

before they &trike the vehicle surface would be greater for i spherical

shock layer than for a conical shock layer. This, in turn, would lead

to less likelihood of damage -to vehicle surfaces. Calculations of the

flow variables for this case will be carried out by a method very similar

to that discussed in the previous chapters. Some results for -the case

for cylindrical shook layers are also presented in this chapter to pro-

vide a basis for comparisons of flow variables between plaae and axi-

symmetric two-phase flows,

GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN POLAR COORDINATES

Consider the steady supersonic flow of an air-particle suspension

past a sphere of radius rb. To describe the motion, polar coordinates r

and 8 (with associated unit vectors er and o) are used, The polar

*E29
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coordinate aystem lies in the plane of- symmetry of the flow, bas origin

at the center of the sphere, and is oriented so that the line 0 0 is

coincident with the forward stagnation line of the gas motion. Using

Eqs. (2.4) and intr'oducing the transformations

r arbt' e
+. + + +
u aU"(Fe iGe) u UJ(rpe,+Ge a* r B p * p P8

T TH, T p (s~p ppa ),

leads to

(CQ( sin n)Qp sin OQ)1 Q )W, n 0

r p F p +(G p/C)% 1 F p T1_ p2 a (( r-rp )2+(G.rG )2)(1-b)/2 (0.. )

F Gp &+G /)Gp rp Gp 4 C1I(r p 2(G p )2(-)2(-Gp

F (Gp/ * 012 (H-H ,) (5.2)

wheres aIU (lrb/U. b a N2 rb/U.)(c/c p), and *1. As previously

stated, the dimensionless parameters a and a2are measures of effective-

nos of interphaue mc.xnentum and heat transfer respectively. For plane

flow past a circular cylinder of radius rb, the same equations result with

J= 0. Equations (5.2) have the same form as do Eqs. (4.1). It should

be noted that in this chapter the normial velocity with which pax'tioles

strike the body is found by evaluating Fp at the vehicle siurface while

the tangential impact velocity is found by evaluating 0 at the surface.

This is the opposite of the notation employed in previous chapters where

the normal impact velocity was found by evaluating G pat the vehicle

surface while the tangential imnpact velocity wasi found by computing the
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value of Fo It in easily shomi that local collection efficiency

Dn

E(n) =-{((1J)/Bin O)f Q (1,O)r (1,c)sinJ ada . 3)

wh re a is a dummy variable.

In order to solve Eqs. (5.2), F, G, and H must fh specified.

Following Waldman and Reineoke [7], these flow variables are mode:Led by

the linear functions of 4.

F ((Fs-F )/A)(t-l)+

H = ((H -H)/As)(&-')+H b  (5.4) :

where AG is the radial distance from the body surface to the shook wave

(the standoff distance) made dimensionless by the body radius rb; To

determine th dadaledif the quantities appearing n Eqs, (5. ) on n

reference is made to the modi=ied constant density theory for an inviscid

gas discussed by Hayes and Probstein [2]. According to this theory, Aa

is independent of n and has the form

A ~A A 55

IN Eq. (5.5)

(c/2)log(4/3e)+(c/2)2 (log(4/3)-l), J 0

1 I(l+(8c 1/2 , J 1 (5.)

where i is the ratio of the gas density Just before the shock wave to the
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gas a.enaity just btehind the shock wave at ni 0. The constant density

theov.y also yields the expressions

F 1 -C COSnt F b 0

GS sin n, 5) (1-Des) 1/2 s In ni

H =C(l+yM*-(l-iv)C0S2n)

iL = (l+yM2(1.-(&/2>.X sin2r)(,)

where

(3/2).+(c/2)jog(4/3c)-1)), j 0

A2 (4/3)Ci+(c/4)(l.(8/3)(8c/3) 1/2) 1 (5.8)

As previously stated 0 M is the free-stream Mach number and y is the ratio

of specifiz heats for a perfect gas. In all cal.culat ions perforrmed it

was assumed that Y =1.4.

If it is assumed that: the shock wave has no ef fect on the particle-

0hase variables,the boundary conditions ame

F s -cos n, G ' =sin T, Qs =1, H ps l (5.9)

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AT STAGNATION LINE

To start the numerical method to be discussed in the following

sections., the solutions for the partic].e-phase flow variables in the

vicinity of the forward stagnation line of the gas flow field are needed.

Theso solutions are also of interest in themselves because they illustrate

wany of the basic features of blunt-body tvo-phase flows of the type under

6~~~~ .
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discussion in the present chapter. This section is, therefore, devoted

to an a~ialysis of the parlticle-phase flow field noar n 0.* To begin the

analysis, the following expansions are employed

F (E,ri) =F(P ()+(r2))

p P

Q (,)=Q (&)+0(n 2)

p po

005ti 10( 2 )
Csn = 1~+0 (i 2

E = 1 +0(n 2) (5.10)
0

Substituting Eqs. (5.10) into Eqs. (5.2) - (5.9), equating the coeffiokmt

of each power of ni appearing in each of the resulting iquations to zero

* individually in the usual way, writing all the equations involving the

first termt of the series (5.10a, b, c, ds g) in terms of the new

independent variable

[which transforms the interval (l.~t.l+A) into the interval (l<z<0)),

and dropping the subscript o for convenience yields the differential

equations

(r PQ~)~ lP )(A s /(1+A (1-z)))(F +G p )Q p 0

F F1+o A5 IFF 1(1-b) (FF )=0
p p s pp
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F G '-(A /(liA (l-z)))(F +G )G
p p a a pp p

+CI A 6IF-F (1-b )(G-G ) 0

1p p 2a p

(where'a prime denotes differentiation with respect to z), the initial

conditions

r (0) *-1, G p(0) *1, Q p(0) =1, H P(0) 1 (5.13)

and the expressions

F F .(l-2)i+rbz

G G 85 (l-z)+%z

H H H (1-z)+Hbz (5.14)

where

F -E Fb 0, Gs 1, G /

H(-) H~ b (5.15)

The governing Lqs. (5.12) are nonlinearand it seem~s highly

unlikely- that analytical solutions can b~e found. Thus these A!quati.,naz

were nuumeically integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta procedure.

Numerical solut ions were obtained for a variety of values of a,, a 2 , and

Mfor both b =0 and b =1. Some typioil reoults of these calculations

are shown in Figs. 12 - .17.
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Figures 12 and 13 show the radial velocity and density profiles

of the particle phase predicted by approximate (will be discussed later)

and exact solution methods for b ='1. It can be seen that the decrease

in the radial velocity of the particles increases with increasing a1 and

is associated with a compression of the particle phase which also

increases as a1 increases.

In Figs. 14 and 15 the particle-phase flow variables at the

vehicle surface are plotted versus a1 for b a 1. It can be seen that

-F p(1) is a decreasing function of a1 and ar. increasing function of M.

This is becaus& both increases in a1 and decreases in M. increase the

importance of interphase momentum transfer, the former directly and the

latter indirectly by thickening the shock layer. These effects ere con-

siderably more pronoun ed for plane than for axisymmetrio clow. For a

given M@ the radial impact velocity vanishes at a finite value m1 N alc

and remains iero for a1 > a1c' Thus for a1 > 1lc no cratering and ero-

sion damage will occur because no particles str,.-o :iie surface of the

vehicle. This situation is in contrast to that occurring in cone flows

(see Chapter 4) where particles strike the body surface for any finite

amount of interphase momentum transfer. It is evident that blunting of

flight vehicles is an option open to designers desirous of reducing

cratering and erosion damage.

As pointed out when viewing the Figs. 12 and 13, decreases in

F p(1) are accompanied by rapid increases of Q p(1). The value of %(l)

is indicative of the number of impacts per unit time that will be experi-

enced by the surface of the vehicle in the vicinity of the forward stag-

nation point. The range of parameters for which the greatest cratering

and erosion damage will occur depends on the damage mechanism. If damage
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is caused primarily by single particles impacting at high speeds, one

would expect the most severe damage for the mmaller values of a and the

larger values of M. where -F (1) is the largest. If, on the other hand,-!1 P
damage Is primarily due to repeated impacts in the same area (fatigue

damage, for example) the greatest damage would be expected for the larger

values of a1 and the smaller values of M,, where Q (1) is the largest. Of
1 p

course, as previously stated, no damage will occur for a > cl

If both of the damage mechanisms discussed above are of equal

importance, the collection efficiency E [which is the product of -F (1)

and Q p1)M might be a suitable measure of the severity of cratering and

erosion damage. To the authora' knowledge, however, no such cc",voelaton

has so far been established. It can be seen that E is a decreasing func-

tion of aI and an increasing function of M.. For a given M. it is clea

that E must vanish when m1 a le, This v(lue is considerably lower for

plane flow than it is for axisymmetrLc flow.

The particle-phase temperature H p(1) is an increasing function

of both a and M.. The former effect is due to the fact that increasing

a1 decreases -F p (1) and thus decreases the importance of the convective

term in Eq. (5.12d). The latter is a result of the fact that the gas

temperature at any point in the shock layer is an increasing function of

MH. When -F (1) vanishes, H (1) is brought into equilibrium with the
p p

temperature of the gas phase as indicated by the constant-temperature

portions of the curves in Fig. 15.

Figures 16 and 17 depict numerical results for b = 0 similar to

those just discussed for b = 1. It can be seen that the trends of the

data are identical to thos, found for b = 1 but th&t the flow variables

are predicted to be less sensitive to changes in a1 and M for b 0
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than for b ; 1. It is also interesting that the shapes of the curves are

somewhat different. The curves of -F (1) versus a,, for example, exhibitp

more curvature for b = 0 thn for b = 1. Comparisons such as this are

useful in determining the value of b which best fits a given set cf

experimental data.

APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS AT STAGNATION LINE

If certain simplifying assumptions are made, approximate analyti-

cal solutions to the governing Cqs. (5.12) can be found. Because these

solutions illustrate some of the interesting features of the particle-

phase flow field and because they can be used io obtain quick estimates

of the particle-phase flow variables$ they will now be presented.

The basic simplifying assumptions are (1) that the shock layer

is thin, and (2) that the shock is strong. These two assumptions imply

1 'l, Fp/F >> 1, Hp/H < (5.16)

(see Probstein and Fasslo [6)). Using these assumptions to simplify

Eqs. (5.12) and assuming (to simplify the forms of the analytical solu-

tions) that G and H can be represented to a sufficient degree of accuracy

by the expressions

G Gs 1 .1, H s He M (l+yM"(l-C)) (5.17)

leads to the approximate equations

(FQ,) P =~ 0

F F p+ IA (-F )(2-b) 0
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FpGp'+Q As(-Fp)(1b)( 1 -Q) G 0

Fp H '+ H 0 (5.18)

Note that, even though it has been assumed that A a< 1, the possibility

that a As * 0(1) (I m 1,2) has been allowed for. Solving Eq. (5,18o)

subjeot to Eq. (5.l3b) yields

G • 1 (5.19)
pP

Solving Eqs. (5.181m b, d) subject to Eqs. (5.13a, c, d) for, a3e

zealistlo values of b (see Probstein and Fassie [6] and Spunk and Gerber

ES]), one obtains

bE 1 F p -(-t z)

Qp " 1/(.-al1Aez)

Hp l+(,, 2 H /a )og(l/(l-csxAZ)) (5.20)

b, 3/5 t Fp a -(l-(3i Az/5))5/3

Qp a 1/(l-(3a 1Az/5))5/3

Hp • 1+(5* 2 H /(2c 1))((/(l-(3aaGz/5))2/ 3 -) (5. 21)

bm0 : F *-exp(-ag aZ)

Q p exp(a Anz)

Hp x 1+(M 2H5/cl)(exp( l is1 )-l) (5.22)

Note that in coder for Eqs. (5.20a) and (5.21a) not to violate the assup-

tlbn (5.16b), it is neceasary that o1 < 1/(bA5 ).
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The. comparisons of the approximate results with the numerical

solutions obtained for b = 1 are. shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Tha .apeement

is satisfactory for small and moderate values of (. The degree of apee-

ment decreases as aI increases. The agreement is somewhat worse for plant

flow than axisymnmetric flow. This in because for a given value of NM the

standoff distance Aa Is larger for plane flow than for axisymmetric flow.

Thus the assumption A << 1, upon which the approximate analytical solu-

tions ae based, is better satisfied in the latter came than in the for-

mer. It is interesting to note that for axisymetric flow the values

c = 0.175 and A * 0.116 are associated with M. a 10. Thus the assump-

tions employed to obtain the approximate analytical solutions are only

moderately well satisfied for the data presented in Fig. 12. In view of

this, the agreement between the exact and approximate solutions is pleas-

antly surprising.

APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS FOR a >alc

For aI  a l the numerical solutions to Eqs. (5.12) appeared to

indicate a singularity in Q (1). In order to investigate this matter, an
p

approximate analytical solution valid near the vehicle surface was sought.

This solution will now be discussed. Writing Eqs. (5.12) in terms of the

independent variable n l-z, assuming that the dependent variables have

the forms

F =-C n, G= 021 Qp = o3/nw (5.23)

for n << 1 (where c., c2 ' c3, and w are constants), substituting Eqs.

(5.23) into (5.12), expanding for n << 1, and retaining only the largest

term in each expansion leads to the algebraic equations (for b 1)
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a I 2_ ulc*ls 0
2

2 +u10 2  "1 % 0

(1-W)c 1-(l+j)h 8c 2  0 (6.24)

which have the soluticms

02 2 (a I/2)((+(4b/a1))l1/2_l)

W • 1-(l+Jl((l+( /all ) (5.25)

Because of the local nature of the solution, a3 cannot be determined.

Inspectlem of Eq. (5.25c) shown that the possibility of a solution exhib-

iting a singularity in Q is confirmed (it can be shown that 0 1 w 1 1).

Inspection of Eq. (5.25a) reveals that a solution of this form exists

only for a 448. It should be no;. that this analysis shows only

that a local solution of the form Eq. (5.23) exists, not that it is the

limit of the actual solution for small n. It is found, however, that

some of the numerical solutions computed in the present thesis do exhibit

behavior consistent with Eqs. (5.23) and (5.25). Consider the case of

j = 1 and N,, a 10 for which it was previously stated that c a 0.175 and

A 0.116. Thus solutions of the form Eq. (5,23) are possible for

a 6.04. The numerical results indicate that such behavior actually

occurs for a1k 10.6. For this range of values of a e the computed data

show that F p(1) x 0 and indicate a singularity in Q p(1). Furthermore.

the predicted profile of G becomes constant for small n and assumes a

value in excellent agreement with that indicated by Eq. (5.25b). These
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considerations increase confidence in the proposition that Eqs. (5.23) and

(5.25) describe the behavior of the particle-phase flow field in the cases

where F (1) z 0. These formulas cannot be used, however, to predict the
Y p

value of a1o.

The presence of an algebraic singularity in the particle-phase

density profile indicates a breakdown of the theory in the vicinity of the

vehicle surfacebecause this prediction is in obvious disagreement with

the assumption that the mass fraction of the partLcles must be small. When

this is not 'so, the effect of the existence of the particles on themotion

of the air must be accounted for (in a thin boundary layer adjacent to the

body surface in the present situation). Since the primary concern of this

report is the case for which particles do striKe the surface of the vehicle

(that in: a1 < ale), this matter is not pursued further at the present

time.

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AWAY FROM STAGNATION LINE

In this section attention is given to solution of Eqs. (5.2) away

from stagnation line. This is facilitated, as previously stated, by a

Von Hises transformation of the type familiar from boundary-layer theory.

Toward this end a stream function * is defined such that
p

F.([ sin n)JQpF p , p ( sin n)JQpGp p -p (5.26)

Finding the total differential of 0p yields

d~p

-( p sin t)QpGpdF.&sin 'n)JQ pF pdii (5.27)

Rever ing the roles of *P and n (that is treating qp as an independent

variable and n as a dependent variable) Eq. (5.27) becomes



d= (1/((c sin 0)iFp))dp+(Gp/(Fp))dt (5.28)

PF tha p p
from which it. follows that

p  ./(C(t sin 0 pp), n,C/(F) (5.29)

The solution in deoired in the region 0 S n I nr, The now independent

variable 4 n n/n, maps this region into 0 1 - 1.. Thl variable will be

used for the rest of this section. Converting Eqs. (5.2b, o, d) to the

independent variables p and 4, then writing all the governing equations

and boundary conditions in terms of the new independent variables #* (the

angular coordinate at which the particle-phase streamline *p a constant

enters the shock layer) and z defined by Eq. (5.11), one finally obtains

(with the aid of the expression d+ /d*p a -1/(nflfocos(nf*SXC*sin(nff4))J)

which is found by evaluating Eq. (5.26a) on the shock and noting that

Q Ps a l and Fps a -cos(n f ))

F pF p, +( /(l+,& (l-z)))G2+0 A ( (F-Fp )2 (G- )2)(1-0/2 (F'F )on

Fppz -(A (a/(1+6a (1-z)))FpGp+a 1 ((F-Fp )2+(G-G p )2)(lb)/ 2 (G-G p)O

Fp , ( /(nf(1 6,(1- -))))Gp-0p l p pp

FpHp, z+Q2As (H-H p )-O

Qp=_(( 1+As )/(i+a ( 1.z) ))'+J (si i(nf#s )lsin( nf ) )Jx

(cos(nf#)/(Fp #1 )) (5.30)

and
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F p(08 .0) G p(+86o) sirn(NS)

*(* ,0)= y Hp(* s.0) 1 (5.31)

wheaz F, G, and. H are determined by ccmbining Eqs. (5.7) and (5.14). It
con be seen that no derivatives with respect to * appoar in Eqs. (5. 30-d

Thus when intelptated along the partiole-phase astoarline s Constants

they my be teated as ordinary di'ffrential equations.

In term of the indepandtnt variables 4 and xt thA definition (.3)

of the collection efficiency E in diff.cult to employ. A moe :oavoniamt

expression oan be found by applyin2, tho principle of balatnoo of mass to

the particle-phase material contained la the region bounded by the line

* 0 and the streamline x constant:. Doing this it ia saally shown

that the collection eficiency at the point on the body surface where the

particle-phase streamline * cunstant strikes the vehicle L

s) a (l+6e)l (+(5.(n3)/sinlnf 06,1)))(W) 0.32)

The governing Eqs. (5.30a.d) were solved by employing a fourth-

,de r Runge-Kutta method. The term 0 appearing in Eq. (5.30s) was

evaluated using a two-point backward difference quotiento .aQ p was deter-

mined from the rtsulting algehraic equation. The solution procedure

marches forward in 4' from streamline to streamline using the stagnation-

line (0 8 O) solutions found in previous sections as initial conditions.

Some typical results of thse calculations are presented in Figs. 18 - 23.

Since the constant-density expressions used to describe the as flow field

are reasonable only over tha forward part of the vehicle, nt was taken to

be 300 in all the calculations performad. It should be pointed out that
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the numerical procedure Is in no way dependent on the expressions used to

represent F, , and H.

Computed data for b 1 (solid lines) are presented in Figs. 18

and 19, together with two coses corresponding to b n 0 (dashed lines) for

comparison. It can be seen that -F - -F ( .1) is a decreasing fune-,,!, pb p a

tion of *b a( 91) and that the sensitivity of -Fpb to b in a decreas-

ing function of *1 . The flattening effect is *ore prm&ounced for b a 0

than for b a 1. The greatest curvature occurs for a 0 when the solu-

tion is -F ce(vt,*b). As a 1 incroases,-F is decreased for all $
pb r b Ipb b

The effect of tnterphase momentum transfer, however. increases with

decreasing *b because the streamline curvature of the Ss phase. and thus

the relative velocity between the phases, increases as the stagnation

line is approached. The greatest decrease in -F06 thorefore, occurs at

#b * 0 where the effect of the interphase momentu transfer is greatest.

This produces the flattening effect that can be observed in Fig. 18.

Theme results indicate that -Fpb will reach zero at all points along the

surface of the vehicle simultaneously. Thus to determine the range of

perameters for which no erosion and cratering damage will occur, it is

nocessary to considoei only the stagnation-line solutions discussed in

the previous section.

The stagnation-line solutions indiceated that decreases in-Fpb are

accompanied by increases in Qpb a Q ,p l). That this is true for all

values of *b between zero and unity when q, z 300 can be seen from Fis, 1.

This compression of the particle phase increases with increasing *b and

a1 and is more pronounced for b a I than for b n 0.

The collection efficiency of the portion of the vehicle ourface

between the stagnation line and the point where the particle-phase
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streamline * = constent intersects the surface is a decreasing function

of Ob. The sensitivity of E to the value Of ob increases sharply with

increasing a 1 and is greater for b 1 than for b = 0.

The particle-phase temperature 11 nh = 1p U 91) can be either an

increasing or decreasing function of 4b, depending on the values of a,

and b. The bhhavior that actually occurs depends dn the interaction of a

vaiety of factors, and no simple explanation is obvious to the present

author.

Figures 20 and 21 present results for b - 0 (solid lines) with

two cases corresponding to b = 1 (daahed lines) for comparison. The

trends of the data are identic:i, to those Inferred from inspection of

Figs. 18 and 19. It seems cle, hat all of the variables are more

sensitive to the values of a1 and #b for b =1 than for b v 0.

Figure 22 illustrates the influence of the free-stream Mach

number M. on the values of -Fpb and Qpb" Inspection of the plotted data

shcws that -Fpb is an increasing function of M while Qph is a decroas-,

ing function of %. Also the curvature of -Fpb versus 4b increases as

NM increases. All of these trends are explained by the fact that

increasing MI decreasen A and thus decreases the effect of interphase

momentum transfer.

Figure 23 shows the influence of the parameter a2 on Hpb. When

12 
= 0, the solution is Hpb a 1. fs a2 increases, the influence of the

gas temperature (which is a function of #b) increases, and Hpb becomes

incrasingly sensitive to the value of 0b' Also as a2 increasem, the

interphase heat-transfer mechanism becomes more effective in moving the

particle phase toward thermal equilibrium with the gas phase (which is

at a hlghav temperature). Thus Hpb is 3n increasing function of a2 .

! I I Ib
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Thaso results have been computed assuming that no mass loss from the par-

ticle phase occur-s. They shiuld, therefore, serve as useful standards of

coxaparison 1kor the prediction of -more sophisticated theories which allow

for particle vaporization.

.k APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS AWAY FROM STAGNATIOIT LJNE

As has been said previously, it is interesting to find approximate

analytical sol;. tions for thin shook layers. To do this the assimptions

r FF 1, H /H < 1
p p

G Gs sin(n~~) H =H e= yM(_~cS(4*) ($.$3)

are invoked. Equations (5.30) then simplify 'to t
FF,-c~( 2 ( )2)(1-b)/2r

r Gpz+ A6(F P 2+ G )2),(l-b)/2(G 6-G ) 0

p ii p a2t' s p

= -'Sin~n~~ ))(5.34)
Qp _sinn fe! )sinn f0(cs~n /F P01 s

Solving Eqs. (5.34b, c) subject to Eqa. (5.31b, c) yields

G p =G S cln(n fs (5.35)

Using Eq. (5.35a) simplifies Eq. (53.34a, e) to

F (--FT)(2-V ) 0
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Q -cos(nf#)/F~ (5.36)

Solving Eq. (5.36a) subject to Eq. (5.31a), subs3tituting the result into

Eqs. (5.34d) and (5.36b), and using Eq. (5.31d) one o~btains for some

r'ealistic values of b

h ~~~ F l/l-C0 0 (-0AA/z(fs

QP l/U-1 As/o( S

H 1+(CA H /a )1gl( xA z/cOs(nf')) (5.37)

b 3/5 F C/(5s)IO ( ACS35(fs))538

H P 1+(5 (5.3/29)Cs n~s)((/l

'11

As discussed previously, these solutions are useful both because they

indicate some of the qualitative features of the excact solutions and

because they provide quick estimates of the flow variablen for thin shook

layers.



Chapter 6

INVESTIGATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

For the sake of simplicity, all previous calculations were

carried out under conditions equivalent to the assumptions that volume

fraction of the particle phase was negligible and that all the suspended

particles were identical spheres. In the present chapter these restric-

tions are relaxed and calculations are carried out to investigate the

importance of nonnegligible particle-phase volume fraction and the dis-

tribution of particle sizes within the mixture.

EFFECT OF FINITE VOLUME FRACTION

When the volume fraction (pp/pp) (-Pbeing the true density of

particle material) of suspended particles is not negligible, it is found

that the constitutive Eqs. (2.3) must be modified to allow 9 and C

to depend on the particle-phase volume fraction. In this section the

importance of such a modification is Investigated. One of the few cases

for which the modified forms of A and C have been determined is that of

an idealized suspension satisfying the following conditions: (1) the

volume fraction of the particle phase is finite but small, (2) the parti-

cle phase consists of identical nondeformable spheres of radius a, massm,

and thermal conductivity K, (3) the Reynolds number and Mach number for

the microscopic flow past each individual particle are infinitesimal,

(4) the gas viscosity p in the vicinity of each particle can be treated

E48
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as a constant. Under these conditions the following constitutive equa-

tions are appropriate

1/3 -N NP (1+R (P /P) )(-u-u)

C IN2ppc3'R2( p (- (6.1)

It can be shown (see Marble [5] who carries out the derivation for the

Acase of = R 2 z 0) that N, = 67rajA/? and IN 2=4naK/mc. Several authors

have addressed themselves to the question of determining RV. Happal and

Brenner (161 give the value R 3/2. Using a method equivalent to that

emiployed by Happel and Brenner [16), the present authors have obtained the

result R2 = 1.
'A2

Because the flow in the vicinity of the forward stagnation line

of a sphere or cylinder is governed by ordinary differential equations,

the problem of determining this flow serves as a useful. test case when

investigating the importance of modification such as the one tinder dis-

cussion in the present section. Using Eqs. (6.1) the dimensionless

Eqs. (5.12) are replaced by

(F Q )'-( i+I)(A /(l+A (1-z)))(F +Gp )Q *0

F 1, '+a A (1+6 Q 1/3 )(r-F ) 0
p p 1s 1lp p

F G '-(A /(l+A (1-z)))(F +G )G fti A (l+0 Q 1/3 )(G-G ) 0
p p s s p P p Is S Ip p

F pH P'+a 2 A (1+0 2 Q p1/3)(H-H p 0 (6.2)

where (3/2)(o /- ) and a2 (P 6/)l 28 /3.
PooJ p 2~ P.
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It can be seen that for finite volume fractions the velocity

components are not independent of density as they are when volume frac-

tion is negligible.

Equations (6.2) were solved for a variety of values ;f 01 . Some

typical results of these calculations are presented in Figs. 2 4 and 25.

It can be seen that the value of 0i has no qualitative effect on the

dependence of the dependent variables on ml. Thus it appears that the

effect on finite volume fractions could be accounted for by modifying the

values of N1 and N2 appearing in the original constitutive Eqs. (2.3).

In the idealized situation under discussion here, this approximation is

unnecessary because the I!orms of the corrections for finite volume frac-

tions are known [Eqs. (6.1)]. For actual suspensions the microscopic

details of the suspension properties [and thus the form of the correc-

tions to Eqs. (2.3)] are unknown. In general, therefore, there is no

alternative to the procedure of modifying N1 and N2 to obtain the best

fit to experimental data. The results of the present section indicate

that this method is qualitatively correct. The computed results also

indicate that the amount of modification necessary will be substantial

for the larger values of 0i Unfortunately, the larger values of -

shown in Figs. 24 and 25 probably exceed the range of validity of

Eqs. (6.1). The possibility of reaching a definitive conclusion about

this matter is, therefore, precluded.

DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE SIZES

If the particle cloud of a suspension consists of a distribution
of particles of different sizes, the values of N1 and N2 will not be the

same as those appropriate to the situation in which all the particles
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have identical sizes. The purpose of this section is to investigate the

mount of difference that will occur. Toward this end, consider an

idealized particle phase made up of N subphases. Each subphase contains

enough particles to be treated as a continuum and obeys the constitutive

equations

U N~±pi(u-up i) Ci N2 Ppio(T-Tpi) (6.3)

where the subscript I denotes the ith subphase and. Ni * 6waiu/m 1 ,

N2 i a (mna K)/(Mc). Thus each subphase has a negligible volume frac-

tion and obeys conditions (2), (3), nnd (4) of the previous section.

Note that the' expressio fox-Nr can al.so be written as Niixu./(p 2p a 2 ).

From this it can be seen that the parameter Ni (or uli a Nlirb/U-) is a

function only of the particle size ai associated with the ith subphase.

It can be shown that the stagnation.line collection efficiency for such

a suspension is

N NE ii1pplaopi( pi(1)/~ppl"(6g);

The collection efficiency associated with the ith subphase is

E L -Qpi(L)Fpi(1) (6.5)

Defining the mass ratio of the ith subphase to be

N
1. = Ppia/iElppi to (6.6)

and combining Eqs. (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) yields

N
CE lRjEi (6.7)
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Several calculations of sphere collection efficiencies have been

performsel.or the case of N = 5 and M,, 10. Some typical results are

displayed in Table I. The quantity E( ) represents the collection effi-'

ciency assoclated with a particle phase consisting of identical particles

for which 1  a *" 1a1J/N. The quantity E is computed from Eq. (6.7).

It can be seen that for all the entries in Table I the results based on

the equivalent a are within five percent of those based on Eq. (6.7).

It is liely that the agreement would be even better for actual suspen-

sions because the spread of the properties assumed for the calculations

is unrealistically large, It thus appears that values of NI and N2 based

on the average properties of tie particle phase are quite adequate for

the types of calculations performed in the present report. (Probstain

and Fasslo [6) had reached this same conclusion employing a different

approach involving the use of the normal distribution function to repre-

sent the distribution of particle sizes.)

M lI.



Chapter 7

SHOCK LAYERS ON GENERAL BODIES

In Chapters 3, 4$ 5, and 6 solutions have been presented for

some simple body shapes. The simplified nature of the geometry in these

problems has helped to focus attention on the various interesting phys-

ical phenomena which occur in supersonic two-phase flows. In this

chapter and the next one it is desired to put the governing equations

for the particle phase in formm that will be useful to engineers con-

cerned with two-phase flows uver a wide range of body shapes. In this

chapter the governing equations are simplified for the case of plane or

axisymmetric flow past a symmetric body at zero angle of attack. Several,

transformations of independent variables are made until a form of the

equations is reached which is convenient for numerical solution of prob-

lems involving arbitrary symmetric body shapes. The final form of the

governing equations is one of the maiu results of this chapter. Besides

being convenient for nunerical work, the equations when written in this

form lend themselves readily to simplifiiation for the case of thin

shock layers. It is found to )e possible to obtain analytical solutions

to the simplified equations. These solutions are valid for any body

shape. As a simple application of the complete equations, they are

applied to the problem of flow past a wedge. The results of this anal-

ysis are used to illustrate various parametric trends and to evaluate

the thin-shock-layer solution discussed previously.

In the next chapter and the next one it will be assumed that b = 1

in Eqs. (2.4). This is done for simplicity and does not affect any of the

subsequent analysis.
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SHOCK-LAYER EQUATIONS

Consider axisynmetric, steady, supersonic, two-phase flow past a sym-

metric body. The geometry of the system is shown in Fig. 26 which serves to

define the tangential and normal coordinates x and y, the body radius R(x),

the tangential and normal velocity components u and vp, the body transverse

curvature h(x), the body angle b(x), the shook angle 8 (x), and the shock

wave ye a ya(x). In terms of x and y Eqs. (2.4)have the forms

((R+y oo 0b p u + ((lhy)(R+y cos e )Ppvp),y a 0b p p b p

(up/(lehy))upK . VpUpy + (h pVp/(lhy)) NI(u-uv)

(u,/(l4hy))Tp.x + VpTpsy = N2 (c/cp)(T-Tp ) (7.1)

where j m 1. For plane flow one obtains the same equations with j 0 0. Sup-

pose that the iree-stream velocity is UN, the free-strea temperature is T., the

free-strew particle density is pp., and it is desired to investigate collisions

of particles with the body surface between x = 0 and x z L. It is convenient

to define dimensionloss quantities as follows:

t - (x/L), n = (y/L), F p - (up/U.), % (v/U)

Hp = (T p/T.), F = (u/U), G = (v/Um), H , (T/T,)

= (Pp/Pp.), r * (R/L), K - hL (7.2)

Substituting Eqe.(7.2) into Eqs.(7.1) yields

((r+ coFs ab)JQ F),E + ((l+Kn)(r+n cos eb )JQp ), = 0
b p p Ep

(F p (K))F p,%GpFp, on+ (KFpGp/(l+K)) = M1(F-Fp)

(r l(l+Kn))Gpi;+ GpGI - (KF/(l+iKn)) M ct(G-G)

(F p /(ItKn))Hpit + G pH p I = 012 (H-Hp )  (7.3)

where

1 = (N L/U), a 2 e (/p)(N2L/U) 
(7.4)
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Equations (7. 3)can be put in a more convenient form by the use of a Von lises

transfctnation. Toward this end, a dimensionless stream function 0p is defined
p

which satisfies Eq. (7.3a),. Thus

(l+Kni)(r+n coo 0b) %Gp  = p,&

(z'1n coon 0 -Ill
b p p p -p (7.5)

The total differential of *p in

d* " (1+0n)(r0n.COS - (r+n 0 Fdn (7.6)
p b poe8)p p

Reversing the roles of 0 p and C yields

d* ( NO /((ltcn)(r4-n co0 eb)JQpGp)) + (Fpdn/((l+Kn)Gp)) (7.7)

From Eq. (7.7) it is seen that
1,p /((l+KYn)(, n OB 0b ):JQG p )

r' p p/((l+Kn)Gp) (7.8)

Transforming.Eqs. (7.3b (7.3c) and (7.3d)and rearranging Eqs. (.7.8) produces

G pFp n + (Fp Gp/(l+Kn)) M 01(P-rp

ppn (./(1+n)) a1p(-G p

G p H p' a 2 o(H-Hp)

G p n F p/(l+Kr)

Q p l/((l+Kn)(r+n cos Ob) Ap (7.9)P

It can be seen that Eqs. (7.9a-d) contain no derivattves with respect to 0p
p

Thus, if they are integrated along a particle-phase streamline (a line of 'p

constant) they can be treated as ordinary differential equations. Once this is

done, the density Q can be found along the streamline from Eq. (7.9e). It should

be recalled that K, r, F, G, and H are functions of t which is now one of the

dependent variables. The degree of nonlinearity inherent in the transformed

equations is considerably greater than that exhibited by the original equations.

For convenience In numerical integration of Eqs. (7.9) two further trans-

formations of coordinates were found to be helpful. Both are suggested by the
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experience gained from the work described in previous chapters with

simpler but analogous sets of equations. The first defines a new normal

coordinate z by

zal-(l e) a i (7.10)

This aps the interval 0 q1 n into the region 1 -z > 0. In terms of

the independent variables if and z the governing equations are found to have

I. the form

/Dl(prp,s - KnOD 2F p Gp + *in 8 (F-F p )  0 '-

DGGp z + KnD 2F + Min(G-G) 0

DGpHp~k + atn(H-HF 0

ip z 2sapD 1 GpC, z + D 2 n Fp a 0

where

D I 1 - ((n;(1-z)F p)/((l+Kn8 n(1-z))G p))

D 1/(l+Kn (-))
D3 a r+n (1-z)cos eb (.12)

In Eqs. (7.12)a prime denotes differentiation with respect to .

The last transfcrmation involves the replacement of the stream function

ip by the coordinate at which the streamline i p constant intersects the

shock wave. On the shock wave

005o 9 bo G -Bill0 (7.13)
l ps bo, ps

where

ebo 0 eb(Cs) (7.14)

Evaluating Eq. (7.6 on the shock yields

d* 2 -(D1 oD 0 /D2 0 ) sin 0 he dcs  
(7.15)

where
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20 oso
D r o + n cos e (7.16)

0 so bo

In Eqs. (7.16)

Ko Z K(C) ro 2 r(te), ns na(E ), ne n'(Cs ) (7.17)

Thus

,p a ( )d dp) •(20/(D 10D 30 sin 0 (7.18SC
This transformnation affects only Eq.(7.12e). T1he final set of governing equa-

tions in terms of the independent variables s and z is

DIGpFp~ -n D2FpG + a n (F-Fp 0
lp p z as2 p p 1

DGpGp' z + KnOD2FP
2 + alns(G-G ) 0

DIGpHp , + a 2n (H-Hp) 0

DIGpCZ e D2 jFp w 0

QP (D 2/D 20XD 30 /D 3)(D 10/D 1)(sin 0 8bo/GP p s (7.19)

The appropriate initial conditions are

(C.0) Co0 bos G( ,O) = -sin ebo Hp( .0) = 10 (s.O) 4 (7.20)

The governing equations have now been put in a form which is convenient for

any symmetric body shape. It should be pointed out that the transformations

discussed in this section do not depend on the spacific forms of the inter-.

phase momentum and heat transfer laws that are used.

A quantity of Interest in problems of thim kind under consideration in

the present paper is the local collection efficiency E(E9 ). This is defined

to be the rate at which particle-phase material actually strikes -the surface

of the body between F 0 and t = b 4( sll) divided Dy the rate that would

occur if interphase momentum transfer were absent. It is easily shtwn that

E = (D30/D 3b)I (7.21)

where



D 3b r(4b) (7.22)

THIN -'1CK LAYERS

As a first application of -the equations derived in the last section,

consideration will be given to thin shock layers, that is shock lases for

which

*Using Eqs.-(7. 23). Eqs.(% 12) end (7.16)oan be simplifiled to

D 1 aD 2 aD1 a D20 a 1, D 3 0 D so r (7.24&)

Substituting Eqs.(7.23) azid(7.2'4)into Eqs.(7.19) yields

G OF + aln (F F ).O

GG + *n a(OG G Q

G OH + 02ne(H H p

*Q P (r 0/r)i(sin 0 o /G~~ ) (7.25)

In obtaining Eq5.(7.25) the p.kmibilities that a~sa 0(l) and that *2n - 0(1)

have been allowed for. Equat~ion (7. 25d2)can be iumediately Integrated subject

to Eq.(7.20d) to yield

ts,) (7.26)

This shows that

r(&)0 r~s) r0, F(,z) a F(&~ 5 ) a r a

G(Q,z) - G(C a Z) m G so H0r,,) a H(t a Z) a H (7.27)

For think shock layers it will be assumed that the gas variables are independent

of z. That is

F5 s F6so0  Q a(~ $o)s G) z0G5s a G(C~ a,0), H5  a Hi(t 5 ,) (7.20)

If the air Is treated as a perfect gas the ratio of the gas density in the free

stre w to the gas density just behind the shock is
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C V2 + 2/((Y1) 2 sir,' 6 (7.29)

where y is the ratio of specific heats for a perfect gas and M. is the free-

stream Mach number. In texs of these quantities it can be shown that
= cos e s oa LO + c sin 0o sinFs o so 3so *i 0o

Gso a on 6so sin *Lo- c sin so cos 0LO

Koo a C(l + (l-c)yM! sin es ) (7,30)

where eLo 2 a so -ebo

For a thin shook layer lO << 1 and

F mo a cos ebo, Gs a -r. sin 0bo (7.31)

Substituting Eq.(7.31a) into Eq.(72.5a) and solving subject to Eq.(7.20a) yields

Fp u Fso a coo mbo (7.32)

Following Probstein and Fassio (6] assume that IGp I >> IGI and Hp << H for

a thtn shock layer.

Simplifying Eqs.(7.25b) and(7.25c) accordingly and using Eq.(7. 26) results in

p z  .so

0pHps + sHo 0 (7.33)

Solving +hese equations and using tho initial conditions(7.20b) and(7.20c) one

obtains

Gp a -sin e bo(l-(0 no z/sin 0 o))

Hp a l+(M 1aO/6 )lOg( 1/(1- (a 11 siSn 6b) (7.34)
p bo 1Lso bo

Substituting Eqs.(7.26),(7.27c), and(7.34(.,) into Lq.(7.25) yields

Qp 2 I/(l-(Qlnaz/sin 0bo)) (7.35)

Substituting Eqs.(7.24) and(7.26) into Eq.(7.21) shows that to th( order of

approximation of the present solution

l -, I(7.36)

These simple closed,-fom solutions are applicable to symmetric bodies of

any shape and should be useful both for obtaining quick estimates of the
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properties of two-phase shock-layer flows and for demonstration of various

parpmetric trenda. In using these solutions ft should be noted that only

positive value& of (l-(a1nsoz/sin 0)) are meaningful. When this quantity

vanishes the a ,sumption IG p > IGI is already violated.

FLOW PAST A SYMMETRIC WEDGE

As an example of the application of the complete Eqs.(7.19) the flow

past a symmetric wedge is considered. The geometry of this problem is

shown in Fig, 27. The wedge is an important aerodynainif shape and it is

the only body for which an exact closed-form solution to even the inviscid

equations of mot" jn for the gas phase is known. For the latier reason this

prcblem makes a useful test case for calculations of the type under discus-

sion in the present paper. It is, therefore, of both theora',t:cal and prac-

tical interest.

From Fig.27 it can be seen that

- = 0, r =  tail 01, s tan r = sin 0 (7.27)

where 8b and 0., = 0 - b are now constants. Substituting Eqb. (7.12), (7,16),

0. 17),and( 7. 37) into Eqc. (7. 19) yields

((l-z)f 'tan 0- G)F - i(F-Fp)tan 0 0

(tl-z)F tan ,- p 'z - alP(G-G )tan 0

((l-z)Fp tan - ( )Hp' - a 2C(H-Htan 0L'-

((I-z)F tan a G), ) F tan eL =- 0P L -- p z ~p
0 1/((sin 8h tan 0 L CS ) ((l-Z)F tan t -0 Gp ) ) (7.38)

hp L

If {1c is assumed that the velocity components and temperiture of thc 3 r can

w? rcpp "vinted to a sufficiant degree of accuracy by the sB, 1uton for flow

,n .aj v'.d pe'rifect gas (with ¥ - 1.4) ont has

; ~n ., ) G = 0, H = (7.)
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where c and H are given by Eqs.(.29) and(7.3oc)respectively and es is now

regarded as a constant, The sho k angle 0 can be found as a function of

the body angle eb by making use of tables or charts such as those given

by Liepmanand Roshko [15]. To complete the fa'mulation of this problem

it is noted that the local collection efficiency is

E z.&A(7.40)

Equations(7.38) were solved numerically subject to Eqs.(%720). Eqs.

(7 30a-d)were integrated numerically along various streamlines (lines of

constant) starting at 0. On a given streamline the numerical
integration was carried out using a fourth ordor Runge-Kutta method start-

ing at z = 0 and proceeding to z = 1. Afte-' Eqs.(7.30a-d) were solved
I,

'

along the streamline, Eq.(7.38e) was solved for Q . The partial derivative
p

with respect to ts was replaced by a two-point backward difference formula

to convert Eq.(7.38e) to an algebraic equation. Somo typical results of

these numerical calculations are presented graphically in Figs. 28-35.

Figure 28 shows results for the quantities of the most importance in

estimating the cratering and erosion damage likely to be experienced by a

flight vehicle; namely, the particle-phase normal velocity at the body

surface Gpb = G 1) and the particle-phase density at the vehicle

surface Qpb = Qp s). These quantities are plotted versus the distance

from the leading edge of the wedge b' Figure 28 pertains to a free-stream

Mach number of ten and a wedge half-angle of five degrees. It can be seen

that -the impact velocity decreases and the density increases as the dis-

tance from the leading edge increases. When a (the measure of the effec-

tiveness of interphase momentum transfer) is small, both 0 pb and Q are

nearly constant. As aI increases, the variations of Gpb and Qpb become

mp
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increasingly pronounced. The variation of the normal velocity illustrates

the transition from a state of frozen flow (the particle-phase motion is

independent of that of the gas phase) at = 0 toward a state of equilibrium

flow (the two phases have identical motions) which is nearly achieved at

&b = 1 for the larger values of a,. This behavior is due to interphase

momentum transfer which tends to bring the normal particle-phase velocity

into equilibrium with the normal gas-phase velocity which is zero in this

case. For a given & interphase momentum transfer is enhanced by increas-

ing a 1 and for a given a1 interphase momentum transfer is enhanced by

increasing &b (which incruases the length of the streamline that a particle

must traverse to reach the wall). It appears that for a wedge or cone com-

plete equilibrium flow is never reached even if the body is infinitely long.

This is in contrast to the two-phase flow past a sphere or cylinder where

complete equilibrium flow is possible near the body surface for certain

combinations of parameters (refer to Chapter 5.) It can be seen

that the decrease in particle-phase normal velocity is accompanied by a

compression of the particle phase which increaseE in severity as either

a 1 or tb is increased. This is significant because it shows that the

particle-phase mass fraction may be negligible in the free stream but non-

negligible near the surface of the body. In such a situation the theory

employed in the present paper would be inadequate and it would be neces-

sary to solve the coupled equations governing the air and particle motions

simultaneously. Thus, computation of the particle-phase density (which

has not been carried out by most previous investigators) not only provides

information about the distribution of impacts on a vehicle surface, but

also provides an important check on the self-consistency of the theory.
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Figures 29 and 30 present data for a free-stream Mach number of ten and

a wedge angle of fifteen degrees. Increasing the wedge angle increases the

thickness of the shook layer (and thus the effectiveness of interphase

momentum transfer for a fixed aI ) and also increases the normal velocity of

the particle phase at the shock. A comparison of the results for Gpb in

Figs. 28 and 29 reveals that the latter effect is predominant as far as Gpb
pt-

is concerned. That is, for a given aI the surface velocities increase

with increasing 8b. For a fixed a the surface densities are also an

increasing function of eb which shows that the behavior of Qpb is pri-

marily dependent on the effectiveness of interphase momentum transfer.

Figure 30 shows numerical results for the particle-phase temperature at the

surface of the wedge Hpb = Hp( bl) and the local collection efficiency E.

It can be seen that the surface temperature is increased by increasing al

(because increasing the effectiveness of interphase momentum transfer

lengthens the time required by each particle to traverse the shock layer

and thus provides more time for heat to be transferred from the warmer

gas phase to the cooler particle phase). The collection efficiency decreases

along the body surface and with increasing ai' It can be ceen that for a

given ai E approaches its equilibrium Lriit (ro) much more slowly th-n

does Gpb. This is, of course, due to the corresponding increase in Qpb

In Fig. 31 results are presented for a free-stream Mach number of ten

and a thirty-degree wedge angle. Here both -the numerical solution (solid

lines) and the analytical thin-shock-layer solution (dashed lines) are

plotted. Comparison of the solid lines with the data previously discussed

tends to confirm the statements made earlier concerning the influence of

8b on the values of Gpb and Qpb' For air (y 1.4) no shock layers on
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wedges are particularly thin. In this case the value of 0L is eight degrees

so (aL/eb) 0.267. The value of the shock wave density ratio is c = 0.189.

Thus none of the assumptions ns << 1, n << 1, or (G /G) > 1 is very well
5 P

satisfied and this constitutes an extreme test for the thin-shock-layer

solution. Substituting Eqs. (7.37) into Eqs. (7.34) and(7. 35) and replacing

tan 8 L by 8L yields

G -sin 8b(l-(alaLxz/sin 0b))

H :1 1 Lc~ b~lg
Hp 2 + (a2HsoA1 )Og(i/(l-(a lLxz/sin Ob)))

Qp 1/(1-0 1 L xz/sin 6b (7.41)

Equations (7. 4l) and (7.4lc) were evaluated numerically to obtain the dashed
<

lines shown in Fig. 31. It can be seen that for - 1 the approximate and

exact solutions are in good agreement. ror larger values of al the approxi-

mate solutions still predict the correct qualitative trends but deviate

increasingly from the exact values as aI increases. Considering the fact

that the test case exhibits rather poor satisfaction of the assumptions

underlying the thin-shock-layer solution, the agreement between the exact

and approximate solutions seems acceptable. A similar conclusion was

reached in Chapter 5 in which was previously obtained the special case

of Eqs. (7. 3 4)and(7.35)corresponding to flow past a circular cylinder or a

sphere. It will be interesting to compare the predictions of Eqs. (7.34)

and(7.35)with exact results for two-phase flow in thin shock layers when

such results become available.

Figure 3211lustrates the effect of the freastream Mach number on the

behavior of Gpb and Qpb" It can be seen that for a given 8b and a the

particle-phase normal impact velocity is an increasing function of M and

the particle-phase density is a decreasing function of M . This is because
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the shock layer thickness (and thus the effectiveness of Interphase

momentum transfer) decreases as M4 increases.

As expected, the numerical results presented here are qualitatively

similar to those for supersonic two-phase flow past a right circular cone

obtained in Chapter 4. Comparison of the results for Gpb given in Fig. 29

with the corresponding resultG reported in Fig. 6 shows that the normal

impact velocity is smaller for wedge flow than for cone flow. This is

because the shock layer is thicker for the plane flow than for the axi-

symmetric flow and because the normal velocity of the fluid phase vanishes

for wedge flow but does not for the cone flow. The difference discussed

above can be significant. At tb M 1 I Gp.I is about 9 percent lower for

plane than for axisyminetric flow for a 1, about 55 percent lower for

a = 5, and about 90 percent lower for o 1 10. This behavior suggests

that for a given profile an airfoil (over which the flow is approximately

two-dimensional except near the edges) will experience less cratering and

erosion damage per unit of surface area than will a corresponding axisym-

metric body, provided that the magnitude of the normal impact velocity is

the main determining factor of such damage.

S1



Chapter 8

SHOCK LAYERS ON BODIES WITH ATTACHED SHOCKS

The equations given in Chapter 7 can be used to analyze two-

phase flow past any symmetric body. It is often difficult, howeve,

to write the equation of the shock surface'so that its normal coordinate

is given explicitly as a function of its tangential coordinate. It Is

more likely that the radial shock coordinate will be known explicitly

as a function of the axial distance from the nose of the body. Rather

than convert this information to normal and tangential coordinates, it

seems wise to take advantage of this situation when possible. This can

be done for bodies with attached shocks and is the subject of the pres-

ent chap ter.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Figure 33 depicts the geometry of the problem and serves to define

the axial coordinate x, the radial coordinate r, the gas velocity compo-

nents u and v, the paLvticle-phase velocity components u and ip ,bthe body L
surface rb(x), the shock surface rs(x), the body angle Ob(x), the shock

angle o (x), the length of the region in which impacts are to be investi-

gated L, and the frue-stream velocity U., temperature T, and particle-

phase density p p" In this coordinate system Eqs, (2.4) for steady axi-

symmetric flow can be written as

(VJ~pU P)x + (ripvpp)'r = 0

p P(u P u + VpUP~r) = pNl(u-up), pUv p x + vpVpr) N ppN1 (v-v )
: E66
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ppCp(uTp x *vT, v ) pCN2 (T-Tp) (8.1)

For plane flow the same equations result with J 0.

It is convenient to define the following dioensionless variables.

* (x/L). n - (r/L), F a (u/U.), F w (u /U.)
p P-

G * (v/U.), G a (v /U), H a (T/T.), H - (Tp/T) (8.2)

p P.

Substituting Eqs(&2) into Eqs. (&l)yields

(n p Fp + (n pGp),n a 0

p FpPC + GpF p n  a . 1 (F-Fp) FpGp.P + Gp Fp l (G.-G p

F HPC + GH a 2(H-H) (8,3)
whr P p , an ~2 (ap)NLU)

where a (N I /U. ) and a 2 
= (cCp)(N 2 L/U.)' The appropriate boundary

conditions are

Fps = Qps W H ps , 'Gps = 0 (8.4)

iable on the shook surface while a subscript b will denote its value on

the body surface.

Equations (a3)can be put in a more convenient form by the use of a

Von Mises transformation. Toward this end a dimensionless stream function

'p satisfying Eq.(8.aa) is defined such that
p

p p p ns p p p,.

Finding the total differential of 'p and reversing the roles of and p

(that is, regarding & as a dependent variable and 'p as an independent

variable) results in

d& = (d Ap/(Qa )) + (rd,/Gp) (8.6)

frog which it follows that

=/(iQ pI = (Fp/0p) (8.7)

, i I I p p I I I I I I I I I I



Transforming Eqs. (8.3h,cd) and rearranging Eq. (8.7)1 produces 6

GFc n I at ves with r(s1 1 1  p s G E (G-G(8. G a , Fd)

Gp Hp in ai Hp Qr p /n1p

p

they can be treated as ordinary differential equations along the dispersed-

phase streamlines (lines of constant ip

In order to make the radial distance from the lody surface to the

shock surface constant, it is convenient to define a now independent

variable

z = (n6-n)/(ns-n) (8.9)

which maps the region n n n into the region 1 z 0. It .s also

useful to replace 'p by the coordinate Zs at which the particle-phase

streamline associated with 0 intersects the shock surface. Evaluating

Eq. (8.6) on the shock with the aid of Eqs. (8.4) yields

d p -,, odnso = -n. (dn so/dM s)d~= "nsotan( 90 )dt (8.10)

where so = 119( 5) and 0so w 8(). Transforming Eqs. (8.8) to the final

independent variables and z, using Eqs. (8.9) and (8.10), one obtains

F pz + (alDI/D2)(F-F p  0 G pOz + (aD 1/D 2)(G-Gp  0

pz + (DIFp/D2 0, Hp1 z + ( 2D 1 /D2 )(H-H p  0

Q - ( 02 0 / D 2 ) ( D 30/ D(3D)J A I )( 
. )-

where
D 1 = snb' D2 = Gp-F ((,-z)tan(Os ) + z tan(O , D20 -tan(BO)

D3 = (1-z)n + znbI De0  (8..12)

Equations (8.Ll) must be solved subject to the boundary conditions
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F ( .0) 2 H (Q.0) .1, GsQ 8 .) 0, -"0): (8.13)

Equations (8.11) combine the main advantage of the Lagranglan description

used by Probstein and Fassio [6] Waldman and Reinecke [7) and Spurk and

Gerber [8] (i.e., that the flow variables can be determined from the solu-

tions of ordinary differential equations) with the main advantage of the

Eulerian description (i.e., that the shock surfaie and the body surface

cor.--apond to known values of the independent variable). In addition, the

distance from the shock to the body is constant when the variable z is

used, and Eq. (8,lle) which determines the density, is algebraic. For

these reasons it is believed that Eqs. (8.11) are convenient for numerical

work, and it is hoped that they will prove useful to future Investigators

concozned with problems of this type.

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

Equations (8.11a,b,c) can be solved simultaneously subject to Eqs.

(8.13a,c,d) by any numerical method for initial value problems. In the

present work a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine was used. The same method

was used to solve Eq. (&ld)subject to Eq. (8.16b). Equation (8.11) was

solved by approximating the partial derivative appearing therein by a two-

point backward difference quotient. The general axisymmetric body shape

considered was

rlb z BR(C); R(O) = 0, f(l) = 1 (8.14)

An approximate description of the gas flow field was obtained by employ-

ing expressions for F, G, and H similar to those suggested by Waldman and

Reinecke [71 and by assuming that the shock surface could be represented

by the equation n. = SR(0) where R is the same function appearing in

Eq. (8.li)and the quantity (S/B) is the same as -that for a .,one with
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base-radium-to-length ratio B. (A more accurate description of the gas

flow field could be used without affecting the solution procedure in any

way, but this would necessitate numerical Pialysis of the gas-phase gov-

erning equations which the authors did not want to undertake in connection

with the present work.) Numerical solutions were obtained for the specific

body shapes
R ( (power law)((8,15)

R a (-C2)(2-C), (parboli series)(8.16)

R a ((co- (1-2/) (Von arm ) (8.17)

R . (((l+B2)2(2B(-))2)-(-B2))/(2B2), (Ogive)(8.18)

where B and C are constants.

Numerical results are presented in Figure34 for the local collection

efficiency (the rate at which particulate mass is actually collected by

the body surface divided by the rate that would exist in the absence of

interphase momentum transfer)

U Q (F tan(Ob)-Gp)nJdt )/(btan(eb)nd~b) (8.19)
b 0 Qpb(Fpb ta(b)-pb 'd

for bodies with a base-diameter-to-length ratio of one third. For all

calculations prosented, the perfect-gas specific heat ratio y 1.4, the

free-stream Mach number M, = 10, and the momentum transfer coefficient

= 1. It can be seen that E is a decreasing function of &b with the

detailed shapes of the curves depending on the particular body to which

the results correspond.



Chapter 9

CONCLUS ION

In the present report a continuum theory of two-phase supersonic

flow of a &as containing small particles has been formulated for the case

of negligible particle-phase mass fraction. First, the governing equa-

tions for the particle phase were solved for flow past a right circular

cone (or a plane wedge) at zero angle of attack. Approximate analytical

solutions (valid only for thin shook layers) and exact numerical solutions

of these equations were obtained. Secondly, the application of this pro-

cedure was applied again to the case of two-phase supersonic flow past a

sphere (or a circular cylinder). Numerical solutions for this type of

flow were found starting at the forward stagnation line of the air motion

and marching downstream. Some calculations for the problem of flow past

a wedge or circular cylinder were also carried out simply to show the

comparisons of flow properties between plane and axisymmetric two-phase

flows. Results having relevance to the estimation of cratering and ero-

sion damage suffered by high-speed vehicles flying in the atmosphere and

to the experimental determination of constants involved in the thaoiy

were presented graphically and discussed for these two different flow

configurations respectively. The importance of nonnegligible particle-

phase volume fractions and distributions of particle sizes within the

particle phase were also discussed. Finally, two fcrms of the governing

equations which facilitate the numerical solution of problems involving

gas-particle flow past bodies having general symmetric shapes are

discussed.
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TABLe I.

STAGNATION-POINT COLLECTION

rFrimciEC.ss FOR DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE SIZES

R R2 R R 4 * E V41

12 a '4 5 i1

.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 0.990 0.990

.1 .2 .'4 .2 .1 0.990 0.990

.05 .15 .6 .15 .05 0.990 0.990
o .1 .9 .1 0 20 0.990ogo

A.1 .2 .2 .14 .1 0.909 0.990
.1 .14 .2 .2 .1 0.990 0.990
.05 .15 .15 .6 .05 0.980 0.990
.05 .6 .15 .15 .05 0.991 0.990

*i2eS, aU4o0, =5.0, W46.09 Z~7.5

.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 0.924 0.931

.1 .2 .11 .2 .1 0.927 0.931

.05 .15 .6 .15 .05 0.929 0.931
o .1 .8 .1 0 0.931 0.931
.1 .2 .2 .14 .1 0.923 0.931
.1 .14 .2 .2 .1 0.931 0.931
.05 IS5 .15 .6 .05 0.915 0.931
.05 Is .15 .15 .05 0.937 0.931

a I a, a 2 3, 1.43 U, a4w7, 05 J19

.2 .2 ..2 .2 .2 0.909 0.931

.1 .2 .14 .2 .1 0.913 0.931

.05 .15 .0 .15 .05 0.924 0.931
0 .1 .8 .1 0 0.929 0.931
.1 .2 .2 .14 .31 0.908 0.931
.1 .14 .2 .2 .1 0.925 0.931
.C05 .15 .15 .5 .05 0.900 0.931
.05 .6 .15 .15 .05 0.939 0.931
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TABDLZ 1, (Continued)

R R R R R E E

1 2 3 14 $

o1vs* oa m.$ a s"9.0, 4I4m.2, a539.5

.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 0.774 0.778

01 .2 .8 .2 01 0.778 0.778
.05 .2 .2 .15 .0 0*772 0.778
02 .1 .2 .2 01 0.770 0.778

. .2 .2 .4 .01 0.772 0.778

0 6 .15 .15 . .05 0.769 0.779

.2 .2 .15 .26 .25 0.764 0.779

.2 .2 .24 .2 .2 0.761 0.778

1 .2. .8 .2 0 0.778 0.778
m25 .25 .2 .1 .05 0'.772 0.770
.1 .1 .2 .1 03 06777 0.778

.05 .15 .15 .6 .05 0.750 0.778

.05 .6 .15 .15 .05 0.787 0.778
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APPENDIX F

CONFUTER CODE FOR STRESS ANALYSIS OF

HYTPERVELOCITY INPACT

by G. R. Buchanan and J. C. Huang

THEREICAL ANALYSIS

The mathemiIIatical mcdel for' generating spherical elastic waves has

been deacribed by Kinslow [23. To sumaaise briefly, It Is assumed that

there is a hollow, hemispherical cavity In the layer of material with its

center at the point of Impact and that a time-varying pressure or forcing

function is applied to this imaginary cavity surface which generates

stream waves in the material. The pressure applied to the surface of

the cavity is an impulse described by the relation

P a U '-i (1)

where P 0 is the pressure, a,~ are decay constants, t is the time, and the

iame constants. In this report only two terms have been considered

and Eq. (1) reduces to

P M P 0(Kie'lt-K 2*-*2t) (2)

The propagation of spherical dilatational waves in a homogeneous,

isotropic materi can be studied usig the spherical wave equation

v 2 * ~ ~*(3)
C2 at2

where # is a scalar displacement potential, c is the wave speed, and t Is

* times. The solution of Eq. (3) may be written as in W1

P r a -
0 0 -e.11 +0IeT(oya + -- sinwTi ) (4)

V 0
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hasre Po s peak pxeaw., a is a tlae4.oay constant, tim t is mswped

from arrival tie of wve fkvnt, rio is radius of cavity, v is Poisson's

ratio, and

eou-2v)

ol0

T o (7)

Ca 4A120~/p 6

whiere A and P are Lmd's constants and p is the density of target material.

The redial and tangential stresses at a given point P inside the tar-

got are given by the following relations

420) Ou+24 9

a a al + 20~+00~) (10)
to to, r

where Ua is the particle displacement.

Consider the coordinate system of Figure 1. The location of an

impact on a plans surface (the x-y plane) Is designated as01 and is

given by the coordinates N 01, YOAL). The location of any point P

at which the principal stresses are desired in specified by the coordinates

(x,y,z) or (PXPY,PZ). For the computation of stresses resulting from

an impact at 0 1, the coordinates (x19Y1 11) are employed. where

x1aPX - X 1(11)

*, apy - Y (12)

z PZ (13)

The location of P may also be specified by the coordinates(r094)
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?be following derivation of the omuponents of stress at point P are

relative to the 0c oordinate system. For the sake of simplicity the sub-

script is omitted from the following equations.

The relations between the (x1 ,yla 1 ) and the (vi,8*,*1 ) coardinats

x a r Sin# oosO (14)

y a , sin# sin (15)

a co (16)

The direction cosines of the positive r-axis have componento in the

(xys) system as follows

coo(xx') 0 SX/Or a siu# come (17)

cos(y,r) a Oy/r a sin# sine (18)

cos(,z,) a on/or a oc* (19)

Similarly, the direction cosines of the tangential 8 and * axes are
respectively

o(x,te) u (1/ sine)(Sx/6) = -sine (20)

cos(y't*) 0 (1/r sin6)(Sy/80) • case (21)

ooe(.t e) U 0 (22)

and

cos(x.t*) u (1/,)(ax/Do) X oos# case (23)

co.(Y.t,) • (l/r)(9y/a#) a cos# sine (24) '

oos(Ist,) u (1/r)(Ss/S) - -sin# (25)

where

r a Jx: + y2 + *2 (26)

sin# m 'x" y3/r (27)

cos x rz (28)

mine a y/Vx2 + 2  (29)

* I.
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cose =X/& 2 .. y (30)

As the spherical w~ve propagates through the material, the radial and

tangential stresses having values given by Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively,

are shown acting on an elemental volume in Figure 2. At any point, P, and

for any time, Yhe six cartesian components of Rtress relative to the

[0OX~',"ZJ1 coordinate system may be computed from the foloing relations

[a. =~ [ato os2(x,t ) + OtOCOS 2 ( xt,) + OicoS2(X.r)J 1 (3)

[a~J = atCoos2 (t) +co 2 ( y,r) + ate 2(y~te 1 (2

[a ZJ1  [a ~r C0 2(Z,r) + a to s02(Z,t 6) + (otOCoS2(z'tO)J1  (33)

+ a rcos (x,r cos (y, r) (34)

ET IJ [a Cos (y~t )COS(Z't. + a cos(y~r)coa(z~r)

+ at cos(z't )cos(x,t)J (35)

Eoul be [ae aos follcos:xr o~zt)

a to +[o] zto~osa 0). . (37)

aY=[ [aaI ~ )+ [a I + (37 0)
x x1 x 2...

aY=[a ) + [a y 1 + [a3 (38)

+ I=[a) + [a +y[a +. (390)

ET Jy=[xl + E-r )Y3 + ['r IY1 +0)

xz = Txzlj1+[ xz32 +.1XZ13 +(41)

TZ=[TYzl + T 2+DYZ13 +!~



These six components of stress are now saibtituted in the following

cubic equation:

S3 (O + y OZ)S 2 + (ay +op a- aa T2  _.T r.2 )S
y t z iy yr. zx

(a0 a - aT 2  2 -oT 2  + 2T T 0 t (43)
x yz -x yz OyTzx z XY xy yzrMX

The roots of this equation ar~e the three principal streses.

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

ALPHAC1) = a 0 time-decay constant

ALPHA(2) = a 21 time-decay constant

ANDA a A, Lamd's constant
Cl =(2p dilat ational wave speed

C2 - shear wave~ speed

D Raindrop diameter

E = Young's modulus

ICODE 1 for calling subroutine DATGEN to calqulate P 09a I a. G2 andr0

JCODE = 1 for calling subroutine PRIDIR to calcu.late principal direction

for the maximum tensile stress

,JJJJ = roblem number counter

NINI = Total number of problems to be run

NUMBER =Number of ALPHA terms used

POWER rExponential power of the weighted function for peak pressure P 0

PR =Poisson's ratio

PSUBO =P 0, peak pressure of cavity

PX =x-coordin~ate of point P where stress is to be calculated

PXINC = Increment of PX

PXMAX =Maximum value (if PX to be incremented

PY = y-coordinate of point P
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PYINC z Increment of PY

PYMAX =Maximum value of PY

PZ = z-coordinate of point P

PZINC = Increment of PZ

PZJ4AX N Maximum value of PZ

RHO p, density of radome material

RS(JBO n r 0 0Initial radius of cavity

SG(l) =Plus sign

SG(2) a Minus sign

TDELAY Delay time

TIME *t, time variable

TINCR m Time increment

TMAX Maximum time to be considered

THIN z Initial time

TT = Target thickness

xl 0 * l- PX

x0l = xc-coordinate of impact cavity

Yl = yOl- PY

YOl z y-ooordinate of impact cavity

zi = PZ

ZR a Recess value of z to simulate normal pressure distribution

caused by impact of a raindrop on surface of target

EXPLANATION OF SUBROUTINES

CARTST Calculates the cartesian components of the stresses at point P
resulting from the direct and reflect waves.

DISCOS Determines the direction cosines between impact cavities and
point P.

PULSEJ Calculates the radial and tangential stresses from the wde'
equation.
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THETA Calculates the "nlea * 1 and *2 an shown in Figure 3.

PRIDIR Calculates the principal direction for maxium tensile stress.

DATGEN Generates the values P 0, r 0, al1, anda,

PRIST Calculates the prfncipai stresses.

CUBIC Solution of a cubic equation.

QUAD Solution of a quadratic equation.

GUIDE FOR INPUT DATA

Card Fort'ran Nam~e and Column Number For'vat and Remarks

1 MINI 1 - 2 (Right justified) (12)

2 E 1 - 10 (arlO.o)
RHO 11 -20

PR 21 -30

3 PX I - 10 (4F10.o)
PY 11 -20
PZ 21 -30
ZR 32- 40

4PXIWC 1 - 10 (6F10.0)
PXMAX 11 - 20 These six values
PYINC 21 - 30 increment the initial
PYMAX 31 - 40 coordinates given in
?ZINC 41 - 50 card 3
PZMAX 51 - 60

5 TT 1* 0 (F10.0)

6 POWER 1 -10 (FlO.0,215,2F10,0)
ICODE 11 - 15 (Right justified) Omit cards 7, 8 9 if
JCODE 16 - 20 (Right justified) ICODE = 1
V 21 -30
D 31 -40

7 NUMBER 1 - 2 (Right justified) (12,2F10.o)
PSUBO 3 - 12 omitted if ICODV =2.
RSUBO 13 - 22 repeated for each

impact location if
ICODE 0 1

8 ALPHA(1) 1 - 10 (2F10.O)
SG(2) 11 - 20 Omitted if 1CODF

-repeated for each
impact location if
ICODE 0 1



9 ALPHA.2) 1 10I (2F10.0)
SG(2) 11 -20 Omitted if 1CODE 1

repeated for each
impact location if
ICODE 0 1

10 X01 1 -10 (3F10.O)
YO1 11. 20 Repeated for each
TDELAY 21 -30 impact location

... Cards 7, 8, go and 10 are repeated for each impact location if ICODE #1.
Otherwise only card 10 is repeated.

Last Card ThIN 1 - 1.0 (3F1O.0)
TINCR 11 - 20
THAX 21 -30

FLOW CHART

READ CACATEA GOTYTO,

LOCAIO IOFC POINT 4R

CAL THESETA DTG N

COE IIRA U,' lTEA
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CALL DIRCOS
INCIDENT WAE.

CALL DIRCOS
RRFL.ECTED WAVEI

9003 CALCULAATE TIME FOR EACH
WAVE ?0 REACH THE POINT

9004 CALCULATE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

9005 MAKE ALL NORMAL AND SHEAR

0SIRESSES EQUAL ERO AT BOUNDARY

23 GIN S OLUT ION AT MINIMUM T IME

ST F'OR INCIDENT VAVE REACHING POINT

YES

7ALLPULS FO CH LPHATER



SI ...

A."o

REACHINGRPOIN

TIME

CALL PZ > ZMA
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DISCUSSION OF THE PROGRAM

The computer program is composed of the mainline program and nine

subroutines. The mainline pi,ogam is divided into three basic DO loops.

The first DO loop reads thc load functions and coordinate location of

the impact points. The second DO loop computes the geometrical relations

between the impact locations and the point where the stresmes are to be

calculated. The third DO loop calculates the normal and shear stresses

due to each impact. The principal stresses and directions are then calcu-

lated and the computer goes through a series of logical comparisons to

determine if another solution is desired for a different time or location.

The detailed discussion of the program will begin with the mainline

program and will be referenced to the variour coment statements and

statement numbers.

The program is limited to an analysis using twenty impact locations.

This number can be increased by merely changing the dimension size of the

variables in the dimension statements. The number of Alpha expbnents as

given in Eq. (1) is limited Lo two, but can be increased by increasing

the dimensions of Alpha and Sg.

The statements which appear as SIN(X) = DSIN(X) merely change the

standard library functions to double precision.

The first READ statement defines Young's modulus, material density,

and Poisson's ratio (E, RHO, PR) which are constant for any given material.

The second data card contains the actual number of impacts (IMPACS). The

third data card gives the coordinate location of the point where the

stresses are to be calculated, (PX,PY,PZ), as illustrated in Eqs. (11)

through (13) and Figure 1, and ZR, the recess value of Z, to simulate the

normal pressure distribution of a raindrop. The fourth cats card allows
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the coordinate location of FX, PY. or PZ to be changed in order to alcu-

late utresses at more than one point. The fifth data card contains the

4:. target thickness (TT) which is the thicknes6 of the layer of material.

The sixth data card specifies POWER,. which allows the peak pressure Pc

at each impact cavity to be weighted, and rOoDE, JCODE, V, and D. Sub-

rout ine DATQEN will be called to generate the values of Pop ro, tl' and a2

if ICODE m 1. Subroutine PRIDIR will be called to determine the principal

direction of the maximum tensile stress if JCODE a 1. V is the velocity

of the radome in ft/sec. D is raindrop diameter in mm.

If ICODE 0 1, additional data cards are read in the first DO loop,

which ends at statement 500. There are four data cards for each impact

looAtion: the first contains NUMBER, which is the number of Alpha tem

in Eq. (1); PSUBO, the pressure Po in Eq. (1); and RSUBO the radius of the

spherical cavity, r c The following data cards are dtetoined by NUMBER.

For Eq. (2), NUMBER is equal to 2; therefore, two data cards follow--the

first contains a 1 and K1 , the second contains 42 and K2 corresponding to

Eq. (2). These quantities are named ALPHA (I,J) and SG(I,J) in the progrmm.

If both K1 and K2 in Eq. (2) are equal to one, then SG(I,J) a 1 and S(2,J)-

-1. The next data card contains the location of the impact cavity (XOl,YOI)

as given in Eqs. (11) and (12) and TDELAY which is the delk,' 'flme for that

cavity. If TDELAY is .zero for all impacts, they will occur simultaneously;

however, by specifying a positive delay time, the impacts may occur at

random times. This sequence of data cards is ropeated for each impact.

The remaining data card contains the time at which the solution should

begin (TMIN), the time increment for intermediate solutions (TINCR), and

the maximum time (TMAX). It should be noted that time quantities are

entered in units of microseconds; hence, each time quautity is multiplied

by 10" . Similarly, aI and a2 are multiplied by 106.
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The second DO loop ends on statement OX and generates the Secnaetrical

relations for each impact location. The first ctatement In the DO loop

determines Rl given by Eq. (26). Spbroutine THETA then calculates the

angles *i and *2 as illustrated in Figure 3. These angles are named TI and

T2, respectively, in the subroutine. The value of Z2 (Figure 3) is calcu-

lated for later use. In Figure 3, the point 0' is the iocation of the

spherical cavity which generates the reflected wave. Thts technique of

solution is discussed in detail by )inslow [33.

The subroutine DZRCOS in called next to determine the direction cosines

for the impact cavity on the surface of the layer and then called again to

calculate the direction cosines for the fictitious cavity. 0', which gen-

erates the reflected dilatational wave. The subroutine DIRCOS corvespoido

directly to Eqs. (17) through (30). The notation in the mainline program

may be interpreted as CXTl meaning CoS(X,e) where the 1 denotes the cavity

on the surface, CXT2 denotes COS(X,e) for the fictitious cavity at 0' (Fig-

ure 3).

The pessure input can be modified after the con has been calculated

in subroutine DIRCOS for the cavity on the surface. The pressure input P0

can be weightod as

Po a Pc(cos *)P (44)

where p is the quantity called POWER in the program. Equation (44) appears

in the progra n as

PSUBO(J) a (CZTR(J))*iP0WER

If this modification is not desirable, POWER may be read in as zero.

The quantities T1STRT and T2STRT are the times required for the inni-

dent wave and reflected wave to reach point P, respectively. The quantities

ALSUTJlu and WLSUBO denote a and w0 respectively (see Eqs. (5) and (6)). The
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reflection coefficients are calculated next acccrding to the theory devel-

oped by Kinslow (3]. The equations (31' and 32) given by Kinslow "3], are

1 + Xll + (l-2V)cos2O2 J + 27 2(1-Vsin2 s  0

and

I.- iKT(l-2v)sin2O2 ) + 2 2(l-V)cos2 - 0

where s s COEFFI the reflection coefficient for the dilatational wave,

72 is COEFF2 the reflection coefficient for the reflected sheur wave,

i2 is defined in Figure 3, and is the corremponding angle of reflection

for a shear wave. The sheer wave has been omitted in the analysis; hence,

Is not illustrated in Figure 3 and COEFF2 in not used in the program,

except to calculate COEPFi. Note that the value of is calculated in

the subroutine THETA and is designated T2 In that subroutine; but appears

as Ti in the mainline program.

The next oequence of statements merely initializee all radial and

tangential stresses to zero.

The third DO loop, which ends at statement 502t contains the neces-

sary operations to calculate the stresses, First, the time (TAVl1) is

calculated, which is the real time minus the time required for the wave

to reach the point, minus the delay time. The subroutine PULSE is called

twice, in a DO loop ending at staetement 11, once for the 03. term Knd once

for the a2 term. SRi and STi are tie radial and tangintia. streses cal-

culated in suiroutine PULSE. Tho subroutine CARTST is then called to cal-

culate tho cartesian components of s+ress. Subroutine CARTST relates to

Eqs. (il) through (36). Next, the .,puter will calculate the time (TAf'2)

required for the reflect.d diltatonal wave to rei. .h the point. If the

reflected wave hus reached the point I.n questit-,n, subroutine PULSE is

! / /
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again used to calculate the radial and tangential 8treames, If TAU2 is I,

negative, indicating that the reflected wave has not reached the point,

the computer will bypass the stress calculation. If the reflected wave

is to be included, the stresses calculated in subroutine PULSE are multi-

plied by the proper rtflection coefficient and subroutine C:RTST is called

to calculate the stresses In the carteasian coordinate system.

The next DO loop, ending on statement 503, sums up all the stresses

due to multiple impacts at a given time according to Eqs. (37) through

(42). Subroutine PRIST in called, and the principal stresses are calcu-

lated by solving for the roots of Eq. (43). The princ.pal stresses are

then printed, along with other identifying information$ and the computer

will compare the time for the calculation just completed with the maximum

time (THAX) to determine if another solution is desired. If the time

comparison indioates that TiAX has been reached, the computer will teat

the current value of PZ against PZMAX to determine if additional solutions

are desired. If so, PZ is increased Ly PZINC and the time is set equal to

TMIK, and new solutions are obtained for each time increment. If PZ is

equal to P7MAX, a comparison is mad* using PX and PXMAX, then a comparison

using PY and PY1AX. If PZ, ?X, and PY have reached their maximum values,

the computer calls 'the EXIT routine anu ends.
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LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

C SPHERICAL WAVE PROPAGATION
C AMA I NLINE

tNPIICIY RKAL4SI1u0001
C 61MIIT OF IMPACT POINTS 1S 20
C 41UMNCR OF ALPHA EXPONENTS IN EACH 14PUT FUNCTION 2S
C a

CONNONVCONTROP PX#PYPPZeIMPACS
COMMON RSUSOE ~ObPiUSOIUO) .ALPHA(3e 3OlieUiS(UIl

also) #TDI1LAY1201 *PSAV116O)

0:1NSIONTlTR4ao),TaSTTI0).ALsUSDIOIsoWL.$usOII
1, COIFPI( a2I aCOIEFSO0

DIMENIIONSXTI(80),gYla),m$#ZT(*ObMYII )Ygta0

1.TZKIIROI
SAIINSINIK3S)aIU3)S33)1Y(R~?110
1, TZMMI 301

52114XINDSI()

ARSINIX)SDAI:N( MI
C NOTEI OJJJJN A40 NNININ CONSTITUTE A COUNTCR FOR EASE
c OP OPERATION
C 041410 18 THE NUMBEKR OP PROBLEM$ TO It RUN*

R9,A0i5*1301 NIN1
JJJJ. I

C READ YOUNGS 4qO0e. DENSYTY& Pots RATIO
32 CONtINUE

WRIT916#51) JJJJ# 'INI
$I FOR4ATE'I'a' THIS 1S PROSLEM1#Iba5X#'OF#AIf#IX

1#'PROBL1MSe'b'1'

C IF to 500 000.0 AN0 RHON 000011t ARE ENTERED ON DATA
C INPUT CARDS I
C THIS PROGRAM. THEN THE COMPUTER ABSUMES)
C
C [a 600 000.0 PSI
C AND RMOO 0.11 X 104#9 166191MICRO99CO
C *11#fINCH**m41
C
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C
C

to0 POR40T$0106O)

WRITC(6030161
c Ca 10 THE SMAR WAVE S0EE0

cPE Ct 10 THE DILATTIO4hWAVE

C A4DA 18 THE LAWE CONSTANT LAMDA

SuEtE,~lP~f IS THE SHEAR MODULUS

Its FORNAT IIX of go'05.. RHO' $$Glossal 10OISSONS
I RATIO. 0#015oe)

C READ IMPACS 4<4(THt ACTUAL NO6 OF 14PACT CAVITIES
RRADISD1301 IMFACI

130 FOftMlATIN)
READ (U.QU5O1PX&PY&PZ*Z1R

C PX* PV. LOCATt THE POINT OWEE THE
C STRss IS TO BE
C DETERMtNKD

C PY0t4copY
rlo 4Empz
RIAO(SaINO) PXNCIXPYIYNCPY1AXPZNCPZ4IA
OUTPUT(6)PINCPX4&X1
OUTPUT161 PYINC#PY49AX
OUTPUT161 PZINC#PZ4AX
PZMAk1mPZMAX4ZR

C TT 18 THE TARGET THICKNESS
READ 45#850) Ti
WRIT~f6#3OtA)
WRITE 16#3004) TT
T TT ZR

304 P(4T.TI IO ITE .999) HIKE G O5051
3004 !'OR@AZI W5ERGT1a99 T O 5NSS05'

4999 FQR4IAT1%Xm1POI4T P LOCATED OUTSIDE OF TARGET# CHECK
I 14PUT DATAII

C
C
C BOUNDARY TEST
C
C TO SEE IF PMAX IS 3RIATER THAN OR EQUAL TO TT# wIT4
C CORRECTION
C
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IFIPZMA~e(OVsTT) 00 TO 2995

0O To 2999

2996 FORIAT(IXD' PZMAX 0 TY AND 18 NOW CORAECT90a'/)
WRITE(6#2998) TT

2998 FORMAT(X.*f THE CORRECTED VALUE OF PZ4AX 191 'JIrOo3

2997 PZMAXA T. 0-00O0)1

2999 CONTINUE

READ1S,253) PUWER#ICODEoJCODElVoD
253 FOR4ATl tO*Oa2I5.2FtOO0)

WRITE46#3O000) POWER
WRITE(1e3OIW

3000 FOR41ATl' 120XOPOWEREPSUSO WEIGHIN3 FVNCTIONa*' P5a2/)
3006~ FORMAT(' IZXIIMPACT19SX10ELAY VIMEll

WRITE16#30071
3007 FORMAT( t1XILOCATIONI11WSXOO13XeYO$11EtPgUS0I12WIRMUB

1 lXfALIPHAI 'SX'A6PHA 215XIMICROOECONDII/I
IF(ICO0EsEget) CALL OATGEN(V#O)I 00 TO 9001

9000 00500 Jml#IMPACS
C READ PRESSURL INPUT. CAVITY RADIUSP NUMBER OF
C ALPHA TERMS

READ 1O1)NUMSERIJ).PSUBO(.j),RSUBO(J)
101 FOR4AT fI2p4F1O.O)

PSAVE1~j)uPSUBO(J)
LIMITONUMSERIJ)
DO 40 IuI.LIMIT
READ15#250) ALPHAiI*J)sSG(IsJ)

C ALPHA EXPONENTS MUST BE IN
C ACTUAL TIN1E

40 AP04(I*J)oALPHA(IJ)*l00000o.
C READ COORD. OF IMPACT PO1NT

READ 15PO50) XO1l JlYO1(,Jl*T(ELAY(J)
C XOl AND VOl LOCATE THE POINT OF IMPACT

xtJISPXNXOI(J)

ZI(i)wPZ
HRITE(6. 3030)J. EOIIJ I.YOI(J PSO(J) .ROUBDE D ALPHAII

1%*i) ALPHA(Z*J)# TDELAY( J)
C DELAY TIME MUST BE IN REAL TIME

TDEI.AY(J)sTDELAY( J)s1,OEaO6i
3030 FORMATll 04XI~m 9KF9m3,GXF~s3.5XGI5.S,3XP9s3,3x2O15.S

to3XF963/1
500 CONT14UE
c: STATEMENT 500 ENDS THE LOUP WHICH READS THE LOAD

C FUNCTIONS

.wf-~ m"
A*



C AND COORDINATES
c
c READ MINIMUM TIMEaTIME IN4CREMENT ANU3
C MAX TIMEC
9001 REAO(5P25O1 TMIN*TZNCR* TMAX

WRITE( 6,3016)
301w 7OR4~AT(I 0/011

OUTPUT161 TMIN# TINCR# TMAX
C
C.
C
c TINCR CI4ECKf
C
C TO HEE IF TINCR U2UAL8 ZERtO AND LXKEWZsg FORt TMAX664c

IFITMAXsEQsO.O) 00 YO 2500
s0 TO 2501

2500 T4A~m TMIN+ 0@001
2501 CONTINUE

tiPTINCRoEgs0sol 20 TO 2502
60 TO 2503

2502 TINCRE 0.01
2503 CONTINUE

C
C
C
CTIEM6 EN ZfOEO0
C COR~iCTTIEMSSEI IRCONo

T41INwTMIN*1sOI.O6
TI4CftmTINCR*1sOEmO6
TMAXOTMAE.1 *OE*06

506 CONTINUE
9002 DO 501 J*IaZMPACu 

'

CAL6 THEETA(R(JbiRXYJIDE1iJPYIJZ1IjI:T1DJ)TWO

1IJIeCZTY1)CP(J)CYP4.,flCZP1IIfl*CXRIJisCYR1IJI
2#CZRI(Jfl

C MODIFY POUBO

C PuuO~U0 wPAVE(J,,CZftIfJI.*'OwER)
CA6IRCOgCE1iJeV(JZ2(JIR2(J),RXY(J),CXEtJ, CYT2It JbCZT2(J).CXP2(JI.CYP2IJ).CZP2(J$ DCXR2(J)DCY2( jI

2sCZR21J))
C TIME FOR FII3T COMPREO5GO0J WAVE TO RtEACH
c POINT P
9003 T1BTRTI.J)w(R1(J~.ftSU5O1J)/C1

C TIME 0FR REFLECrED WAVE T3 REACH4 POINT P
T28TRTJm(R1JuwR3us1J ))C1
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c ALSUSO A40 WLSUBO ARE DEFINED 14
c I'M3OUTINE PULSE

A6$U80( J)6DUl4*Cl/RSUSD(Jl

c CALICULATL REFLtCTION COEFFICZEN'S COEFFS AND
c COMBP'

UT~II T1I /IC3

TXYIP(J)mi9* / OCII.CbA(

SYIt(J)0.

8URIJ1006

TXYl(Jlm~t
TYZai(jimo
TZXVtJ~w~s

601 C0JT30U

50 THEOITINUPINT

C TEI OLTO HE FIRST WAEOEAHNTPIN

230 TIME=TMIN
IFl(TMAX;TMIN)/T14CR.LTI5.)0 TO 510

3015 PORMAT(11)
00 To 520

s1t WRITE(6080O)
$o PromATIO 1110/
520 PZZWPZNZR

WRITE 14#13011 ZR
1301 FORMAT MlU. REMES VALUE OF Z 0#*Fl0u5sab')

WRITE 16#30051 PX#PYoPZZ
3005 FORMATI' '4M'PXUIP$33*XIPYu6.P6o3,4X(s#PZm'oepg.l/f

I 4XfTIME'7XllX'9X'sY'9X'gz IX'TXYI RA'TYZ'lE'yZX'3K'P
UIIKP2'P2''FKIMlAX lHEAR'2C'TH9TA'li~(PHI'lI
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SYMAXuOl
SZMAXT 80.

30 CONTINUE
00 DO 101 JOI.ZMPACS

SRl(J)o0e
STI'(Jis0.

TAUiI.TZMES~TRlA(J lT0ELAY IJ)
IPITAUIP 501.11,31

C IF TAW 1S NEGATIVE THE WAVE HAS NOT
C REACHED THE POIN

21 CONTINUE
N4NNNUMNERIj)

C NUMBIER DEFINE$ THE NUMBER OF ALPHA TERM$S
C ZN EAOH
C INPUT FUNCTION

DO It ZItNUM
A6PH*ALPHA( Z.Jl
CALLPULSE(ALPHPSUBO( J).RSUSOIJ1,WLSUSOIJ).ALSU.OtJ)
t#RWOTAUI#CI*NI (JloG.AMOA*U, V*Wo$RRPITTI

CALLCARTUT(I tlJ i. I)J) .ssI JICXmtiJI .CYft1IJ hCZRI

12 TAU#I wTIMISTlTR1J) &TDLLAYIJI
IF 4TAUI) 101.112.112

113 CONTINUE
0O 14toloNUM
A6PI4UALPHA( I*J)
CAL6 FULIEIALPHPSUIO(JiftSUSOIJ),WLIUSOI) 'LSUSOIJI

1.ftNO.TAU1 aClft3IJ) ,G.AMDA*UsV*WSRflloT)
C
C

14 lTlIJhugT2.II+ss(zJJ~lTr
lRllJ)wlR2(J)*CO[FF1IJ)
STllJ)mlT2(J)*CO9F(I
CALLCAftTST(SRg(J),ST3t(JlIgTl(JCXRElIjCYRtgiJlCZftg
1(JhDCXTl4IJ)CCY1J)CCZT1(JhDCXP1J)oCY3(J)jCZPg(jI
2leSEItJISY1JI.ZaIJhTXYl(J),TYZg(JItZXgIJ))

12 CONTINU9
503 CONTINUE

SYTOTE06
SZTDTuoo
TXYTOm0.
TYZTO00
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TZ3CIrOe~
9007 00 503 jussIMPACS

SXTOTuSETOT.SXIIJ) +SK2(JI
*YTOT*sYTOT.SYI j3 4uva( el
lZTOT*S2YOT+SZl(J 13 .Z2 (t)
TXYTOmTXYT0.1XYl( J)+TXY2tJ)
TYZTOuTYZTCtTYZIIJI+TYZRIJ)
TZXT~eTZXTO.TZXI (J *TZXRI J)A

503 CONTIN4UE
IF(SXTOTsEQIeOA40sSYTOTOeQ.OoOcANDSSZTOTsIGOO,) (10

IXTOTeumITOT
SYTO0*0SYTOY
3ZTOTon$ZTCT
171 SKTOT.EQ.UYTOY. ANDOYTOT.EQSZTOTAtgO.SZTOT.otoSMTO

lT)P'1uSXTOTJP2uSYTDTlP3m8ZTOTj 00 TO 504
CALL PRIST i XTOTsSY TOT* SZTOTo T)YTOo TYZTOP TZXTO*Pt s P~

504 CONTINUE
Z7(JCOOfiEQ6O) PmO.01 00 TO 401

CAL6 PRIORMISXT0TUYTOT.SZTQT.TXYTO.TYZTOaTUXTO#P1,PU
I, PS. PaTHl*PHI)

C WRITE THE PRINCIPAL TRES$S AND TIME

ZP(ASS(PI)&LTatmO *AND$O AbS(P23.LT#1*O #AND* A$$
tlP3)vLTols0 6ANO. A8$(lMAX~sLT.1.0) so To to
IP(RIEGOIC.) WRITE(6020001 TYMES)(TOToUYTOT
1.SZTOTaTXYTOaTVZOeTZX'TOP1PgaP.S8MAXJ 00 TO 80

WRZTE(4.8000) TYMtoSET0T#6YTOToSZrOT*TXYT0
isTYZTO #TZXT0.PtiP2oP3p4MAX#THl#PHl

2000 FORMIAT($ F'70 #iOFlle2#2F7a2)
20 CONTINUE

TIMm TIME*TINCR
IFITIME-TMlAX) 32*31.31

32 CONT14UE
IF(SXTQT*LToXMAXc) SK"AXOXTOT
17(SZTOTtLT#SZ AX) SZr(AMUSZTQT
IF(3YTOT@LTBYIAX3 BY"IAM*ulTOT
IFI9ZTQTiQToSZMAXT) SZMAXTOSZTOT
30 TO 30

31 CONTINUE 5~AT0 O40

WRITE16&3)GAX
4003 FORM1AT (5Xho0#'THE 4AX COMPRESSIVE STREIS ml#Fa0.5I

WRITE [4.40043
4004 7CJRMAT (//p3X.'TE M'AX@ TENSILE 9TRESUS:S la /

WRITE(6#60021 SXM4AX#3ZMAX*SYMAX
4001 FOR9AT(1K,'SXMAX.',F2O.5.4X.'SzMAX.*,fe0.o5,4x,

I 'UYMAXa720e5.#')
6100 CONTINUE
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IF(PZZNCoE3.OO) 00 To S0l
I~fP(*P~Z"AX) so To 506
PZUPZ+PZ INC
IFI PZoLtE.TT I SO To 6o
PZUTT

600 00 TO 511
608 IP4pxoeoEPxf4AK I O TO t0g

IP(PKINC6[Q.afO) 30 TO 509
P~m.PX4PX INC
PZEPZ ONE
010 TO 511

509 IF( PYIGEGPYMAX) 1 O TO 506
IF(PVINCs[Qe.O) 30 TO 501
PYmPY4+PYINC

PZu PRONE
Sit 00 SO? JwloIMPACS

xiI I wPX=MO% (J I

507 ZIIJI-PZ
30 TO 504

505 jjjjo Jjjj+l
IF JJ4J*Lt*NIN I 1 O3 TO 33
CALl. EXIT

*YMST1CIT~~4P CYT P*61ASR.CYR#

SUBRUPCTINECZRTP.SRaICYR4CR.8ACYTTCZoTTArTCT

C NlII RCLSBOUIN O ALUAT0T49CRZE)

C COSINESBEWN

C ARE MSED
C EQ.ATION1 02 THROUGH 4.07IL.S

C EVLoJTOT#2SCrP*0RXRR
IFIEI.EQOeO .AIOY1.E*.OOICYRu* JyTuO*TLgeC
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1T~eeACT~eaeC1'PO.ICE480O1CYOOeICUR'1el GO To U

3 IN MPRX'R
C9 oss'vm

CITeCS04

CYTO~pUCSP'SN

Cmcovp
UCONTIMUC

END

SUBAOIJTIMI PULSgIALPNAePSUSCPO. WSUSOASUSO. 4O4T&AaCI
I.NM AMUPANDA*U*V#WsltIT

A1'AN( X)SDATANIX)
SIR T 19 mDlSRT(II

AR81I4X) 0AG141X I
ASS'WSIO0WBUBStI AIUUSOALPNA * IASUSO*A6PNAI
AAsUQRTIA801

samluUSO0A #1 RI4OASQ#W8US
IF I tLPI4A#TAU*Gta 170e 1 CmO.OJ 0O TO it
COWSUUI/EPI AIPHA#TAUI

it COP4TINUt
EAT NEWP AlUSO*TAU I
WMISETA000UIOTAUNICTA
ONAAMCOSIMSKIA)IRAT
N'A*WSU9O~lIN( WMS9TA)I09AT

P mmAP HAAL. AUSC M$BOSBNAUOAUO401*IB

WVI-CIL

RUI/R*RS
VUV 1/ROUVRS
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S. I aANA*W*I6*AU s*3* AMOA#U#0A

C SEE a ALLEN AND SOLOSI4ZTM J OF APPLO PHYVSCU.
C V064960A NO I j
C ANCAV:Ty RADIUS
C AI SMEAR MODULUS

RETURN
END

F -lRKY*EQfOeOl SO To to
ZP41149S4O.O) T1ml1ul7sJSO To Is
TIGRKY#ZI

s to
Is lo.
It TIONTI*ISOO$3.1416

3 TIN RXY0'I*wTTsZtl
TROATAN(TRI.

5 R3*3.*TTmZI
SO To 6

6 CONTINUE
ZvlZI.3.TT
RETURN
END
IP61CIT R9AL*S(AoH#O.Z)
SUSROUTINI PRIDIR S$XSY.SZsTXY.TYZsTZEPI.P~P3oPaiWI

Z-PEPsLeP PI

ZPPsmLTsPl P.P3
VP (PsfQsOsO) TIolsOjPWIm~s~jBO TO 300

06eA406 lYeEQ*Pl THIsOsOiPHNtOoa SO TO 300
ZP"(TXYogQSOoOO.ANOOTYZSEoOOOANOBTZEoEQ*OsOANDaSZoEg.o

SPsANO. UY.EQ.P) TIs1OOaPHIwosOl S0 TO 100

Du$YYVBZZOTVZ*TYZ
IFIDA8910160st.oDwI&I GO TO 400
VoInErZ.TZX-IZZ*TXY)ooD
Z*(ITXY*TYZmlVY*TlK iD
TNIwOATANl( V #0.#3s.415917
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PIPANIMz).T1600ale) p"169O66 60 TO t00

400 DA6KSYY.*T*%*ITMY6 T 300

ZP,(0ASS(Xl*LToeeO~eW T141s000 so TO 460

Go To too
900 DuSKK;ZZOTZ110TZM

231 TXY*TZXmTVZ*SKK ) #
ZF1DA661XlsLT~t*OS.161 T'Hingoes so TO 9$0

350 ZFIDA3S~l)LTalsOS.1W P16909 s0 TO too

14FAICIT MtAL#8(AwM.OsZ1
$0U1MOUTIMI DAY4SIVoD)
CO"~N.'ICON'T" PMePYPZIMPACe

sto0l #TDILAY410) *PSAVI43O)
DININ3ZON AFt1)eSI44lI

A2l0 Fa 3ePls6#
AIIJINP4.5OI(l
TfsOI(JGPNOI0
Pztllop79
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WRIM6*~303 )J.MOI( J),YO14JI6PSUB)JI&q3UBOIJI*ALPMA(I
tJ)*ALPHA(2#J)o TOELAYIJI

303 FOR'IAT11 14)(20 9X3. F9eJ.5G506e3XFeO"D3Xtl5,S

TDCI.AY IJlw TOELAVI J )I eE*O6
OUTPUT161 V#D#TR

4777 CONiTrINUE

I4RUIT REALW5Am14,OWZ)
SUBOUTINE PIT 1,a~a,~mSu~P.aP.*

c BUIROUTIt41 TO FIND THE PRINCIPA6 STRESSES
OtI9NNION W131aS4~).NI1I2
AssI0IODANIMK
111118111122~

1333m23mls1

11133).LTeletmO41 TOSIP2S2P~530 gnt(~

1(36)1*LTo1oEu0*) W41.Iu11J~t2)"92RAW13)"m33l0 YO

all) a to
ill 0 *(G11I322t133)

CALl. CUBZC 40&XR*XI)
itI) a ERII)
Will 0 ERIl)
W(3) 0 ER1E)

9011 CONT14IUC
IF IW(1).GQEmW(2).A .$W(2C.(IE*W(3) )PI*Wh1)8P8*WltaP30W

1I31430 TO 31
IF (W~1I.B[sWI3).AN~o.WI2)QEiwi2 )PIOW(iliIPtWa1P3;Ww

1142H50 TO 31
IF WIIw *Q).GC. 1A4OsW(1)iiQE.Wi3) )PIuWI*IZuW1l~P3mW

t13)JGO TO 31
IF IW(2),GCowI3)sA'IO.43'.QeWl1) )P1*W(E)bP3*WI3).P3uli
IMIJGO TO 31

IF (W(3).eEr~WI13.A4i).WIhQE.H2 ))p1lWI3)iP2UWI1)IP30W
1IaflGo TO A1

IF I t3).CE.0I2,A'ID(2.Eowh1)) PIuW13)lPuIW(EIPPuW
1111130 TO 31

901 C04TI4UE
31 P4 a (PINP31/20

Wv.ThJfN j
E4I0
SUBROUJTINE CUBIC (AoXROX1)

c
C 106.UTION OF A CUBIC EQUJATION
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4 A1110043 0 AI1t)M.v** A1310X * 1) a-0'
C

DIMENSION A44i X131#41QI31

C1004 X441i 0 0.
1006 *TO 10*4
too Am (3A1 e4* .A1SI)A11.U.I),

100 1 a0.
so to 102

1010 a " so
IPATH 0

1014 P 0 13*A(119AM w A181091I#I9OAII
ANS 0 P**3 4. 0002
I F 1ANS) 1016610180101@

10%6 Z a
so TO lse

1020 WAS 4 SGATIARS)

10fl Z * 10 + SARQ)'I** 10 *AG14
so TOto o$

10I94 2 6116401449~x
so for 1036

1096 Z 1 EAR460441tX 0 1144 * Q)*KX
1014 s0 TO I103@,1C311s IPATM
1030 Z OZ.
103 XRII) a (3e*A(1S1Z a AII))$I2..t)
1034 £011) a A(Ve

A * AW3 4 X4411*411)
A0131 u A43) * XR41)*AQ19)
CAL). CWAD 1AQ#XM(1),NftI3)#I)
RETURN
twD
SUBROUTINE QUAD IA#XRIPXR3.MI)

C SOLUMIN OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION
C 4116X441 * A1110E + A13) Of0
C

DIMENSION A13)
X1 * vA111#41lo~Ai))
DISC m X1441 a A(W)AMI
IP IDISC) 10*2O.8o

10 XI 8001100OI1C)
*a X1

(NI Xi
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X1 *xv
60 TO $a

Ila X1. saftylDSC
XAS X1 X&
OR.S Xi XI
Ni 6 0'

SO MITUAN
END
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APPENDIX G

COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATING RAIN EROSION OF M2ISSILE RADOMES
AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS (REMRASS)

by Ju-&cIn Huang

INTRODUCTION

When a vehicle flies through a rain field, the erosion damage to

the vehicle depends on the relative velocities of the raindrops, the

angle of impact 01, and the distribution of drops along the surface.

The theoretical analysis has been given in detail in the report. This

'.cmputer code--Rain Erosion of Missile Radoes at Supersonic Speeds

(REMRASS)--was developed to solve numerically the governing equations

derived previously and to determine the angle of impact of a raindrop

and the position at which it strikes the vehicle surface. The percent-

age area of erosion and the total volume eroded were then calculated.

iDEFINITION OF VARIABLES

Al B Length of the tip portion of radome

AJ = Parameter for plane and axisymmetric flow

AM = Tee stream Mach number

ALTH a Length of radome in mm

B = Dimensionless body radius at the end of radome with
respect to the length of radome

B1 = Base diameter of radome in inches

C = Parameter in equation of radoae surface

Cl = Length of curved portion of radome in inches

CA = Area conversion constant

CC = Shock wave angle in radians
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CCD = Shook wave angle in degrees

CV = Volume conversion constant

DDIA z Raindrop diameter step size in -m

DDIS = Increment distance trave~led in rain field (f t)

DIAO a Initial raindrop diameter In mm

DIAKAX =Upper limit of the integration with respect to drop
diameter

DIS Distance travele~d in rain field (ft)

DISMAX *Maximum distance traveled in rain field (f t)

DXS Streamline stop size

ER Volume erosion rate per sq. in. (in./see.)

ER. ER/(SINO)2

GM = Ratio of specific heats for a perfect gas

K = Number of streamline along which solution has been found

KINC =Increment of K

JJ = Station number counter

L =Length of radome in inches

H = Number of intervals used in Runge-Ktutta method

N =Number of !ri' gration points in Runge-Kutta method

PCT = Percentage of area eroded

POS = Dimensionles3s axial position at which streamline inter-
sects radome

POSL =Axial position in inches

R = Rainfall rate (in./hr.)

RFR =Rainfall rate (in./hr.)

RATIO = VOL/Vi

S = Dimensionless shock radius at the end of radome

Tl = Half-angle of cone in radians
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THETA * Half-angle of cone in degrees

V ; Velocity of vehicle (ft./see.)

Vi = Intermediate value for calculating volume eroded

3VOL = Total volume eroded (in. )

X0 a Dimensionless length of conical portion of radome

Xr a Initial abacisa of the last streamline that hits
the radome

XS * Initial abscissa of a streamline

EXPLANATION 6F SUBROUTINES

Most of the computation steps are carried out in the four subroutines

of the program, These subroutines are controlled by the main routine.

Following is a list of the subroutines with an explanation of their func-

tions.

THETAS Interpolates shock wave angle 8s by means of

Lagrange interpolation function.

SHOCK Uses fourth-order Runge,-Kutta method to solve

for impact angle 86 and axial position of impact.

PCTA Computes the percentage of area eroded of the

radome during the time of flight in a rain field.

VONE Calculates the total volume eroded of the radoine.

GUIDE OF INPUT DATA

Card Foitran Name and Column No. Format and Remark

1 Al 1 - 10 (sF10.0)
B1 11- 20
Cl 21- 30
L 31- 40
THETA 41 - 50

2 AJ 1 - 10 (5Fl0.O)
GM 11 - 20 If RFR is left blank,
CA 21 - 30 the program will start
CV 31 - a"0 with R=0.5 and incze-
RFR 41, - ment it until Rx51n/hr.

Last Card V 1 - 10 (FlO.0)

I I I II '
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READ AN~D WRITE INITIAL DATA

CACUAT .0C NO

F~F~IT1Y CAL>L TA

CACLAEXO JS

DXSSF

moonF

K Dii

07 -



CALL VONlE

RATIO NO ? PCT, <100

VOL Vl*RATIO

CALCULATE ER, ER1

OUTPUT RESULTS

INCREMENT DIS NO ? DIS ~.DISMAX

YES

-NO ? RFR 0.

< ? > 9NO 
INCREMENT K

CALL EXIT

EzNm
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DISCUSSION OF THE PROGRAM

The three data statements in the main routine specify the values of

distance traveled in a rain field, diameters of raindrops, number of inter-

vals used in the numerical calculation, and their increment. These values

should be changed for a different problem. The lower limits of DIAO and

DDIA should not exceed 0.1 and the upper limit of DZ is 0.01. The other

two data statements in subroutine THETAS contain the values of free stream

Mach numbers and their corresponding shock wave angles 8s for a 15-degree

cone angle. These values must be replaced if another cone angle is used.

--1 A table of shock wave angle versus free stream Mach number is given in

Table I or see Ref. 1.

The first read statement defines radome geometry: Al is the length

of tip portion, BI the base diameter, Cl the length of curved portion,

L the length of radome, and THETA is the cone angle. The second data card

contains AJ, GM, CA, CV, and RFR. AJ 0 for plane flow and 1 for axi-

symmetric flow. GM is the ratio of specific heat for a perfect gas. CA

and C! are conversion constants for area and volume respectively. RFR is

rainfall rate. If RFR is left blank, the projram will increment the rain-

fall rate from 0.5 to 6 in./hr. Theo last data lves the velocity of the

radome in ft./se/. The program first calculates the values of B, C, and

AM, and then calls subroutine THETAS to inteepolate shock wave angle B
s

for use in calculating S. The calculation of XF requires the body surface

function. Statements 300 and 301 relate to the radone configuration. The

streamline step size DXS is made equal to XF/100. The value of XS, the

initial abscissa of a streamline, is then set equal to X times DXS. Sub-

routine SHOCK is called to calculate the impact angle Gi and the axial

position of impact of raindrops. Statements 110-113 in SHOCK specify the

.. .... .
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radme uracefuntin. n hiprogram acobnation of 15-degree cone

position of impact and Impact angle of raindrops are found, the program

proceeds to determine the percentage are.a of erosion and the total volume

eroded by calling the subroutine PCTA and VONE respectively. Subroutines

PCTA and VONlE perform the numerical integration of the following integrals.

I J(ain81  (D) 'P(D)dD
0

and

I r f(slnod)"'0 (D)4'3 P(D)dD
0

where

P(D) n EXPE-4.1(R) 21D)

The percentage of area eroded and the total voliie eroded are given as

PCT a 100 As

VLsVl(RATIO) =Vl(2 - e 3PCT/(l32-PCT))

Ae = CA(DIS)V 1 ie]A

V1 [C (DIS)V 6 sine]Iv

REFERENCES

1. Tables for Supersouic Flow Arounr! Rjght Circular Conos at ZeoAnl
ofAttack, NASA SP-3004, Scientific anda Technical infomation Dive,

NASA, Washington, D. C., 1964.
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LISTING OF PROGRAMN

cJu C 4AZN IsPO094AM
'.JLMJ~ IMPLICIT fEALWUAN,.I~

REAL~b L

I~J~)bC.U01MON A60 140110il

DATA iA~~IIlA#.aeOO
907 DATA 10.1'

00V C NACD IN GEOMLTNZCAL DATAI
4013 c Aim LENOTi 00 TIP
%XjD1f C 010 BODY 01&497[R AT XwL
002b c CIOLN0y~f OP TmI OcOvAL PORTION
O016 c in Lt%C0TI OF RADOM
0017 C THICTAN ANOLI til tHt COk
00ta C
001V READ 15aill A%#B1sC%#LsiMITA

002%1 C READ IN PHY9ICA6 QUANTIrICII
04I C AJ@Oo FOR PLA4 FLOW AND 160 PON ANIIYMMITRIC FLOO
Oola C *ki RATIO OF IPCCIPIC HIATS FOR A HOW P C AI
J094 c CAOCV 0 CU%Vt411Ohe CONSTAN~r
UU9jM C 14PRORIN FALL RAUE

0097 READ 5.111 AJaMCAiCvaRR

IJab C READ IN 4.LCJCIVY OF CRAFT
o~jw C

Q021 ML40 15si11 V
Q03 1 FOR'iATIB10*01O

0034 dITU0A13001
,J03~5 1000O F011ATiliA.. CCUMETR'V OF BDY *fil

0036 UUTP~J?16) AlsbeCti;L

V 4 IF(AJsEatlol WRITU4#1901II
0 jrw 11NCJI P14A?#'IK' PLAN PLOpi 11 AbVUMtD IN TPHU V.LCU6AV20R'eii'I
Ol11*l 1111p F~AI,)DAI~*ITX LOW lt ASSUMED, 114 7418 CALCULATON'sopif

O~j*%MM0106 5
UQ~if vI.TicTA*3,14i55v,150f

00ky lAMW67,0) CALL THEIASiA~qCCI~iI131
uck4M IFIAN.GE7ol.) CALL TIIITA814oMCCi1%11I

CCOUC 1101. #,llb
Ocibi uTAST5.'C

uwb4. Cm fiolc~ C1

fjlbt.IFII.OT3(I Luu To 300

uwb% IFIX.6r.AOl UQ. TO 301

W6 3U 10 3ji

4 bu 30J1

..~dT .ck IVj .1",

).7 I I DEI 4r I U /1

U1,1 ..sMTC16#1I AM*CCOj



U091 FQoM~ATI#196, MEt~ ITREA" w4CM NUgIP3t a I aPlot& IX# 111OC9 ANOLK

Q o1 1 PQB 09ESI~',/ll

007? ~CALL U0aPSm30A~O~DAA~EM,

4079 PONLaPOIN.
00fl0 1FOPO86eu~TsAll OCJ TO 0009

V441 FIRMi.-NoLl QU YO 100?

443 /UO 1'0NPAT I e01NAX IT&TI ON '40 ,l'/I
U044 NIT!(~,141 POAL

Q011b If* 1ORATIIR,' LOCATED AT & DISTAN4CE 9 00010 .Pi4i. FR OM TIP.I1
0066RwF
0967 ltC COT1%ijc

09VI * P0MjAWIXPO, RAIN FALL MiATI a 1010* 1 ZNIN#1IM

oust* 5 11rA11'sZTACIIP0 IN.'PCT AM9A',gN,'VOLJqI (1N44'3ZN*1011

OM1 SINCUDOIS
00*B Do to 1.1.30
.00by CALL 1IeIeVM5eDAd0ACT.)
'JiJW CALL l DZ., gTj0 OZ.Va I

040 60 ATION14
W141 O TO 70

70A so UI~AI

014 t tpcrt Gav.otI000 C) 1OO

9104 10169V16IN1tth))*#go*

0104 6
0109 lFll. .kB60l *'C1.DZ
0211W 1910113 RIGMAXI 40 70 lfloo

01%4 *10o CC'4TI4U
(t111 IFIN hP4.4IeO.I Cao To lo1

oil? au TO ROD.
oil$ 001 C0NT14(JI
Gilt 1PU(.0COMelOO TO 1001

0110
0121 lo

IM 4h0 To 30 0
Ol1d? e)ul CALL EVfl

4) 1 thEND

6uRRjt1NL THETAN 1XoCC4.%I.Rb

DATA

UuIO Cfl UI*N.d

0011 1zilll
wvtj out,

UJi1. I, L L u164
t)j I~ YVI S.cofwl Lou ip
00 b mIU



k 012

c uPT1 i

Me IMPLI:IT "tAL*8IA"UNQftZ

0012 H2111100

01;16ALamAPIWEO~s

MiA 300 CONTZINJI
0019 ~ 191 IwI

uuiz HI*KAI.1

OWNS 1 IA NO 40Uat 0 i

uvaC.. wpm

003##4"

wvLb " ,llj

U mA*L~ I's S~.A

liA -i(i J AI

JLLL.

vI 1 3.0a13O1460 Ib 0
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',t, A'3UV ; 7I
taL~~~~ I (l6p

0 Co 0, AaIFP4-~ J1Z J1~j2

ILL 2 .3 po)?3

-4A NIF 11- 1# AM /2

LAN.M13-13.I101/201

J03
GO T3 I!.

Ati PP0

l;P-F-111)1+AKL3

Or bb -- heP3 I 3' I'A'13

JIV, CU TO 11

li!AL46GPP*OZH

IiWI A .1CXI 43

u! w~~~a X!I 1 7 i 1 -11 L) 7 ALJ

CII 198 Cfl'INJC

vOI tI I r ( F9bLLIc w P 8', 1 C I (it; T L) P I Ci

alit FO1.j. .4U'. TIPP~~ I

A k71 jr Jj iP4CE.1MX P 1tJ, TO ?QDuA C , ~ ~ 2

.)I~31 tt A I 0 t P

)j -) A+ '1

a:4
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JLilb GilA.8IBETA 1*e0.5#V(X1
OU17 lo

out 1.0 '"0 20 J82,03

ow;"i 20~ T *AIS iAIII.J)004oly
MQULiuIsUEAi405PP

AO5A26A

id U SiqA.2 b~22.m

U003com. N AbPH4API1jli
WJCJ# 0"ENS134 rilal

QOU6 rXPI)N.iXx' )

QOI1U 4,1 mAmT4CETA#1ml/hO#
U02%

0012 3e3P~oi~Ou~3

(JfJlb BCTA OL.PH~APWi

0017 j v


